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### HONORS AND AWARDS

#### Distinguished Lecturers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Lecturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Joseph Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Robert Braidwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>George Condominas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>John W M Whiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Miguel Leon-Portilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Elizabeth Colson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Robert McC Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>F Clark Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Milton Singer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Eliot D Chapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Raymond Firth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Kent Flannery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Marshall Sahlins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Clifford Geertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Charles F Hockett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>David R Pilbeam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>David F Aberle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### The Distinguished Service Award

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Margaret Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Lita Osmundsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Bela Maday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>William W Howells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Nathalie F S Woodbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>John O Brew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Frederick Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>George M Foster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Raymond H Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Sherwood L Washburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>John W M Whiting and Beatrice Blyth Whiting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### L Bryce Boyer Prize

*Presented by the Society for Psychological Anthropology*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Yoram Bilu (1986)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Alfred Vincent Kidder Award

*for Eminence in the Field of American Archaeology*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Alfred Marsten Tozzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Earl H Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Samuel K Lothrop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>Charles C DiPeso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Tatiana Proskouriakoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Neil Judd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Paul S Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Richard S MacNeish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Gordon R Willey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Emil W Haury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>William T Sanders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Watson Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Ignacio Bernal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Solon T Kimball Award
for Public and Applied Anthropology

Thayer Scudder (1984)
Culture and Learning Department
Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii (1986)

Margaret Mead Award

Established by the Society for Applied Anthropology. Beginning in 1982, the Award has been given jointly by the Society and the American Anthropological Association.


Stirling Award
for Contributions to Psychological Anthropology

Established in 1968 as the Stirling Award for Culture and Personality Studies of the American Anthropological Association. Presented by the Society for Psychological Anthropology as the Stirling Award for Contributions to Psychological Anthropology in 1983 and, thereafter, jointly by the Society and the Association.

Victor Barnouw (1968)  Lorraine Kirk and
Theodore D Graves (1971)  Susan Abbott and
Ralph Bolton (1972)  Ruben Klein (1978)
Charlene Bolton, Ralph Bolton,  William W Dressler (1979)
   Carol Michelson, Jeffrey Wilde  Catherine Lutz (1980)
   T M Luhrman (1986)
GENERAL INFORMATION

REGISTRATION
Registration desks are located on the Ballroom Level of the Franklin Plaza and will be open on Wednesday from noon to 8 pm, Thursday through Saturday from 8 am to 4 pm, and on Sunday from 8 am to noon. Registration includes a copy of the Program, a copy of the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter, which contains Program changes, the Agenda for the Annual Business Meeting, and a badge that is required for admission to all sessions, meetings, and services. The advance registration desks are open the same hours as the registration desks. Abstracts of Papers presented at this meeting may be purchased at the registration desks. All program changes including additions, revisions, and cancellations received after September 22 are printed in the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter.

ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
June Helm chairs the Association’s annual business meeting on Thursday at 9 pm in the Wyndham Ballroom in the Franklin Plaza. All members in good standing are encouraged to attend. Registration badges are required for admission to the meeting.

EXHIBITS
The Conference Center Hall of the Franklin Plaza will be open on Thursday and Friday from 9 am to 5 pm, and on Saturday from 9 am to 4 pm.

INFORMATION AND MESSAGE CENTER
The message center is on the Ballroom Level of the Franklin Plaza and will be open on Wednesday from noon to 8 pm, and Thursday through Sunday from 8 am to 6 pm.

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS
Information about Association membership and publications may be obtained from AAA staff in booth 321 in the Conference Center Hall on Thursday and Friday from 9 am to 5 pm, and on Saturday from 9 am to 4 pm.

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Information about NSF programs supporting research and education, on both predoctoral and postdoctoral levels, as well as publications, facilities, conferences, and aid to systematic collections, in cultural anthropology, physical anthropology, linguistics, and archeology may be obtained from NSF representatives in booth 311 and 313 in the Conference Center Hall.

RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS
All new members and members attending their first annual meeting are invited to this reception hosted by Association officers on Friday at 6 pm in Salon 4 in the Franklin Plaza.

OPEN FORUM
The Third Annual Open Forum chaired by Roy A Rappaport follows the Business Meeting on Thursday.

PLACEMENT SERVICE
The Placement Service will be open on Wednesday from 4 pm to 8 pm, Thursday through Saturday from 9 am to 5 pm, and on Sunday from 9 am to noon in the Conference Center Ballroom of the Franklin Plaza. Position-open boards will be open to all individual AAA members without registration. Employers who are members of the Departmental Services Program may use the service without charge. Other employers will be charged for listing position vacancies.

PRESS ROOM
The Press Room in Salon 8 at the Franklin Plaza will be open on Wednesday from 4 pm to 8 pm, and Thursday through Saturday from 9 am to 6 pm, and Sunday from 9 am to noon.
Copies of papers delivered to the press room or to registration staff should carry the following statement: “Quotation of isolated portions (not exceeding four lines) for purposes of reviews or news articles is permitted. All other rights are reserved by the author and other quotations may not be made without written consent of the author.”

RECORDING SESSIONS
To record scholarly sessions, follow scholarly convention and obtain permission of the person to be recorded and of the organizer of the session. There should be no publication of such material without following scholarly procedure regarding permission and citation.

SESSION SMOKING BAN
Smoking during sessions will not be permitted in smaller meetings, with smoking and non-smoking sections in larger rooms. Smoking will be permitted in the Philadelphia Room and the Wyndham Ballroom at the Franklin Plaza and in the Rembrandt Peale at the Holiday Inn Center City. Smoking sections are located to the left as you enter the room.
**PLENARY EVENTS**

**Wednesday, December 3**
9:00 pm 0-036 Museums, Anthropology and the Public (Department of Anthropology of the University of Pennsylvania and the University Museum)

**Thursday, December 4**
9:00 pm 1-098 Annual Business Meeting of the American Anthropological Association
1-099 Open Forum

**Saturday, December 6**
9:00 pm 3-096 Presentation of Awards and Distinguished Lecture

**INVITED SESSIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, Dec 3</td>
<td>2:00 pm</td>
<td>A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: The Legacy of A I Hallowell (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Dec 4</td>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>George Peter Murdock: Retrospective Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 pm</td>
<td>A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: Frank G Speck (1881–1950) (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3:15 pm</td>
<td>A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: Daniel Garrison Brinton, MD (1837–1899) (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Dec 5</td>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>The Ethnography of Communication: Current Trends and Prospects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 pm</td>
<td>The Particular in the General: Melanesian Ethnography in the Production of Anthropological Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday, Dec 6</td>
<td>2:00 am</td>
<td>Language in Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday, Dec 7</td>
<td>8:25 am</td>
<td>Hominid Evolution: The Early Years, Part I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 pm</td>
<td>Hominid Evolution: The Early Years, Part II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**American Ethnological Society**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, Dec 4</td>
<td>8:30 am</td>
<td>The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part I (cosponsored with the Society for Cultural Anthropology and the Society for Psychological Anthropology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Aesthetic Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:30 pm</td>
<td>Anthropology and Existential Phenomenology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2:00 pm</td>
<td>The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part II (cosponsored with the Society for Cultural Anthropology and the Society for Psychological Anthropology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, Dec 5</td>
<td>8:30 am</td>
<td>Cosmology, Values, and Inter-Ethnic Contact in South America, Part I (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8:00 am</td>
<td>Rationality in Asian Commercial Cultures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9:00 am</td>
<td>Female Headed/Female-Supported Households: Or Keeping It All Together on the Home Front</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1:30 pm 2-055 Vis-à-vis “Europe”: “Development,” “Tradition,” and “Decay” in the Construction of “Others”
3:00 pm 2-073 Cosmology, Values, and Inter-Ethnic Contact in South America, Part II (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)

Saturday, December 6
8:30 am 3-016 Language and Political Economy, Part I (cosponsored with the Society for Cultural Anthropology and the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

Sunday, December 7
8:00 am 4-016 Language and Political Economy, Part II (cosponsored with the Society for Cultural Anthropology and the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

Archeology Unit

Thursday, December 4
8:30 am 1-020 State Formation: An Integrated Anthropological Approach, Part I
2:00 pm 1-075 State Formation: An Integrated Anthropological Approach, Part II

Friday, December 5
9:30 am 2-026 The Mechanisms of Culture Change and Climate Change, Part I
2:00 pm 2-067 The Mechanisms of Culture Change and Climate Change, Part II

Biological Anthropology Unit

Friday, December 5
8:20 am 2-014 Human Sexuality in Biocultural Perspective (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)
1:30 pm 2-063 Reconstruction of Life from the Skeleton

Saturday, December 6
1:30 pm 3-065 Biocultural Factors in Human Fertility (cosponsored with the Society for Medical Anthropology)

Council on Anthropology and Education

Thursday, December 4
1:30 pm 1-061 Critical Theory in Education: Advocacy, Methodology and Pedagogy

Friday, December 5
2:00 pm 2-071 Education and Indigenous Minorities

Saturday, December 6
2:00 pm 3-069 Anthropology and Education: Contributions of the University of Pennsylvania

General Anthropology Division

Wednesday, December 3
2:00 pm 0-019 A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: The Legacy of A I Hallowell (cosponsored with the 1986 AAA Program Committee)
2:00 pm 0-021 Changing Images of the Enemy
3:45 pm 0-024 Rethinking “Context”: Language as an Interactive Phenomenon, Part I (cosponsored with the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

Thursday, December 4
8:00 am 1-016 Refugee Resettlement, Famine Relief, and Early Warning Systems of Famine
Rethinking "Context": Language as an Interactive Phenomenon, Part II (cosponsored with the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: Frank G Speck (1881–1950) (cosponsored with the 1986 AAA Program Committee)

Agricultural Research and Food Security

A Century of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania: Daniel Garrison Brinton, MD (1837–1899) (cosponsored with the 1986 AAA Program Committee)

Friday, December 5
8:20 am 2-014 Human Sexuality in Biocultural Perspective (cosponsored with the Biological Anthropology Unit)

8:30 am 2-019 Cosmology, Values, and Inter-Ethnic Contact in South America, Part I (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society)

2:00 pm 2-069 Anthropology and the Public: Communicating to a Wider Audience (cosponsored with the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)

3:00 pm 2-073 Cosmology, Values, and Inter-Ethnic Contact in South American Ethnological Society

Saturday, December 6
10:00 3-028 Appropriate and Inappropriate Secrecy in Anthropological Research: Dialog for a New Era

Sunday, December 7
1:30 pm 4-055 Women in the Americas: Relationships, Work and Power

1:30 pm 4-058 The Dynamics of Refugee Resettlement: Interactions Among Refugees, Host Society Institutions, and the Community

National Association for the Practice of Anthropology

Thursday, December 4
9:30 am 1-025 The Challenge of Business: Can Anthropologists Manage?

2:00 pm 1-070 Anthropology and the Public: Communicating to a Wider Audience (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)

Saturday, December 6
8:30 am 3-018 Anthropology and Food Policy: From Mead to African Famine and Beyond (cosponsored with the Society for Medical Anthropology)

Society for Cultural Anthropology

Thursday, December 4
8:30 am 1-013 The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part I (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Psychological Anthropology)

2:00 pm 1-067 The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part II (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Psychological Anthropology)

Saturday, December 6
8:30 pm 3-016 Language and Political Economy, Part I (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)

1:30 pm 3-061 Place and Voice in Anthropological Theory

Sunday, December 7
8:00 am 4-016 Language and Political Economy, Part II (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Linguistic Anthropology)
Society for Humanistic Anthropology

Friday, December 5
8:00 am  2-015  Contemporary Humanistic Anthropology, Part I
1:30 pm  2-062  Contemporary Humanistic Anthropology, Part II

Society for Latin American Anthropology

Friday, December 5
2:00 pm  2-070  The Political Economy of Latin American Refugees

Saturday, December 6
8:10 am  3-015  Latin American Medical Anthropology, Part I: The Legacy of Indigenous, Colonial and Modern Medicine (cosponsored with the Society for Medical Anthropology)
1:30 pm  3-063  Latin American Medical Anthropology, Part II: Contributions to Medical Anthropology Theory and Practice (cosponsored with the Society for Medical Anthropology)

Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Wednesday, December 3
3:45 pm  0-024  Rethinking "Context": Language as an Interactive Phenomenon, Part I (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)

Thursday, December 4
9:45 am  1-027  Rethinking "Context": Language as an Interactive Phenomenon, Part II (cosponsored with the General Anthropology Division)

Saturday, December 6
8:30 am  3-016  Language and Political Economy, Part I (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Cultural Anthropology)
8:30 am  3-019  Linguistics and Archeology

Sunday, December 7
8:00 am  4-016  Language and Political Economy, Part II (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Society for Medical Anthropology

Wednesday, December 3
2:30 pm  0-15A  The Anthropology of Nurse Anthropologists

Friday, December 5
8:30 am  2-021  The Medicalization of Medical Anthropology
1:30 pm  2-058  The Dialectic of Medical and Sacred Realities

Saturday, December 6
8:10 am  3-015  Latin American Medical Anthropology, Part I: The Legacy of Indigenous, Colonial and Modern Medicine (cosponsored with the Society for Latin American Anthropology)
8:30 am  3-018  Anthropology and Food Policy: From Mead to African Famine and Beyond (cosponsored with the National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)
1:30 pm  3-063  Latin American Medical Anthropology, Part II: Contributions to Medical Anthropology Theory and Practice (cosponsored with the Society for Latin American Anthropology)
1:30 pm  3-065  Biocultural Factors in Human Fertility (cosponsored with the Biological Anthropology Unit)
Society for Psychological Anthropology

Thursday, December 4
8:30 am 1-013 The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part I (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Cultural Anthropology)
2:00 pm 1-067 The Directive Force of Cultural Models, Part II (cosponsored with the American Ethnological Society and the Society for Cultural Anthropology)

Saturday, December 6
8:30 am 3-020 Psychological Anthropology: Appraisal and Prospectus, Part I
2:00 pm 3-072 Psychological Anthropology: Appraisal and Prospectus, Part II

Society for Urban Anthropology

Friday, December 5
9:00 am 2-011 City, Society, and the Grassroots: An Assessment of the Work of Manuel Castells

Society for Visual Anthropology

Thursday, December 4
2:00 pm 1-077 Ethnographic Photographs: Current Research and Uses

Sunday, December 7
1:30 pm 4-057 Theory and Method in the Anthropological Study of Dance

BUSINESS MEETINGS OF THE ASSOCIATION
AND ITS CONSTITUENT UNITS

Thursday, December 4
9:00 pm 1-098 American Anthropological Association
5:30 pm 1-089 General Anthropology Division
12:00 pm 1-050 Society for Cultural Anthropology
5:30 pm 1-091 Society for Humanistic Anthropology
12:00 pm 1-051 Society for Latin American Anthropology
12:00 pm 1-052 Society for Linguistic Anthropology

Friday, December 5
5:30 pm 2-080 Archeology Section
12:00 pm 2-036 Biological Anthropology
5:30 pm 2-089 Society for Medical Anthropology
5:30 pm 2-090 Society for Psychological Anthropology
5:30 pm 2-091 Society for Urban Anthropology
5:30 pm 2-085 Society for Visual Anthropology

Saturday, December 6
5:30 pm 3-085 American Ethnological Society
5:30 pm 3-090 Council on Anthropology and Education
5:30 pm 3-092 National Association for the Practice of Anthropology
Franklin Plaza Hotel

客房不显示：

- Seminar Rooms A–D, first floor
- Parlors A–D, second floor
Letters FP and HI preceding room designations indicate Franklin Plaza and Holiday Inn respectively.

TUESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 2

0-001 BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ASSOCIATION FP Parlor A
9:00 Administrative Advisory Committee

0-002 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 10
9:00- Conference on Visual Research
5:00 Chairs: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young) and ALLISON JABLONKO (Cultural & Educational Media)

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 2

0-003 BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ASSOCIATION FP Parlor A
1:00 Committee on External Relations

0-004 BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ASSOCIATION FP Parlor A
5:00 Committee on Scientific Communication

TUESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 2

0-005 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE JOB CLINIC: GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER FP Salon 6
7:00- RICHARD I IRISH (TransCentury Corp)
9:00

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 3

0-006 BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ASSOCIATION FP Parlor A
9:00 Executive Committee

0-007 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE JOB CLINIC: GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER, PART I FP Parlor C
9:00 RICHARD I IRISH (TransCentury Corp)

0-008 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 10
9:00- Conference on Visual Research
2:00 Chairs: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young) and ALLISON JABLONKO (Cultural & Educational Media)
9:00- NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE FP Seminar
5:00
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 3

0-009

IMAGINED COMMUNITIES: STATE POLICY AND LOCAL ALLEGIANCE IN INDONESIA AND MALAYSIA

Hi Titian Peale
Organizers: NANCY M LUTZ (Bowdoin) and ROBERT W HEFNER (Boston)
Chair: ROBERT W HEFNER
2:00 ANNL STOLER (Wisconsin-Madison) Elite Dissension and Racial Identity in Colonial Sumatra
2:15 NANCY M LUTZ Adat As a Local-level Check on the State
2:30 ROBERT W HEFNER Community and Differentiation in Highland East Java, 1950–1985
2:45 DONALD M NONINI (New School) History, State Power, and Ideology: The Dialectics of Policial Encapsulation for an Urban Chinese Community
3:00 MICHAEL G PELETZ (Colgate) Shamanism, Spirit Cults and the State: Religious Change in Neger Semblan, Malaysia
3:15-3:30 Discussion

0-010

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF HYPERTENSION
FP Salon 5

Chair: DAVID K EVANS (Wake Forest)
2:00 WILLIAM L MILLER (Connecticut) Hypertension in the Caribbean: Test of an Ecosystem/Cybernetic Model
2:15 DAVID K EVANS The Saba Island Hypertension Project: Overview and Analysis
2:30 ERIC J BAILEY (Wayne) Community Hypertension Programs and the Medical Anthropologist
2:45 WILLIAM W DRESSLER (Alabama) Blood Pressure, Sex Roles, and Social Support
3:00 RUTH B MCKAY (Maryland) Anthropological Contributions to the PRECEDE (Hopkins) Model for Community
3:15 LINDA C GARRO (Manitoba) Cultural Models of High Blood Pressure: A Comparison of Health Care Providers and Their Patients
3:30 Discussion

0-011

INFANT FEEDING: BEYOND THE BREAST/BOTTLE CONTROVERSY

Hi Gilbert Stuart
Organizer/Chair: KATHERINE A DETTWYLER (Southern Mississippi)
2:00 LAURIS MCKEE (Franklin and Marshall) Breastfeeding and Traditions of Male Preference
2:15 KATHERINE A DETTWYLER Breastfeeding in Mali: More Than Nutrition
2:30 LESLIE MARSHALL and JULIE DUNCAN (Iowa) Breastfeeding and its Alternatives Among Papua New Guinea Career Women
2:45 PENNY VAN ESTERIK (York) Towards A New Problematic for Infant Feeding Research
3:00 CHLOE O'GARA (USAID) and NANCY MOCK (Tulane) Insufficient Milk: Evidence from Urban Honduras
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0-012 POLITICS AND CULTURE IN LATIN AMERICA  FP Salon 9
Chair: JUNE MACKLIN (Connecticut C)
2:00 JUNE MACKLIN Spiritism, Political Elites, and Revolution in Latin America
2:15 ANTONIUS C G M ROBBEN (UC-Berkeley) The Play of Power: The Paradox of Brazilian Politics and Soccer
2:30 RICHARD PACE (Florida) Resisting Underdevelopment in Ita
2:45 JOANN MARTIN (UC-Berkeley) Against the State: The Delegitimization of Opposition in Mexico
3:00 Break
3:15 TED C LEWELLEN (Richmond) Catholic Church Political Strategy in Nicaragua
3:30 WILLIAM P MITCHELL (Monmouth) Guerillas and Migrant Networks in Peru
3:45 MARY W CRAIN (Texas-Austin) Agrarian Conflict and Consensus: Peasant Politics in the Ecuadorean Highlands
4:00- Discussion
4:15

0-013 XXVTH CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: LANGUAGES OF CALIFORNIA, THE SOUTHWEST, AND MEXICO (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) HI Thomas Sully
Organizer: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: MARGARET LANGDON (UC-San Diego)
2:00 CATHRINE A CALLAGHAN (Ohio S) Proto-Utian Andative
2:15 JAMES L ARMAGOST (Kansas S) Comanche wihnuse’ "then": Why No Devoicing?
2:30 DAVID L SHAUL (IPFW) Piman Verb Morphology in Historical Perspective
2:45 MONICA MACAULAY (UC-Berkeley) The Morphological Cycle of Mixtec
3:00 Break
3:15 LEANNE HINTON (UC-Berkeley) From Tone to Stress: A Language Change in Progress in Chalcatongo Mixtec
3:30 MARTHA J MACRI (UC-Berkeley) Transitivity in Western Glyphic Maya
3:45 TERRENCE KAUFMAN (Pittsburgh) Comparative Mayan Verb Morphology: Intransitivizers
4:00 BARBARA EDMONSON (Tulane) The Absence of an Ergative Split in Huastec
4:15- Discussion
4:30

0-014 LANGUAGES,IDEOLOGY, AND POWER IN LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN  FP Seminar B
Organizers: PAMELA WRIGHT (CUNY-Hunter C) and JOSE LIMON (Texas-Austin)
Chair: PAMELA WRIGHT
2:00 JANET HENDRICKS (Texas-Austin) Language and Power: Linguistic Subordination in Power Categories Among the Shuar
2:15 ARTHUR SPEARS (CUNY-City College) Some Perspectives on Language, Ideology, and Power in Latin America and the Caribbean
2:30 PAMELA WRIGHT Languages, Power, and the Family: Intergenerational Language Shift among the Carib of Belize
2:45 XAVIER TOTTI (CUNY-Lehman C) A Face-Threatening Act: Ideology, Language, and Power in the Caribbean
3:00 BRACKETTE WILLIAMS (CUNY-Queens) "Busin,“ Respectability and Female Competition
3:15 Break
3:30 FLORENCE KALM (CUNY-Hunter) Labelling Workers Lazy: Oil and Aruba
3:45 JANET R ROESLER (Texas-Austin) The Power of Speaking
4:00 ELIZABETH BRUSCO (New York) Outside Are the Dogs and the Sorcerers: Exorcism and Masculinity in Colombia
4:15- 5:00  Discussants:  DREXEL WOODSON (Chicago)
GREG IRVIN (Texas-Austin)
CARLOS VELEZ-IBANEZ (Arizona)

0-015A  INVITED SESSION THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF NURSE ANTHROPOLOGISTS (Society for Medical Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizer/Chair: EVELYN L BARBEE (Michigan)
2:30  EVELYN L BARBEE Introduction
2:40  AGNES A AAMODT (Arizona) Care and Culture
3:00  PAMELA J BRINK (Iowa) Notes of a Nurse Anthropologist
3:20  OLIVER OSBORNE (Washington) The Way of One Anthropologist
3:40  Discussant: EVELYN L BARBEE
4:00  Break
4:20  ELIZABETH L BYERLY (Intercollegiate Center for Nursing Education, Spokane) Betwixt and Between
4:40  MARGARITA A KAY (Arizona) Anthropologist of Lay Care
5:00  MADELEINE LEININGER (Wayne S) Current Issues in Using Anthropology in Nursing Education and Service
5:20  Discussant: NOEL J CHRISMAN (Washington)
5:30- 6:00  Discussion

0-015B  ILLNESS, PRODUCTION AND CHANGING SOCIAL RELATIONS IN THE ANDES  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizer/Chair: R BROOKE THOMAS (Massachusetts-Amherst)
2:00  R BROOKE THOMAS Studying the Significance of Illness Among Andean Peasants
2:15  J SUSAN LURRSEN and LISA B MARKOWITZ (Massachusetts-Amherst) To Market, to Market: Monetization and Vulnerability in a Highland Peruvian Town
2:30  GABRIEL ESCOBAR M (Pennsylvania S) Social and Political Change in an Andean Community
2:45  JAMES W CAREY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Population, Health and Social Changes in an Andean Community
3:00  WILLIAM R LEONARD (Michigan) Food Availability and Dietary Change in an Andean Community
3:15  MARGARET E BENTLEY (Johns Hopkins) The Household Management of Diarrhea in Rural Peru
3:30  Break
3:45  EVA R IACONO (Hampshire C) and VIRGINIA J VITZTHUM (Michigan) Reproduction, Lactation and the Health of Andean Women and Children
4:00  LUCINDA MORSE (Massachusetts-Amherst) and BRADLEY STONER (Indiana) Utilization and Effectiveness of Health Care in an Andean Community
4:15  LORILALIBERTE and CATHERINE TUCKER (Massachusetts-Amherst) Contributions of Children and Elderly in an Andean Community
4:30  THOMAS L LEATHERMAN (Massachusetts-Amherst) Illness and Relations of Production and Reproduction in the Southern Andes
4:45  Discussants: PAUL T BAKER (Pennsylvania S) and THELMA S BAKER (Pennsylvania S)
5:15- 5:30  Discussion

0-016  SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF SETTLEMENTS  FP Salon 1
Chair: ARLEN F CHASE (Central Florida)
2:00  GLENN DAVIS STONE (Arizona) Settlement Pattern, Population Density, and Ethnicity in Namu District, Central Nigeria
2:15  JOHN N MIKSIC (Asian Cultural Council) Banten and Javanese Urbanization During the Early Islamic Period
2:30  JOSEPH O VOGEL (Alabama) Prehistoric Farming Communities in Southwest Zambia
2:45  Discussion/Break
3:00  MARY E POHL (Florida S) Prehistoric Maya Wetland Fields and Household Archeology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>Eleanor M. King</td>
<td>Recent Discoveries in the Colha Settlement</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Arlen F. Chase</td>
<td>Site Organization at Caracol, Belize: Implications for Settlement Patterns</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Susan E. Jaeger</td>
<td>Causeways and Settlement Organization: A Cultural Measure of Social Integration</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>YOU ARE WHAT (YOU THINK) YOU EAT: COGNITION AND DIET AMONG NON-INDUSTRIALIZED PEOPLE</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Carol Farkas</td>
<td>The Use of Projective Technique to Collect Data on Perceptions of Food and Health</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>Lisa Klopfer</td>
<td>An Historical Approach to Diet and Decisions in West Sumatra</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>Mary J. Alton Mackey</td>
<td>Evaluating Country Food: A Nutritionist's Perspective</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Clifford Behrens</td>
<td>Balancing Nutrition: Methods for Measuring Cognitive Models of Food and Diet</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Discussant: Ann Millard</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Oscar Velasco</td>
<td>Andean Body Concepts and Nutrition</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Kristen Borrer</td>
<td>Seal Blood, Inuit Blood, and Diet: The Biocultural Significance of a Native Model of Physiology and Identity</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>George Wenzel</td>
<td>Eastern Arctic Perceptions of Hunting and Food Sharing</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Susan Stokes-Guse</td>
<td>Cognitive Determinants of Fish-Camp Attendance among Alaskan Eskimo</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>Discussant: Mary J. Alton Mackey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>organizers: Douglas A. Feldman</td>
<td>Household Survey for Suspected AIDS-Related Complex in Rwanda</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>co-chairs: Douglas A. Feldman, Michael Gorman</td>
<td>Applied Anthropological Perspectives in AIDS Primary Prevention: The Role of Community-Based Health Education Programs</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Ralph Bolton</td>
<td>The Role of Gay Bars in Combatting the AIDS Epidemic</td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wyndham Ballroom B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Mary S. Friedman</td>
<td>Narcotic and Drug Research Inc., Don C. Des Jarlaís (NY State Division of Substance Abuse Services), and Douglas S. Goldsmith (Narcotic and Drug Abuse Inc) AIDS and the Social Organization of Intravenous Drug Users</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Dooley Worth</td>
<td>The Politics of AIDS Education on New York's Lower East Side</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>Susan McCombie</td>
<td>Dealing with AIDS: Lessons from Hepatitis B</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>Michael D. Quam</td>
<td>Community Preparation for AIDS</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>T. T. B. Stevenson</td>
<td>The Demographics of Psycho-social AIDS Care on Long Island</td>
<td>Hyatt Regency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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0-019
INVITED SESSION A CENTURY OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA: THE LEGACY OF A I HALLOWELL (AAA Program Committee, General Anthropology Division, and the Department of Anthropology of the University of Pennsylvania)  FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: MELFORD E SPIRO (UC-San Diego)
2:00 MELFORD E SPIRO Introductory Remarks
2:10 ERIKA BOURGUIGNON (Ohio S) A I Hallowell and the Foundations of Psychological Anthropology
2:30 ROBERT A BRIGHTMAN (Wisconsin) The Contributions of A I Hallowell to Northern Algonkian Ethnology
2:50 RAYMOND D FOGELSON (Chicago) A I Hallowell's Approach to the Study of Cultural Dynamics
3:10 FITZ JOHN P POOLE (UC-San Diego) Self and Experience in the Bimin-Kuskusmin "Culturally Constituted Behavioral Environment"
3:25 Break
4:00 THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UC-San Diego) Behavioral Evolution Beyond the Advent of Culture
4:20 GEORGE W STOCKING JR (Chicago) A I Hallowell and the Biblical Paradigm
4:40 ANTHONY F C WALLACE (Pennsylvania) Studying Anthropology with A I Hallowell
5:00- Discussion

NEW PERSPECTIVES ON THE SOUTHEAST MESOAMERICAN FRONTIER: THE EL CAJON PROJECT
Organizers: KEITH G HIRTH (Kentucky) and GLORIA LARA PINTO (Instituto Hondureno de Antropologia e Historia)  Hi Rembrandt Peale
Chair: KENNETH G HIRTH
2:05 KENNETH G HIRTH Symposium Introduction
2:15 WILLIAM LOKER (Colorado) Agricultural Ecology and Prehistoric Settlement in the El Cajon Region, Honduras
2:30 DAVID LENTZ (Mississippi) and RANI ALEXANDER (New Mexico) Prehistoric Environment and Subsistence in the Lower Sulaco and Humuya Valleys, Honduras
2:45 GEORGE HASEMAN (Instituto Hondureno de Antropologia e Historia) Variations in Late Classic Settlement Patterns in the El Cajon Region of Honduras
3:00 Discussion/Break
3:15 DIANE BALLINGER and REBECCA STOREY (Houston) The El Cajon Human Skeletons: Population Composition and Paleopathology
3:30 GLORIA LARA PINTO Central Honduran Society at the Time of Conquest
3:45 NEDENIA KENNEDY (Army Corps of Engineers) Ceramic Classification and its Implications Regarding Cultural Development
4:00 JERREL SORENSEN (Kentucky) Lithic Tool Production in a Ranked Society: A Study from Prehispanic Honduras
4:15 Discussion/Break
4:30 JULIE BENYO (SUNY-Albany) Defining Community Social Structure at La Ceiba, Honduras
4:45 KENNETH G HIRTH Regional Exchange and Social Interaction in Central Honduras: A View from Salitron Viego
5:00 LEWIS MESSENGER (Hamline C) and PHYLLIS MAUCH (Minnesota) Late Classic Community Organization on the Eastern Maya Periphery
5:15 Discussants: JOHN HENDERSON (Cornell)  FRED LANGE (Colorado)
5:45- Discussion

6:00
0-021  INVITED SESSION CHANGING IMAGES OF THE ENEMY (General Anthropology Division and IUAECS Commission on the Study of Peace)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: ALICE B KEHOE (Marquette)
2:00 S L GILMAN (Cornell) Psychoanalytic Models of the Other: A Cultural Dimension
2:15 BARRY L ISAAC (Cincinnati) Aztec Images of the Enemy: Rulers Versus Non-Rulers
2:30 SUSAN M KUS (Rhodes C) "Famine and Flood are My Only Rivals and My Only Enemies." Said Andrianampoinimerina
3:00 ROBERT A SEELEY (Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors) Peacemakers as Enemies
3:15 Break
3:30 ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN Ritual Process and Images of the Other in Disarmament Talks
3:45 KEITH F OTTERBEIN (SUNY-Buffalo) The Dilemma of Disarming
4:00 R BRIAN FERGUSON (Rutgers-Newark) Anthropology and War: Theory, Politics, Ethics
4:15 BETTE DENICH (Boston) As War Has Evolved, Can Also Peace?
4:30 Discussants: ROBERT H MCKINLEY (Michigan S)  ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia)
5:15- Discussion
6:00

0-022  ETHNOGRAPHIC AMERICA (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  FP Salon 10
Organizer/Chair: SUSAN HARDING (Michigan)
2:30 SUSAN HARDING Introducing "Ethnographic America"
2:45 CONSTANCE PERIN (MIT) Belonging in America: Reading Between the Lines
3:00 Discussant: JAMES PEACOCK (North Carolina)
3:15 Discussion
3:30 MICHAEL FISHER (Rice) The Ethnography of Identity in Post-Modern America
3:45 Discussant: GEORGE MARCUS (Rice)
4:00 KATHLEEN STEWART (Michigan) Appalachian Narrative Voice
4:15 Discussant: ALLEN BATTEAU (Institute for Illinois)
4:30 Discussion
4:45- SUSAN HARDING Concluding Remarks
5:00

0-023  STATE AND RELIGION IN ISRAEL (Israel Studies Group)  FP Salon 6
Organizers: WENDY ORENT (Michigan), ROHN ELOUL (Arizona), and DANIEL MEIJERS (Free University, Amsterdam)
Co-Chairs: WENDY ORENT and KAREN PLISKIN (UC-San Francisco)
3:15 DANIEL MEIJERS Orthodox Judaism and State Formation in Israel
3:30 WENDY ORENT The Religious Right in Israel: The Rise of a New Praxis
3:45 KAREN PLISKIN Creating the Sacred: The Human Body and the State
4:00 GUY HASKELL (Oberlin) The Zionist Conquest of Religion
4:15 Break
4:45 ROHN ELOUL Is the State of Israel Jewish?
5:00 JON ABBINK (Amsterdam) Bene Israel and Beta Israel: A Comparison of Path
5:15 WILLIAM M BAT KAY (Montclair S) Authenticity and Power: Religious Challenges to Orthodox Judaism in Israel
5:40 Discussant: DON HANDELMAN (Hebrew U of Jerusalem)
5:45- Discussion
6:00

0-024  INVITED SESSION RETHINKING "CONTEXT": LANGUAGE AS AN INTERACTIVE PHENOMENON, PART I (Society for Linguistic Anthropology and General Anthropology Division)  HI Titian Peale
Organizers: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-SanDiego/Rome) and CHARLES GOODWIN (South Carolina)
Chair: ALESSANDRO DURANTI
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3:45 AARON V CICOUREL (UC-San Diego) The Interpenetration of Medical Communicative Contexts
4:00 BAMBI B SCHIEFFELIN (New York) Context and Interpretation in Kaluli Storytelling
4:15 ADAM KENDON (Indiana) The Negotiation of Context in Focused Interaction
4:30 CHARLES GOODWIN and MARJORIE HARNESS GOODWIN (South Carolina) Sustaining Focus and Shifting Context
4:45 Break
5:00 RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana) Icelandic Legends of Magical Poets: Folklore, Context and the Dialogue of Genres
5:15 ELLEN BASSO (Arizona) Kalapalo Boundaries and Locations
5:30 JOHN J GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley) Contextualization and Understanding
5:45- Discussant: ELINOR OCHS (Southern California)
6:00

0-025 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  FP Parlor D
4:00- Board of Directors
7:00

0-026 STRESS AND SOCIAL CULTURAL ADJUSTMENT OF LINGUISTIC MINORITY POPULATIONS (Council on Anthropology and Education)  FP Salon 5
Organizer/Chair: CONCHA DELGADO-GAITAN (UC-Santa Barbara)
4:15 DONALD HANSEN (UC-Berkeley) Family-School Articulations and Active Nonlearning: Some Directions for Research and Theory
4:30 MARY O'CONNOR (UC-Santa Barbara) Field Methods and the Measurement of Stress in Latino Immigrant Populations
4:45 ELIZABETH KIRTON (UC-Santa Barbara) Hmong Refugees Coping with Health Care
5:00 Break
5:15 DONNA DEYHLE (Utah) From Hogan to PTA: Cultural Conflict, Navajo Parents and the Schooling of Their Children
5:30 HENRY TREUBA (UC-Santa Barbara) From Cultural Differences to Learning Handicaps
5:45- Discussant: DAVID SANCHEZ (UC-San Francisco)
6:00

0-027 CONCEPTUAL ORDER AND SOCIOCULTURAL CHANGE IN UPLAND SULAWESI  FP Salon 9
Organizers: JANE WELLENKAMP (UC-Los Angeles) and KEN GEORGE (Michigan)
Chair: JANE WELLENKAMP
4:30 JANE WELLENKAMP Order and Disorder in Toraja Thought and Ritual
4:45 KATHLEEN M ADAMS (Washington) Manipulating Material Symbols: Carvings, Social Status, and Ethnic Change in Tana Toraja
5:00 DOUG HOLLAN (UC-Los Angeles) Toraja Notions of Fortune and Misfortune
5:15 KEN GEORGE Ill Rivers: Offense and Censure at Su'ban Ada’
5:30 JENNIFER W NOURSE (Virginia) The Placental Twin and the Spirit Other: Lauje Concepts of Birth and Illness
5:45- Discussant: JANE ATKINSON (Lewis and Clark)
6:00

0-028 INTERLANGUAGE  HI Thomas Sully
Chair: KATHERINE B BRANSTETTER (San Francisco State)
4:45 FUMITERU NITTA (Hawaii) Interlingualism: The Case of English and Japanese
5:00 MARGARET M KIEFFER (Cognitive Enterprises) A Method of Assessing Similarity in Multi-Language/Culture Data
5:15 CAROL-JEAN MCGREEVY (Pittsburgh/Shady Side Academy) Languages and Life-styles: Communicative Competence in Chiapas
5:30 STEPHEN O STEWART (San Carlos-Guatemala) Cakchiquel/Mam Dialectology: Current Research
5:45- Discussion
6:00
CONTINUING THE RESEARCH: PAPERS IN HONOR OF MICHAEL KENNY (AAA Program Committee)  FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizers: JAMES FERNANDEZ (Chicago) and MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (CUNY-John Jay)
Chair: MIRIAM LEE KAPROW

2:00 CARMELO LISON-TOLOSAÑA (Madrid) Res in Urbe, Urbs in Rure
2:20 LESLIE ELLEN STRAUB (Providence C) La Yeguita: Religious Accommodation in Nicoya, Costa Rica
2:40 JOSEPH B. ACEVES (Keele) The Urbanization of El Pinar
3:00 SUSAN TAX FREEMAN (Illinois-Chicago) The Sorian Tapestry
3:20 Discussion/Break
3:35 ORIOL PI-SUNYER (Massachusetts-Amherst) Town, Country, and Nation: Studying Culture and Politics in Catalonia
3:55 JAVIER MALAGON BARCELO (Embassy of Spain) Memories of Exile and Friendship
4:15 Discussant: JAMES FERNANDEZ
4:30- Discussion
5:00 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HI Gilbert Stuart
Curriculum Design for Training Practicing Anthropologists
5:00- Chair: RUTH H LANDMAN (American) Participants: RUTH H LANDMAN, WILLIAM L 8:00 LEAP (American), JUNE L EVANS (American)
Attendance at the workshop is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

OPEN HOUSE
5:00- In honor of the appointment of the first professor of anthropology (1986) and the founding of the University Museum (1987), the University Museum and the Department of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania cordially invite the members of the American Anthropological Association to attend an Open House to celebrate this Centennial. The reception is being held at the University Museum, 33rd and Spruce Streets, from 5 to 7 o'clock. Free shuttle buses between the hotels and the Museum will be provided. Please see the meeting edition of the Anthropology Newsletter for shuttle information. Registration badges will be required for admission to the reception.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar C
6:00 Board of Directors

SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 7
6:00 Executive Board

SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar D
6:00 Board of Directors

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar A
6:00 Executive Committee

SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 2
6:00 Executive Board

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 10
6:00- Film Festival and Awards and Film/Video Preview
7:30 Organizer: JOAN WILLIAMS (Anth Film Ctr-Temple)
Chairs: THOMAS D BLAKELEY (Brigham Young) and EMILIE DE BRIGARD
0-036 MUSEUMS, ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE PUBLIC (Department of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania and the University Museum) FP Wyndham Ballroom A
9:00- Organizer: PEGGY R SANDAY (Pennsylvania)
10:30 Chair: ROBERT H DYSON JR (Director, University Museum)
Introduction: ROBERT H DYSON JR
Speaker: ROBERT MCC ADAMS (Secretary, Smithsonian Institution)
Panel discussion by: WILLIAM DAVENPORT (University Museum), NANCY LURIE (Milwaukee Public Museum), ROBERT H DYSON JR (University Museum), ROBERT MCC ADAMS (Secretary, Smithsonian Institute)

THURSDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 4

1-001 LAND AND SOCIETY IN EASTERN AFRICA: CHANGES AND DEVELOPMENTS HI
Thomas Eakins
Organizer: PARKER SHIPTON (Harvard)
Chairs: PARKER SHIPTON and SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard)
8:00 ALLAN HOBEN (Boston) The Political Economy of Land Registration in Somalia
8:15 CHRISTINE OBBO (Wheaton C) Land and Urban Development in a Ugandan Township
8:30 PARKER SHIPTON The Public Creation of Private Property: The Uses of Misunderstanding in the Kenya Land Tenure Reform
8:45 Discussant: AIDAN SOUTHALL (Wisconsin)
9:00- Discussion
9:15

1-002 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE MIDDLE EAST FP Salon 3
Chair: STEPHEN CATON (Hamilton)
8:00 LINDA LAYNE (Princeton) "Tribalism" and "Orientalism": Anthropological Approaches to the Images and Self-Images of Jordan's Bedouin
8:15 JUDY H BRINK (Indiana U of Pennsylvania) Changing Extended Family Relationships in an Egyptian Village
8:30 HENRY ROSENFELD (Haifa) Marriage Stability and Arab Peasant Society
8:45 EL SAYED AL ASWAD (Michigan) Death Rituals in Rural Egyptian Society: A Symbolic Study
9:00 ABDULLAH A IBRAHIM (Indiana and Khartoum) Popular Islam: The Religion of the Barbarous Throng
9:15- Discussion
9:30

1-003 URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE GRASSROOTS (Society for Urban Anthropology) HI Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: KAREN A CURTIS (Temple)
8:00 MARY E GRANICA (Colorado-Boulder) Revitalization and Levels of Community
8:15 ANDREW H MAXWELL (Skidmore) "New" Federalism and Local Development Organizations
8:30 STANLEY E HYLAND and BRIDGET CIARAMITARO (Memphis S) Southern Cities and Economic Development at the Grassroots
8:45 KAREN A CURTIS (Temple) Evaluating Community Economic Development Strategies
9:00- Discussants: KIRK GRAY (HUD)
9:30 ROBERT WULFF (HUD)

1-004 DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC ILLNESS FP Salon 4
Chair: JOAN M ANDERSON (British Columbia)
8:00 RUTH P WILSON (Rutgers) An Ethnomedical Analysis of Two Chronic Diseases [Sarcoidosis and Hypertension] Among Afro-Americans
8:15 JAMES A TROSTLE (UC-San Francisco & UC-Berkeley) Self-Regulation of Medical Regimens Among Middle Class White Adults with Epilepsy
8:30 KITTY CORBETT (UC-Berkeley) Mind, Body, and Chronic Back Pain
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>NELL ARMSTRONG and JUDITH PREISSLE GOETZ (Georgia) Diabetics' Views of Their Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOAN M ANDERSON Managing Chronic Illness in the Family: A Feminist Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>MARJORIE A MUECKE (Washington) Beyond Medicine: Chronic Folk Symptoms Among the Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOPICS IN PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY**  
FP Salon 9

Chair: PETER W BLACK (George Mason)

8:00 SEYMOUR PARKER (Utah), HILDA PARKER (Utah) and ROBERT J KLEINER (Temple) Beyond Westermark: Proximal Mechanisms in Incest Avoidance

8:15 DAVID H SPAIN (Washington) Anti-anti-Benedict: The Emics and Etics of Guilt in Japan

8:30 KARL G HEIDER (South Carolina) Cognitive Maps of Emotion Terms in Indonesia

8:45 DOUGLAS RAYBECK (Hamilton) Kinesics and Conflict Management in Kelantan, Malaysia

9:00 DONALD F TUZIN (UC-San Diego) Sensory Contact and Moral Contagion in Ilahita

9:15 DAN W FORSYTH (Southern Colorado) Self and Social Ethic

9:30- Discussion

9:45

**LUBAVITCH: THE HASSIDIC MYSTIQUE**  
HI Titian Peale

Organizer/Chair: MIRIAM JAYANTI (UC-Los Angeles)

8:00 ROBIN C GOLDBERG (Northwestern) The Story of Dvorah Leah: Fundamental Myth for Lubavitcher Hasidic Womanhood

8:15 MIRIAM JAYANTI The Chabad Telethon: Public and Private Faces of a Hassidic Outreach Group

8:30 DEBRA KAUFMAN (Northeastern) Experiencing Chassidism: A Woman’s Perspective

8:45 ELLEN KOSKOFF (Eastman School of Music) The Sound of a Woman’s Voice: Women and Music in an American Hasidic Community

9:00 STEPHEN L PASTNER (Vermont) Recruiting for Hashem in the Wilderness

9:15 STEPHEN STERN (UC-Los Angeles) “Returning” to Orthodox Judaism as a Career

9:30- Discussion

9:45

**DEVELOPMENT AND EXCHANGE IN NEW GUINEA AND THE PACIFIC ISLANDS**  
FP Seminar B

Chair: VICTORIA L JORALEMON (Southern Methodist)

8:00 LARRY W MAYO (Kansas) Urbanization in the Pacific and Guam

8:15 VICTORIA L JORALEMON Capitalism and Economic Dependency Among Tahitian Peasant Women

8:30 MARGARET RODMAN (McMaster/Waterloo) Contradictions of Self-Reliance in Vanuatu Fisheries Development

8:45 JEANETTE DICKERSON-PUTMAN (Bryn-Mawr) Women’s Contribution to the Domestic and National Economy of Papua New Guinea

9:00 STEVEN M ALBERT (Chicago) “It Is Tambu. With It We Buy Men, Women, and Pigs”

9:15 PAULA BROWN (SUNY-Stonybrook) What Do You Call Your Pig? Who Is Your Namesake?

9:30- Discussion

9:45

**ORTHODOXY AND FOLK BELIEF IN EUROPEAN SOCIETY: PAPERS IN HONOR OF JOYCE RIEGELHAUPT**  
FP Salon 6

Organizer/Chair: ELLEN BADONE (New York)

8:00 CAROLINE B BRETTEL (Newberry Library) Official Catholicism and Folk Catholicism: An Overview

8:15 RUTH BEHAR (Michigan) Death, Salvation, and Community: Religious Brotherhoods in Leonese Villages
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8:30  JANE C SCHNEIDER and PETER SCHNEIDER (CUNY-Graduate Center) To Honor A Saint: Ritual Activity and the Power Field in a Sicilian Rural Town

8:45  JILL DUBISCH (North Carolina) Pilgrims and Priests: Folk Beliefs and Orthodoxy at a Greek Healing Shrine

9:00  ELLEN BADONE Breton Folklore of Anticlericalism

9:15  LAWRENCE J TAYLOR (Lafayette) Folk Tales and Orthodox Power: The Priest in Irish Catholicism

9:30  Discussant: STANLEY H BRANDES (Berkeley)

9:45-  Discussion

10:00  

1-009  PRIMATE BEHAVIOR  HI Thomas Scully
Chair: WARREN G KINZEY (CUNY-City College)

8:00  DIAHAN HARLEY (Mills C) Factors Influencing Reproductive Performance in Langur Monkeys

8:15  PHILLIS DOLHINOW and FRIEDA RICHENBACH (UC-Berkeley) Weaning: Clash, Should I Stay or Should I Go?

8:30  MARK TAFF (UC-Berkeley) Male Langur Caregiving Behavior

8:45  LINDA WOLFE (Florida) Disruptive Effects of Indiscriminate Trapping and Culling on the Silver Spring, Florida, Colony of Freeranging Rhesus Monkeys

9:00  Discussion/Break

9:15  CAROLYN EHRARDT (Georgia) Aggression, Socialization, and Affiliation in Rhesus Monkeys

9:30  SUSAN CACHEL (Rutgers) Proximate Cues in Primate Infanticide and Sex Ratio Skewing as a Counterstrategy

9:45  CONNIE ANDERSON (Harvard C) Pair Bonding and Paternal Investment in Savannah Baboons

10:00  SUSAN LANDES (UC-San Francisco) Primate Iconography: Modern Primatology and the Remodeling of Natural Categories

10:15-  Discussion

10:30  

1-010  ANTHROPOLOGY NEWSLETTER  FP Parlor D
Editorial Board

1-011  ARCHEOLOGY SECTION  FP Seminar C
Executive Committee

1-012  COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 7
Executive Board

1-013  INVITED SESSION THE DIRECTIVE FORCE OF CULTURAL MODELS: PART I (Society for Psychological Anthropology, Society for Cultural Anthropology, American Ethnological Society)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizers/Chairs: ROY G D'ANDRADE (UC-San Diego) and NAOMI QUINN (Duke)

8:30  CATHERINE LUTZ (SUNY-Binghamton) Motivated Models

9:00  ALAN FISKE (Pennsylvania) The Psychological Foundations for the Cultural Forms of Social Relations

9:30  SARA HARKNESS; CHARLES M SUPER, and CONSTANCE H KEEFER (Harvard and Harvard Community Health Plan) The Directive Force of American Parents' Theories of Child Behavior and Development

10:00  Break

10:10  CLAUDIA STRAUSS (Harvard) The Indirect Force of Cultural Models About "Free Enterprise"
10:40 RICHARD A SHWEDER (Chicago) Objective Obligations, Feeling Commanded, and How to Go From Is to Ought
11:10 Discussant: ROBERT P WELLER (Duke)
11:40- Discussion
12:00

1-014 **INVITED SESSION AESTHETIC ANTHROPOLOGY** (American Ethnological Society)  FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizers: ELIZABETH A BAKEWELL (Brown) and BARBARA TEDLOCK (Institute for Advanced Study)
Chair: BARBARA TEDLOCK
8:00 BENNETTA W JULES-ROSETTE (UC-San Diego) The Ethnoaesthetics of Tourist Art in Africa
8:20 BARBARA TEDLOCK Intermedia and Intercultural Assemblage
8:40 MARI LYN C SALVADOR (New Mexico) Kuna Women's Art: An Ethnoaesthetic Study
9:00 Discussants: STEVEN FELD (Texas-Austin)
TONI FLORES (Pennsylvania)
9:30 Break
9:40 ELIZABETH A BAKEWELL What's Going On in Art History?
10:00 MAUDE WAHLMAN (Central Florida) Aesthetic Principles in Afro-American Quilts
10:40 JACQUES MAQUET (UC-Los Angeles) Aesthetic Anthropology: The Beholder's Experience
11:00 E N ANDERSON (UC-Riverside) The Wilson Duff Papers: Northwest Coast Art
11:20- Discussants: JAMES BOON (Cornell)
WILLIAM BEEMAN (Brown)
12:00

1-015 **INVITED SESSION GEORGE PETER MURDOCK: RETROSPECTIVE ASSESSMENT**  
(AAA Program Committee)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: WARD H GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania)
8:00 WARD H GOODENOUGH G P Murdock: An Overview
8:20 JOSEPH G JORGENSEN (UC-Irvine) Murdock's Contribution to Native American Studies
8:40 IGOR KOPYTOFF (Pennsylvania) George Peter Murdock's Contribution to Africa Studies
9:00 Discussion/Break
9:20 WILLIAM H DAVENPORT (Pennsylvania) George Peter Murdock's Classification of "Consanguineal Kin Groups"
9:40 DOUGLAS R WHITE (UC-Irvine) The Ethnographic Atlas and The Murdock Legacy
10:00 JOHN W M WHITING (Harvard), A KIMBALL ROMNEY, MICHAEL L BURTON, and DOUGLAS R WHITE (UC-Irvine) Reanalysis of Kinship and Social Structure
10:20 Discussion/Break
10:40 PEGGY R SANDAY (Pennsylvania) Towards Thick Comparison
11:00 MELVIN EMBER (CUNY-Hunter) The Human Relations Area Files: Past and Future
11:20 DAN ROSE (Pennsylvania) and DENISE O'BRIEN (Temple) Interviewing George Peter Murdock
11:40- Discussion
12:00

1-016 **INVITED SESSION REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT, FAMINE RELIEF, AND EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS OF FAMINE**  
(General Anthropology Division)  FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizer/Chair: ANNE FLEURET (American)
8:00 VIRGINIA LEE BARNES-DEAN (Emory) Cross-Cultural Training for Refugee Relief
8:15 SIDNEY WALDRON (SUNY-Cortland) Working in the Dark: Why Anthropologists are Essential in Refugee Resettlement
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8:30 BONNIE K HOLCOMB The Use of Refugee Testimony in Assessing the Causes of the Ethiopian Famine
8:45 JASON CLAY (Cultural Survival) Famine and Western Humanitarian Assistance in Ethiopia
9:00 Discussant: REGINA DENNIS (AFRICARE)
9:15 Discussion
9:30 Break
9:45 ERIC E RODENBURG (Price, Williams and Associates) Practicing Famine Early Warning
10:00 FRANCIS PAINE CONANT (CUNY-Hunter) Satellite Data and Famine Prediction
10:15 DOLORES KOENIG (American) From Monitoring Unit to Famine Early Warning System
10:30 DAVID CAMPBELL (Michigan S) Coping Strategies as Indicators of Food Shortage in African Villages
10:45 KATHLEEN A GALVIN (Colorado S) Nutritional Status as an Indicator of Food Stress
11:00 SOHEIR SUKKARY-STOLBA (Pragma Corporation) Indigenous Responses to Famine: The Case of Sudan
11:15 LOUISE J SPERLING (McGill) Drought Strategy and Recovery Among East African Herders
11:30 Discussant: RICHARD FORD (Clark)
11:45 Discussion
12:00

1-017 STIGMA: MEANING AND DISCOURSE FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizer/Chair: MARIE I BOUTTE (UC-Berkeley)
8:15 PATRICIA PHELAN (UC-San Francisco) The Redefinition of Incest as Child Sexual Abuse
8:30 ROGER N LANCASTER (UC-Berkeley) The Milieu-Specific Construction of Stigma and Sexuality in Nicaragua
8:45 KENNETH W PAYNE (UC-San Francisco) The Double Stigma of AIDS
9:00 IRVING K ZOLA (Brandeis) The Language of Disability
9:15 Break
9:30 MARIANNE E CALLMAR (Gothenburg-Sweden) Struggling with Stigma: Self-Perceptions on Being Viewed as Mildly Retarded
9:45 JOAN ABLON (UC-San Francisco) The Special Case of the Dwarf Child
10:00 MARIE I BOUTTE The Rejected Island: A Geography of Stigma in the Azores
10:15 Discussants: NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley)
SUE ESTROFF (North Carolina)
10:45-11:00 Discussion

1-018 CULTURE, SELF, AND THE AUTONOMOUS IMAGINATION FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizers: GILBERT HERDT (Chicago) and MICHELE STEPHEN (LaTrobe)
Chair: GILBERT HERDT
8:30 MICHELE STEPHEN The Hidden Self and the Autonomous Imagination
8:45 ERIC SCHWIMMER (Laval) Personal Autonomy in Spirit Impersonation
9:00 KATHERINE P EWING (Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis) Dreams and Self Organization Among Pakistani Sufis
9:15 FITZ JOHN P POOLE (UC-San Diego) The Role of Secrecy, Imagery, and Innovation in the Bimin-Kuskusmin Ritual Imagination
9:30 Break
9:45 BRUCE M KNAUFT (Emory) Poetry and Pronouncement: The Power of Imagination in Gebusi Spirit Mediumship
10:00 EYTAN BERCOVITCH (Stanford) Imagination and Reality in Nalum Witchcraft
10:15 ERNESTINE L MCHugh (UC-San Diego) Self, Other, and the World of Fanciful Beings
10:30 ANDREW JAMIESON STRATHERN (Institute of Papua New Guinea Studies) The Hidden Point
10:45 Discussants: ROY WAGNER (Virginia)
WAUD KRACKE (Illinois-Chicago)
11:15-11:30 Discussion
THE IDEOLOGICAL CONSTITUTION OF HISTORIES: PART I (American Ethnological Society) FP Salon 5
Organizer/Chair: MARTHA LAMPLAND (Chicago)

8:30 KATHERINE VERDERY (Johns Hopkins) Romanian Histories as Identity Statements
8:45 CAROL HENDRICKSON (Chicago) The Construction of History and Social Identity in Guatemala
9:00 JOHN D KELLY (Chicago) Unnatural Selection: The Fate of Fiji Indian Caste
9:15 RUTH E MANDEL (Chicago) Sectarian Splits: Interpretations of Turkish Muslim Identities and History
9:30 Discussion
9:45 Break
10:00 DANIEL F NUGENT (UC-San Diego) Official History and Unofficial Histories: Conflicting Views of State and Revolution in the Chihuahuan Sierra
10:15 MARIAN C NAGENGAST (UC-Santa Cruz) Polemics of Production: The Polish State versus the Farmers
10:30 FERNANDO CORONIL and JULIE SKURSKI (Chicago) The Civilizing Mission: Concepts of "the People" in the Construction of Contemporary Venezuelan History
10:45 Discussant: WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School)
11:00- Discussion
11:30

INVITED SESSION STATE FORMATION: AN INTEGRATED ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH, PART I (Archeology Section) HI Rembrandt Peal
Organizers: THOMAS C PATTERSON (Temple) and CHRISTINE W GAILEY (Northeastern)
Chair: CHRISTINE W GAILEY

9:00 PHILIP L KOHL (Wellesley C) State Formation: Useful Concept or Idee Fixe
9:20 THOMAS C PATTERSON Tribes, Chiefdoms, and Kingdoms in the Inca Empire
9:40 Break
9:50 VIANA MULLER (New School) Reproduction and State Building in Northwest Europe (100-800 AD)
10:10 JOHN GLEDHILL (London) State and Class Formation in Mexico, 16th-19th Centuries: Frameworks for Comparative Analysis
10:30 Discussants: ELEANOR B LEACOCK (CUNY-City College) STANLEY DIAMOND (New School)
11:00- Discussion
11:30

THE OBLIVION OF AN ETHNOGRAPHIC AREA: HUNTER-GATHERER STUDIES IN THE ARCTIC AND SUBARCTIC (Society for Cultural Anthropology) HI Raphael Peale
Organizers: ASEN BALIKCI (Montreal) and FRED MYERS (New York)
Chair: ASEN BALIKCI

8:30 FRED MYERS Opening Remarks
8:40 RICHARD F SALISBURY (McGill) Northern Research and the New Anthropology
8:55 HARVEY A FEIT (McMaster) Social Policy Advocacy and the History of Eastern Subarctic Ethnology
9:10 ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia) Knowledge, Power and the Individual in Northern Hunting Societies
9:25 Break
9:40 JULIE CRUIKSHANK (British Columbia) Subarctic Aboriginal Peoples and Anthropology
9:55 NORMAN CHANCE (Connecticut) Anthropologists and Northern Peoples
10:10 ASEN BALIKCI Field Methods and Theory in the North
10:25 MILTON FREEMAN (Alberta) Poles Apart: Varying Perceptions on the Significance of Arctic Ethnological Research
10:40 Discussants: ASEN BALIKCI FRED MYERS
11:10- Discussion
11:30
1-022  
**ANDEAN POLITY, ECONOMY, AND SOCIETY: THE FRUITS OF DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS—A SESSION IN HONOR OF JOHN V MURRA** (Society for Latin American Anthropology)  
Hi Gilbert Stuart  
Organizers: Chairs: INGE MARIA HARMAN (Cornell) and ROGER RASNAKE (Goucher C)  
8:30 PATRICIA J NETHERLY (Massachusetts-Amherst) Subsistence, Economy and Structure in Andean States  
8:45 MARTHA B ANDERS (Cornell) The Implications of Azangaro for Wari Socio-Political and Administrative Organization  
9:00 FRANK SALOMON (Wisconsin-Madison) The Andean Ancestors and the Inside of Diachrony  
9:15 DEBORAH A CARO (George Washington) Reciprocal Labor and Land Tenure: Disputed Pasturelands of Ayllu Ucha Ucha  
9:30 Break  
9:45 ROGER N RASNAKE The Changing Contexts of Power and Authority in Yura, Bolivia  
10:00 MARY ANN MEDLIN (North Carolina) Andean Cloth and the State  
10:15 INGE MARIA HARMAN Land Tenure and Ayllu Transformations in the Southern Bolivian Andes  
10:30 Discussants: ENRIQUE MAYER (Illinois)  
CRAIG MORRIS (American Museum of Natural History)  
HEATHER N LECHTMAN (MIT)  
11:15 Discussion  
11:30  
1-023  
**XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: MAYAN DISCOURSE** (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)  
Hi Benjamin West A  
Organizers: J KATHRYN JOSSE RAND (Inst for Cultural Ecology of the Tropics) and LAURA MARTIN (Cleveland S)  
Chair: LAURA MARTIN  
8:45 J KATHRYN JOSSE RAND and LAURA MARTIN Introduction to Mayan Texts  
9:00 JUDITH M MAXWELL, ELEUTERIO POOT YAH, and OFELIA DE POOT (Tulane) Three Tales—2 and 1/2 Linguistic Systems  
9:15 CHARLES A HOFLING (Kentucky) Discourse Framing in Itza Maya  
9:30 NICHOLAS A HOPKINS (Inst for Cultural Ecology of the Tropics) and J KATHRYN JOSSE RAND The Characteristics of Chol (Mayan) Traditional Narrative  
9:45 Break  
10:00 JILL BRODY (Louisiana S) Tojolabal Maya Folktales: Discourse Structure and Variation  
10:15 ROBIN QUIZAR (Colorado-Colorado Springs) Word Order and Voice in Chorti Texts  
10:30 NORA C ENGLAND (Iowa) Mamean Voice: Syntactic and Narrative Considerations  
10:45 AVA BERINSTEIN (Smithsonian) Syntactic and Prosodic Interactions in a K’ekchi Narrative  
11:00 JOHN W DU BOIS (UC-Los Angeles) Information Flow in Sacapultec Narrative  
11:15 Discussion  
11:30  
1-024  
**AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE JOB CLINIC: GO HIRE YOURSELF AN EMPLOYER, PART II**  
FP Parlor C  
9:00 RICHARD I IRISH (TransCentury Corp)  
1-025  
**INVITED SESSION THE CHALLENGE OF BUSINESS: CAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS MANAGE?** (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  
Hi Thomas Eakins  
Organizer/Chair: S BRIAN BURKH ALTER (South Florida)  
9:30 S BRIAN BURKH ALTER Getting Back to Business: The Anthropologist Returns  
9:45 ALAN M BARSTOW (Pennsylvania) Managing Organizational Culture  
10:00 DIANE B BARTLETT (South Florida) Alienation in the Workplace: A Problem Custom-Made for Applied Anthropology  
10:15 WO BALANZATEGUI (Lincoln Property Company) Looking at Corporate Cultures Horizontally: The Anthropological Perspective  
10:30 Break
10:45 ELIZABETH A BAUCH (Columbia) New York’s Strongest: Anthropology in the Department of Sanitation

11:00 HENDRICK SERRIE (Eckerd C) Chinese Cultural Factors in International Business

11:15 ROBERT C HARMAN (CSU-Long Beach) Anthropology Contributions to Intercultural Communication and International Business

11:30 Discussant: JOHN F SHERRY (Northwestern)

11:45 Discussion

12:00

1-026 "OTHERING": REPRESENTATIONS AND REALITIES, PART I (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  HI Benjamin West B

Organizers/Chairs: SMADAR LAVIE (UC-Berkeley), KIRIN NARAYAN (UC-Berkeley) and RENATO ROSALDO (Stanford)

9:30 RENATO ROSALDO Introduction

9:40 JOHANNES FABIAN (Amsterdam) Presence and Representation: The Other and Anthropological Writing

9:55 ANNA TSING (Colorado) Ethnic Naming

10:10 FRANK A DUBINSKAS (Harvard) How to Button Down the Business Executive as Ethnographic Other

10:25 Break

10:40 KEVIN DWYER Opposition and Composition

10:55 SMADAR LAVIE Silence, or “Why Won’t You Write My Genealogy?”: Inscriptions of Tribal Identity

11:10 KIRIN NARAYAN “Don’t Just Take These Stories, Understand Them”: “Others” Concern with Ethnographic Understanding

11:25 JAMES W FERNANDEZ (Princeton) What I Learned From “The Parrot’s Egg” and “The Bull That Crashes in the Krall”: The Senses of Time-binding and Turn-taking in Being with the Other

11:40 Discussion

12:00

1-027 INVITED SESSION RETHINKING "CONTEXT": LANGUAGE AS AN INTERACTIVE PHENOMENON, PART II (Society for Linguistic Anthropology and General Anthropology Division) HI Titian Peale

Organizers: ALESSANDRO DURANTI (UC-San Diego/Rome) and CHARLES GOODWIN (South Carolina)

Chair: CHARLES GOODWIN

9:45 FRANK GAIK (Southern California) The Activity of Context

10:00 WILLIAM F HANKS (Chicago) Symmetry and Change in the Frame of Reference

10:15 ALESSANDRO DURANTI Language in Context and Language as Context: The Samoan Respect Vocabulary

10:30 PAUL J HOPPER (SUNY-Binghamton) The Emergence of the Category “Proper Name” in Discourse

10:45 Break

11:00 DONALD BRENNIES (Pitzer) Decontextualization and Recontextualization in Legal Discourse

11:15 LAMONT LINDSTROM (Tulsa) Context Contests: Debatable Truth Statements on Tanna (Vanuatu)

11:30 SUSAN U PHILIPS (Arizona) The Routinization of Repair-like Phenomena in Courtroom Discourse

11:45 Discussant: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago)

12:00

1-028 BODY CONCEPTS: IMPLICATIONS FOR HEALTH CARE UTILIZATION FP Salon 3

Organizers: MICHELE G SHEDLIN (Sociomedical Resource Assoc) and LAURIE KRIEGER

Chair: LAURIE KRIEGER

9:45 LAURIE KRIEGER Body Concepts, Gender Roles and IUD Acceptance in Cairo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>DANA RAPHAEL (Human Lactation Center)</td>
<td>Breasts and Breastfeeding: Symbol of Motherhood, Butt of Jokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>DONA DAVIS (South Dakota)</td>
<td>Changing Body Aesthetics: Diet and Exercise Fads in a Newfoundland Outport Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>MARIA LUISA URDANETA (Texas-San Antonio) and TOM THOMPSON (Social Science Research Assoc)</td>
<td>Food Implications of Body Image in the Treatment of Mexican American Diabetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>JOSEPH W BASTIEN (Texas-Arlington)</td>
<td>Use of Legends to Articulate Andean Body Concepts and ORT in Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>SETHA LOW (Pennsylvania)</td>
<td>Disturbed Body Boundaries: Cross-Cultural Expressions of Nerves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>ROBERT HAHN (Center for Disease Control, Atlanta)</td>
<td>Discussant: MICHELE G SHEDLIN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1-029 ETHNOPSYCHIATRY: FOLK AND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND PRACTICE**

FP Salon 9
Organizer Chair: ATWOOD D GAINES (Case Western Reserve)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>THOMAS MARETZKI (Hawaii)</td>
<td>Georg Grodeck's Integrative Massage and Psychotherapy Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>CHARLES NUCKOLLS (Chicago)</td>
<td>Notes on a Defrocked Priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>KATHRYN OTHS (Case Western Reserve)</td>
<td>American Alternative Therapists and Psychotherapeutic Modalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>ALLAN YOUNG (Case Western Reserve)</td>
<td>The Therapeutic Resymbolization of a Mental Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>THOMAS JOHNSON (Southern Methodist)</td>
<td>Discussant:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1-030 ANTHROPOLOGY OF COMPLEX SOCIETIES: SCOTLAND**

FP Salon 4
Organizer Chair: GWEN KENNEDY NEVILLE (Southwestern)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>GWEN KENNEDY NEVILLE</td>
<td>Civic Ceremony as Performance, Ritual, and Play: Common Riding in the Scottish Borders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>JANE H NADEL (Clarkson)</td>
<td>&quot;Delightfully Feudal&quot;: Elite Views of Social Class in Rural Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>KAREN V ARMSTRONG (Longwood College)</td>
<td>Changing Roles of Women in a Fishing Village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>JAMES HAMILTON (Missouri-Columbia)</td>
<td>Ancient Origins of Scottish Peasantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>PATRICIA A L EHRENSAL</td>
<td>Kilts and Cabers: Maintaining Scottish Ethnic Identity in America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>ED KNIFE (Virginia Commonwealth)</td>
<td>The Ultimate Critics: Facing Your Social Facts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>MARY NOBLE (Edinburgh)</td>
<td>Discussant:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1-031 COLONIAL POWER AND IDEOLOGY**

FP Seminar B
Chair: TBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Affiliation</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>JOHN PEMBERTON (Cornell)</td>
<td>The Birth of &quot;Ritual&quot; in Colonial Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>STEPHEN D GLAZIER (Llano Estacado Museum)</td>
<td>Worldview in Plural Societies: The Case of Trinidadian Creoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>NANCY LUNDGREN (Massachusetts-Amherst)</td>
<td>Blond-Haired Dolls and Blue-Eyed Christs: The Impact of Colonialism on the Development of Children's Ethnic Identity in Belize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>TIMOTHY J MCMILLAN (North Carolina)</td>
<td>Traditional Authority and Colonial Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>ROBERT J GORDON (Vermont)</td>
<td>Serving the Volk with Volkekunde: The Rise of Afrikaner Anthropology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:30 ANDREW P LYONS (Wilfred Laurier) Malinowski's Attitudes to Racialism and Imperialism
11:45- Discussion
12:00

1-032 TECHNOLOGY, IDEOLOGY AND CHANGE FP Salon 6
10:15 GILLIAN R BENTLEY (Smithsonian) Back to the Future: The Present Can Still Predict the Past if We Use "Analogy"
10:30 DONALD E TYLER (Washington S) A Reinterpretation of the Evidence for a Bear Cult Among Neandertal Populations
10:45 DAVID W ANTHONY (Pennsylvania/John Milner Associates) Thrusting Daggers and Thunder Thighs: Ideological Change in the Late Copper Age
11:00 PHILIP DE BARROS (UC-Los Angeles) Societal Repercussions of the Rise of Large Scale Traditional Iron Production: A West African Example
11:30 ROY LARICK Socioeconomic Changes Among East African Craft Specialists
11:45- Discussion
12:00

1-033 HUMAN EVOLUTION HI Thomas Sully
10:30 RACHEL CASPARI (Michigan) Modern European Origins: A Non-metric Approach
10:45 K R GIBSON (Texas-Houston) Are Human Neonates Altricial?
11:00 SHERYL GROSSER OLIVER (Illinois State Museum) The Evolution of Human Bonding Systems: Analogues from an Avian Model on Mating Strategies
11:15- Discussion
11:30

1-034 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 2
10:00- Special Screening of Videos selected for Commendation
5:00 Organizer: JOAN WILLIAMS (Anth Film Ctr-Temple)
Chairs: NANCY SCHMIDT (Laval) and EMILIE DE BRIGARD
10:30 MELISSA LLEWELYN-DAVIES The Woman's Olamal
12:15 MICHAEL TARABULSKI Reliving the Past
1:30 LAURIS MCKEE ET AL. Evil Wind, Evil Air
2:15 JENNIFER FOX Women Anthropologists in the Southwest: Reflections and Reminiscences
3:30 RENEE ROMANO, ELLIOT LEIB Rastafari Conversations Concerning Women

1-035 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION FP Seminar D
11:00- Executive Committee
12:45

THURSDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 4

1-036 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION FP Salon 5
12:00- Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: MARIANNE BLOCH (Wisconsin-Madison)

1-037 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION FP Salon 7
12:00- Committee for the Study of Cultural and Educational Futures Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: JUNE ANNE ENGLISH (California State-Fresno)

1-038 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION FP Seminar A
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

12:00-1:30 Committee on Women in Schools and Society Business Meeting
Chair: KATHRYN M BORMAN (Cincinnati)

1-039 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION FP Salon 4
12:00-1:30 Committee on Blacks in Education Business Meeting
Chair: YOLANDA T MOSES (California State Polytechnic-Pomona)

1-040 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HI Benjamin West B
12:00-1:30 Joint Policy Committee on Cultural and Bilingual Education Business Meeting
Chair: CONCHA DELGADO-GAITAN (California-Santa Barbara)

1-041 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 3
12:00-1:30 Special Interest Group on Business and Management: Going International and Working in the USA
Organizer: KEN EHRENSAL (St Francis C)
Chair: JO RODGERS (Rainie Rodgers Associates)

1-042 FUNDING FOR RESEARCH IN SOCIO-CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Seminar B
12:00-1:30 Chair: STUART PLATTNER (Anth Prog, NSF)
Panelists: SHEPARD FORMAN (Ford Foundation), LITA OSMUNDSEN (Wenner-Gren Foundation), DAVID SZANTON (SSRC), SALLY YERKOVICH (NEH), STUART PLATTNER

1-049 JEWISH ETHNOLOGY NETWORK AND ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF JEWRY HI Thomas Eakins
12:00-1:30 Chair: WALTER P ZENNER (SUNY-Albany)

1-050 SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 9
12:00-1:30 Business Meeting
Chair: DAVID SCHNEIDER (California-Santa Cruz)

1-051 SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY HI Benjamin West A
12:00-1:30 Business Meeting
Chair: ANYA PETERSON ROYCE (Indiana)

1-052 SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY HI Titian Peale
12:00-1:30 Business Meeting
Chair: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago)

1-053 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY 18TH ANNUAL ROUNDTABLE
12:00-2:00 Imperial Inn Restaurant, 142-146 10th Street, Philadelphia
Attendance is by subscription. For information see staff at advance registration desk.
Organizer: Irwin Press (Notre Dame)
1—JOAN ABLON (California-San Francisco) and GENEVIEVE M AMES (Prevention Research Center) Health and Illness in the Context of the Family
2—MARIE I BUTTE (California-Berkeley) Illness as Stigma
3—PETER J BROWN (Emory) Can Medical Anthropology Contribute to General Anthropological Theory
4—DOUG FELDMAN (New York U) Cross-Cultural Research on AIDS
5—RUTHBETH FINERMAN (Memphis State) Changing Dietary Patterns and Nutrition
6—EVA FRIEDLANDER (New York U) Psycho-Social Aspects of the Nuclear Build-up
7—ATWOOD GAINES (Case Western) Ethno-psychiatry
8—TOM JOHNSON (Southern Methodist) and DEBRA PADGETT (New York State Psychiatric Inst) Anthropology in Hospital Psychiatry
9—BRIGITTE JORDAN (Michigan State) and SUSAN IRWIN (Michigan State) Government Policies, Law and Reproductive Ethics
10—SUSAN O LONG (John Carroll) The Impact of Medical Machines and Equipment: Cross-Cultural Perspectives
11—DANIEL E MOERMAN (Michigan-Dearborn) Symbolic Healing
12—CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist) Political Economy of Women’s Health
13—MICHELE SHEDLIN (Sociomedical Resource Associates) Medical Anthropological Consulting Outside Academia
14—TONI TRIP-REIMER (Iowa) Ethnicity and Aging
15—ALLAN YOUNG (Case Western) The Social Construction of Illness

1-054 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF WORK  HI Thomas Sully
12:00- Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: FREDERICK C GAMST (Massachusetts-Boston)

1-055 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 6
12:00- Video Production for Use in Your Own Classrooms—A Discussion
1:30 Chair: JACK R ROLLWAGEN (SUNY-Brockport)

1-048 SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Parlor D
12:00- Editorial Committee
2:50 AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP I  FP Salon 1
12:00- Consulting in Forensic Anthropology (cosponsored by the Biological Anthropology Section)
2:50 Leader: William Maples (Florida State Mus)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

1-056 FILM SCREENINGS (16mm)  FP Salon 10
12:00- Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C)
6:00
12:00  MIRA NAIR India Cabaret
1:00  LAURA SCHEERER and ANDY MILLSTEIN Addressless
1:35  WILL ROBERTS American Rebel
3:15  BARRY DORNFELD and TOM RANKIN Dance Like A River: Odadaa! Drumming and Dancing in the US
4:15  CHRISTINE NOSCHESE Metropolitan Avenue
5:30  FADWA EL GUINDI El-Sebou': Birth Ritual in Egypt

1-057 MILLENARIANISM IN THE SEPIK  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizers/Chairs: DEBORAH GEWERTZ (Amherst C) and NANCY MCDOWELL (Franklin and Marshall)
1:30  NANCY LUTKEHAUS (Southern California) The Commoditization of Cargoism in Manam
1:45  NANCY A MCDOWELL Millenarianism in Bun
2:00  DAVID LIPSET (Minnesota) Fishing Business in Murik: An Obscure Object of Desire
2:15  RICHARD SCAGLION (Pittsburgh) Origins of Cargo Cult Thinking Among the Samukundi Abelam
2:30  PAUL B ROSCOE (Maine) Aspects of a Melanesian Millennium
2:45  Discussant: FREDERICK ERRINGTON
3:00

1-058 INVITED SESSION A CENTURY OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA: FRANK G SPECK (1881-1950) (AAA Program Committee, General Anthropology Division, and the Department of Anthropology of the University of Pennsylvania)  FP Salon 3
Organizer: WILLIAM H DAVENPORT (Pennsylvania)
Chairs: ROY BLANKENSHIP and ANTHONY F C WALLACE (Pennsylvania)
1:30  ANTHONY F C WALLACE A Field Trip to Indian River with Frank G Speck
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

1:50 EDMUND CARPENTER (NSSR) Frank Speck: A Personal Account of Ten Years' Friendship
2:10 JOHN WITTHOFT (Pennsylvania) Formative Stages in the Life of Frank G Speck
2:30 WILLIAM N FENTON (SUNY-Albany) Frank Speck's Anthropology
2:50 Discussion
3:00

1-059 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF HUMAN MOVEMENT SYSTEMS HI Benjamin West A
Organizer: BRENDA FARNELL (Indiana)
Chair: ADRIENNE KAEPPLER (Smithsonian)
1:30 ADRIENNE KAEPPLER Introduction
1:45 BRENDA FARNELL Problems with Spoken Language Models in the Analysis of Sign Languages
2:00 DIXIE DURR (Michigan S) Spatio-linguistic Contexts of Ballet Dancing
2:15 RAJIKA PURI (SASHM) Polysemy and Homonomy: Multiple Meaning and the Human Body Instrument
2:30 Discussant: DRID WILLIAMS (Sydney)
2:45 Discussion
3:00

1-060 CLARIFYING CRITICAL MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PANEL DISCUSSION OF KEY ISSUES AND CONCEPTS (Political Economy of Health Interest Group) HI Thomas Eakins
Organizer: MERRILL SINGER (Connecticut)
Chair: ELLEN LAZARUS (Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital)
2:00 ELLEN LAZARUS Introduction
2:10 MERRILL SINGER Assessing the Critical Trend in Medical Anthropology
2:20 NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley) Some Thoughts About a Critical-Existential Medical Anthropology
2:30 RONALD FRANKENBERG (Keele) The Drama of Sickness: A Micropolitical Economy Approach to Medical Anthropology
2:40 MARGARET LOCK (McGill) Medicalization as Political and Cultural Process
2:50 GREGORY PAPPAS (Case Western Reserve) Power and the Doctor-Patient Relationship
3:00 Discussion
3:30

1-061 INVITED SESSION CRITICAL THEORY IN EDUCATION: ADVOCACY, METHODOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizers: MICHELLE FINE and FRED ERICKSON (Pennsylvania)
Chair: MICHELLE FINE
1:30 Panel Discussion:
MICHELLE FINE Critical Theory and High School Dropouts
HENRY GIROUX (Miami, Ohio) Theory and Resistance in Education
LINDA BRODKEY Writing Ethnographies
RAY MCDERMOTT (Columbia) Classroom Interaction
NANCY BARNES (New School) Perception and the World
2:45 Break
3:00 Discussant: FRED ERICKSON
3:30

1-062 MEANING AND MEANS HI Thomas Sully
Chair: STEVEN C CATON (Hamilton)
1:30 STEVEN C CATON Poetry in Context and Context in Poetry
1:45 BONNIE A URCIUOLI (Indiana) Lines of Defense
2:00 J. LOWELL LEWIS (Washington) A Game Within a Game: Nonverbal Frames in Brazilian Capoeira
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

2:15 Break
2:30 CORINNE A KRATZ (Texas-Austin and Nairobi) Blessings, Curses and Oaths
2:45 ROBERT K HERBERT (SUNY-Binghamton) Sex-Based Differences in Compliment Behavior
3:00 RONALD L WALLACE (Central Florida) The Affective Component of Syntax: An Evolutionary Model of Prosody
3:15 Discussion
3:30

1-063 BOLIVIA: DEALING WITH ECONOMIC CRISIS FP Seminar B
Organizers/Chairs: MADELINE BARBARA LEONS (Towson S) and HANS BUECHLER (Syracuse)
2:00 MARIA LAGOS (Columbia) Class, Factions and Idioms of Political Practice
2:30 KEVIN HEALY (IAF) Development Efforts and the Crisis
2:45 VALERIE ESTES (Higher Education Consortium for Urban Affairs) Women Factory Workers and the Economic Crisis
3:00 Break
3:15 HANS BUECHLER Adaptations, Holding Actions and Economic Decline
3:30 MADELINE BARBARA LEONS Prospering in Time of Crisis
3:45 LESLIE GILL (Fairleigh Dickenson) Settlers, Entrepreneurs and the Bolivian Economic Crisis
4:00 Discussants: ROGER RASNAKE (Goucher) JUNE NASH (CUNY)
4:30 Discussion
4:45

1-064 INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND EXISTENTIAL PHENOMENOLOGY (American Ethnological Society) FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizers: CHRISTOPHER DARROUZET (Dialogic Systems Corp) and T M S EVENS (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
Chair: CHRISTOPHER DARROUZET
1:45 ROBERT MCKINLEY (Michigan S) 4th Doorway to Knowledge: A Phenomenological Look at Anthropological Understanding
2:00 BRIAN VANDENBERG (Missouin-St Louis) Method and Understanding in the Social Sciences
2:15 J MICHAEL LIVESAY (SE Educational Improvement Laboratory) Action Relevance and Ethnography: Foundation of an Applied Anthropology
2:30 Break
2:45 JAMES L PEACOCK (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Gadamer as Ethnographer: Limitations and Queries
3:00 T M S EVENS Right and Left
3:15 STEVEN H KLEIN (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Metaphor and Experience
3:30 CHRISTOPHER DARROUZET Going About the World: Ethnography and Existentialism
3:45 Discussant: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY-Queens)
4:00 Discussion
4:30

1-065 SEMIOTICS, SELF AND SOCIETY: A SESSION IN HONOR OF MILTON SINGER (Society for Cultural Anthropology and Center for Psychosocial Studies) HI Raphael Peale
Organizers: BENJAMIN LEE (Center for Psychosocial Studies) and GREG URBAN (Texas-Austin)
Chair: BENJAMIN LEE
1:30 MURRAY LEAF (Texas-Dallas) Singer, Kant, and the Semiotic Self
1:45 GREG URBAN The "I" of Discourse in Shokleng
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

2:00 TERRY STRAUSE (NAES) and JAY MILLER (Newberry Library) My Language is the Sum Total of Myself: Some Observations on Linguistic Structure and the Self in Northern Cheyenne Culture

2:15 HERVE VARENNE (Teachers College-Columbia) The Construction of Childhood in Familial Conversations

2:30 BENJAMIN LEE Semiotic Origins of the Mind-Body Dualism

2:45 Discussant: MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago)

3:00 Break

3:15 E VALENTINE DANIEL (Washington) 'Aloneness' and the Semiosis of Suicide in Sri Lanka

3:30 TRILOKI N PANDEY (UC-Santa Cruz) Some Reflections on Indian Identity

3:45 WILLIAM C MCCORMACK (Calgary) Paradigmatic Processes in Culture Change

4:00 LAWRENCE ROSEN (Princeton) Islamic Concepts of Self and Responsibility

4:15 JAMES A BOON Some Semiotics of Self-Help: A Comparative Critique

4:30 Discussants: THOMAS SEBEOK (Indiana)

MILTON SINGER (Chicago)

5:00- 5:15 Discussion

1-066 "OTHERING": REPRESENTATIONS AND REALITIES, PART II (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) HI Benjamin West B

Organizers/Chairs: SMADAR LAVIE (UC-Berkeley), KIRIN NARAYAN (UC-Berkeley) and RENATO ROSALDO (Stanford)

1:30 SMADAR LAVIE and KIRIN NARAYAN Introduction

1:40 Film Screening: YEHUDA JUDD NE'EMAN (Tel Aviv) The Night the King Was Born

2:15 YEHUDA JUDD NE'EMAN The Palestinian Other of Israel

2:30 DON HANDELMAN and LEA SHAMGAR-HANDELMAN (Hebrew U of Jerusalem) Icon As Other: Representations of Historicity

2:45 Break

3:00 Film Screening: EDITH L TURNER (Virginia) The Ndembu Revisited

3:15 EDITH L TURNER The Ndembu Revisited

3:30 PAUL STOLLER (West Chester) Son of Rouch: Portrait of a Young Anthropologist By The Other

3:45 Break

4:00 Discussants: GERALD D BERREMAN (UC-Berkeley)

RENATO ROSALDO

DAN ROSE (Pennsylvania)

4:15- 5:00 Discussion

1-067 INVITED SESSION THE DIRECTIVE FORCE OF CULTURAL MODELS: PART II (Society for Psychological Anthropology, Society for Cultural Anthropology, American Ethnological Society) FP Wyndham Ballroom C

Organizers/Chairs: ROY G'D ANDRADE (UC-San Diego) and NAOMI QUINN (Duke)

2:00 NAOMI QUINN The Directive Force of Self Understanding: Evidence from Wives' Inner Conflicts

2:30 HOLLY MATHEWS (East Carolina) Directive Force in the Cultural Construction of Gender

3:00 DOROTHY HOLLAND (UNC-Chapel Hill) Stimulating Maps: American Cultural Models of Gender

3:30 Break

3:40 ROY G'D ANDRADE Cultural Schemas as Motives

4:10 Discussants: FITZ JOHN P POOLE (UC-San Diego)

EDWIN HUTCHINS (UC-San Diego)

5:10- 5:30 Discussion

1-068 THE ACADEMIZATION OF EARLY SCHOOLING (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Salon 9

Organizer/Chair: DANIEL J WALSH (Virginia)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>KATHLEEN BENNETT (Alaska-Fairbanks) An Ethnographic Study of Reading Ability Grouping and its Consequences for Urban Appalachian First Grade Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>JULIA WРИGLE (UC-Los Angeles) Changing Views on The Need for Intellectual Stimulation of Young Children: A Content Analysis of Popular Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>DANIEL J OTT (Wisconsin-Madison) Changing Attitudes of Kindergarten Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>GERALD M EADS (Virginia Dept of Ed) Changes in Virginia Laws Affecting Early Public Schooling: The Political and Cultural Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>DANIEL J WALSH Kindergarten Screening: The Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15-</td>
<td>Discussant: RONALD MERTZ (St Louis Public Schools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>MEDICAL DISCOURSE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF ILLNESS FP Salon 6 Chair: PERTTI ALASUUTARI (Tampere, Finland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>RUTH KORNFIELD (Austin Peay S) 'My Belly Button Hurts': Translating Zairian Terminology into the Biomedical Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>PATRICIA MULLAN (Michigan) Parental Perceptions of Access to Medical Care: Prevention as Password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>KATHRYN M ANDERSON-LEAVITT (Michigan-Dearborn) Acquiring a Cultural Model of Mental Retardation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>DANA M BALDWIN (UC-Los Angeles) Staff Models and Practice in a Psychosocial Day Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>LINDA M HUNT (Michigan S) Construction and Transformation of Patient Models in Explaining Their Illness Experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>SUSAN IRWIN (Michigan S) Getting Sick and Going to the Doctor: Expressions of Individual Identity and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>BRIGITTE JORDAN (Michigan S) Views of What’s Wrong: Patients’ and Physicians’ Constructs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>JEAN E JACKSON (MIT) Shifts in the Meaning of Chronic Pain as Therapeutic Goal in a Multidimensional Pain Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>MARTHA BALSHEM, ZILI AMSEL, STEPHEN WORKMAN, and ANDREW BALSHEM (Fox Chase Cancer Center) Attitudes Towards Cancer in a High Cancer Mortality Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>NOEL M CHRISMAN (Washington) American Popular Culture Explanatory Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>PRISCILLA M SCHMIDT (Connecticut) Disease/Illness: A Reconceptualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-070</td>
<td>INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) Hi Titian Peale Organizers/Chairs: ELIZABETH BRIODY (General Motors) and MARIETTA BABA (Wayne S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>RICHARD STOFFLE (Michigan) Crab Mariculture and Caribbean Fishermen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td>S BRIAN BURKHALTER (South Florida) Product Accommodation Among Rural Third World Consumers: The Unanticipated and the Unintended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>KENNETH DAVID (Michigan S) Consulting in Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>TOMOKO HAMADA (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology) Working With Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>RICHARD H REEVES-ELLINGTON (Norwich Eaton Pharmaceuticals) A Manager’s Use of Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td>ELIZABETH BRIODY and MARIETTA BABA Cultural Adaptation on International Assignments: A Case from General Motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:45</td>
<td>Discussants: J CYNTHIA WEBER (Ebasco Services) JOHN SHERRY (Northwestern) JANET GRUBER VON KERENSHAZY (Market Behaviour Ltd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1-071  INVITED SESSION AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND FOOD SECURITY (General Anthropology Division)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A
Organizer/Chair: ANNE FLEURET (American)
2:00  ART HANSEN (Florida) Food Security, Agriculture and Research in Malawi
2:15  DELLA MCMILLAN (Kentucky) Agricultural Research in Areas of Disease Control in West Africa
2:30  PETER WEIL (Delaware) Food Production Priority of Projects in the West African Sahel
2:45  PETER D LITTLE (Institute of Developmental Anthropology) Marketing and Pastoral Food Security in Africa
3:00  Break
3:15  S P REYNA (New Hampshire) The Culture of (Somebody's Else's) Poverty
3:30  ANGELIQUE HAUGERUD (Northwestern) What Do Plant Breeders and Anthropologists Have to Say to Each Other? Interdisciplinary Agricultural Research in Rwanda
3:45  Discussants: RONALD COHEN (Florida)
      CALVIN L MARTIN (AFR/TR and USAID)
4:15-  Discussion
4:45

1-072  LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE  FP Parlor A
2:00-  Executive Session
5:00

1-073  IMAGES OF THE CITY: SLIDE ETHNOGRAPHIES BY URBAN ANTHROPOLOGISTS
(Society for Urban Anthropology)  FP Salon 4
Organizer/Chair: IRWIN PRESS (Notre Dame)
2:00  ARTHUR MURPHY (Baylor) and STEVEN KOWALEWSKI (Georgia) Three Thousand Years of Urbanization in Oaxaca
2:35  ERWIN JOHNSON (SUNY-Buffalo) Images of buffalo—A Major City Fighting Decline
3:10  KATHLEEN LOGAN (Alabama-Birmingham) Merida, Yucatan: Versions of a City
3:45  THEODORE C BESTOR (Columbia) and VICTORIA BYON-BESTOR (Japan Society) Tokyo: Subcultural Diversity in Mass Society
4:20  IRWIN PRESS Seville: The Cultural Bases of Conservatism
4:55-  Discussion
5:30

1-074  THEIDEOLOGICAL CONSTITUTION OF HISTORIES: PART II (American Ethnological Society)  FP Salon 5
Organizer/Chair MARTHA LAMPLAND (Chicago)
2:00  MARTHA KAPLAN (Chicago) Reconstructing a "Heathen" Past: Structural Continuities and Transformation in Accounts of the Tuka Movement in Draumivi Village, Viti Levu, Fiji
2:15  JANET HOSKINS (Southern California) The Headhunter as Hero: Reinterpretations of the Sumbanese Resistance to Dutch Colonial Rule
2:30  ANDREW LASS (Mount Holyoke) Romantic Documents and Political Monuments: The Meaning Fulfillment of History in 19th Century Czech Nationalism
2:45  MARIA T KORECK (Chicago) The Fetishism of the Written Word: On Historical Monologues
3:00  Discussion
3:15  Break
3:30  JUD NEWBORN (Chicago) The 'Stroop Report': Nazi Genocide as Historical Practice
3:45  ANA MARIA ALONSO (Chicago) The Social Construction of an Historical Event: Race, Rape, and Revolution in the Chihuahuan Sierra
4:00  MARTHA LAMPLAND (Chicago) The Politics of Poetry in Hungary: Historical Consciousness and the Revolution of 1956
4:15  Discussant: BERNARD COHN (Chicago)
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

4:30- Discussion
5:00

1-075 INVITED SESSION STATE FORMATION: AN INTEGRATED ANTHROPOLOGICAL APPROACH, PART II (Archeology Section) HI Rembrandt Peale
Organizers: THOMAS C PATTERSON (Temple) and CHRISTINE W GAILEY (Northeastern)
Chair: THOMAS C PATTERSON
2:00 PETER RIGBY (Temple) Pastoralists, Egalitarianism, and the State: The Eastern African Case
2:20 JALIL SUED-BADILLO (Puerto Rico) The Taino Chieftdom: A Unique Source for the Study of Women of Chiefly Rank
2:40 WILLIAM H MARQUARDT (Florida) Sociohistorical and Ecological Factors in the Emergence of Calusa Complexity
3:00 Break
3:20 CHRISTINE W GAILEY Resistance to State Formation
3:40 CAROLE CRUMLEY (North Carolina) A Dialectical Critique of Hierarchy
4:00 Discussants: ELEANOR B LEACOCK (CUNY-City College)
            STANLEY DIAMOND (New School)
4:30- Discussion
5:00

1-076 PRIMATE REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES (Biological Anthropology Unit) FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizer: SARAH BLAFFER HRDY (UC-Davis) and JOAN B SILK (UC-Los Angeles)
Chair: JOAN B SILK
1:30 JEANNE ALTMANN (Chicago) Life Histories of Female and Male Baboons: Discerning Patterns Across Time, Space and Methodology
1:50 DOROTHY L CHENEY (Pennsylvania) Group Fusion in Vervet Monkeys
2:10 JOAN B SILK Female Reproductive Competition
2:30 ALISON JOLLY (Rockefeller) Species in Which Females Dominate Males
2:50 Break
3:00 PATRICIA C WRIGHT (Duke) History of Biparental Care in Primates
3:20 JANETTE WALLIS (Oklahoma) The Role of Genital Swelling in the Patterning of Sexual Relationships Among Chimpanzees
3:40 PETER S RODMAN (UC-Davis) Subadulthood in Male Orangutans: Developmental Stage or Sexual Strategy?
4:00 SARAH BLAFFER HRDY Comparative Primatology and the Absence of Estrus in Homo Sapiens
4:20 Discussants ROBERT BOYD (UC-Los Angeles)
            ROBERT SEYFARTH (Pennsylvania)
4:40- Discussion
5:00

1-077 INVITED SESSION ETHNOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHS: CURRENT RESEARCH AND USES (Society for Visual Anthropology) HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizers/Chairs: JOANNA COHAN SCHERER and DONNA A LONGO (Smithsonian)
2:00 MELISSA BANTA (Peabody Museum) and CURTIS HINSLEY (Colgate) Photographic and Ethnographic Encounters: An Historical Perspective
2:20 CHRISTRAUD M GEARY (Boston) On Reconstructing the African Past with Historical Photographs
2:40 FLORA S KAPLAN (New York) Some Uses of Photographs in Recovering Cultural History at the Royal Court of Benin, Nigeria
3:00 SUSAN APPLEGATE KROUSE (New Hanover County Museum) Photographing the "Vanishing Race"
3:20 Break
3:30 WILLIAM R JAMES (Utah) Private and Public Photographs: A Study of Contrasting Images in Ute and Paiute Postcard Pictures
3:50 NANCY PETERSON WALTER (CSU-Northridge) Using Historic Photographs is a Good Way to Begin Field Work
4:10 MARLA N POWERS (Rutgers) Photoethnography: Separating Myth from Reality
4:30 PAUL L DOUGHTY (Florida) The Process of Using Visual Photographic and Video Material for Teaching, Documentation and Research
4:50 Discussant RAY DEMALLIE (Indiana)
5:20- Discussion
5:30

AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 2  FP Salon 1
3:00- Strategies & Tactics (Nuts & Bolts)
5:50 Leader: DAVID B GIVENS (AAA Placement Service)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

1-078 MALE SEXUAL MEANINGS AND MALES STUDYING SEXUAL MEANINGS (Anthropology Research Group on Homosexuality) FP Philadelphia Room South Organizers: PAUL KUTSCHE (Colorado) and RICHARD PARKER (UC-Berkeley)
Chair: LARRY GROSS (Pennsylvania)
3:15 WALTER L WILLIAMS (Southern California) Social Constructionism and the Sexuality of the American Indian Berdache
3:30 STANLEY BRANDES (UC-Berkeley) Gender and Anthropological Research
3:45 J BRYAN PAGE (Miami) Heterosexual Relations and Masculinity in San Jose, Costa Rica
4:00 PAUL KUTSCHE Gay Male Identity in Costa Rica
4:15 RICHARD PARKER Bodies and Pleasures: Notes on the Construction of Erotic Meanings in Contemporary Brazil
4:30 DELLA COLLINS COOK (Indiana) Isthmus Zapotec Muxe: Social and Biological Dimensions of a Third Gender Role
4:45 Discussants: PEGGY R SANDAY (Pennsylvania)
              ERNESTINE FRIEDL (Duke)
              LARRY GROSS
5:15- Discussion
5:30

1-079 XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: ALGONQUIAN LANGUAGES (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) HI Benjamin West A Organizer: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: ERIC P HAMP (Chicago)
3:15 J RANDOLPH VALENTINE (SIL/Texas-Austin) Dialect Survey in an Algonquian Language
3:30 IYES GODDARD (Smithsonian) Morphological Processes and Grammatical Categories in the Fox (Algonquian) Conjunct Order
3:45 PAULEENA M SEEGER (Penobscot Humanities) Language Preservation Efforts: The Case of Penobscot
4:00 Break
4:15 RICHARD A RHODES (UC-Berkeley) Nominal Sentences in Ojibwa
4:30 LISA P VALENTINE (SIL/Texas-Austin) Metanarration in Severn Ojibwe
4:45 PAUL PROULX Color and Cardinal Direction Terms: Recent Encoding or Recent Replacement?
5:00- Discussion
5:15

1-080 INVITED SESSION A CENTURY OF ANTHROPOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA: DANIEL GARRISON BRINTON, MD (1837-1899) (AAA Program Committee, General Anthropology Division, and the Department of Anthropology of the University of Pennsylvania) FP Salon 3
Organizer: WILLIAM H DAVENPORT (Pennsylvania)
Chair: DENNIS TEDLOCK (Boston)
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

3:15  ELISABETH TOOKER (Temple) Daniel Garrison Brinton's Place in the History of Anthropology
3:35  IRA S JACKNIS (Brooklyn Museum) Stuart Culin, Daniel Brinton, and Anthropology in Philadelphia, 1885–1903
3:55  CHRISTOPHER JONES (University Museum-Pennsylvania) Brinton's Primer of Mayan Hieroglyphics
4:15  REGNA DARNELL (Alberta) Daniel Garrison Brinton: North America's First University Professor of Anthropology
4:35  Discussant: DENNIS TEDLOCK
4:55-  Discussion
5:15

1-081  THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF CULTURAL IDENTITY  FP Salon 9
Chair: RUTH PARADISE (Dept of Ed Research, Mexico)
3:45  RUTH PARADISE Learning Through Social Interaction: Early Experience With Mazahua Culture
4:00  JULIANA FLYNN (Arkansas-Little Rock) Maintenance of Cultural Values in Micronesian Education
4:15  ANNE M REYNOLDS (Arizona) Ideal vs Real Behavior: Patterns of Teachers' Language Use in the Socialization Process
4:30  ADELINE BECKER (Brown) Portuguese Students in American Schools: A Study of Cultures in Conflict
4:45  SIGNITHIA FORDHAM (American) Racelessness As a Factor in Black Adolescents' School Success: Pragmatic Strategy or Pyrrhic Victory?
5:00-  Discussion
5:15

1-082  POLITICAL ECONOMY PERSPECTIVES IN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (Political Economy of Health Interest Group)  HI Thomas Eakins
Organizers: HANS BAER (Arkansas-Little Rock) and MELANIE SOVINE (Illinois-Chicago)
Chair: HANS BAER
3:45  KENYON STEBBINS (Kentucky-Lexington) The Tobacco Industry in the Third World: Recent Data from Mexico
4:00  MELANIE SOVINE Theories of Political Economy and Psychiatric Case Analysis: An Appalachian Case
4:15  HANS BAER Kerr McGee and the NRC: From Indian Country to Silkwood to Gore
4:30  JOHN H JOHNSEN (Utica C) Is "Political Economy of Health" What We Want?
4:45  LINDA WHITEFORD (South Florida) The Politics of International Health Care Policy in the Dominican Republic
5:00-  Discussion
5:15

1-083  ETHNOGRAPHY OF CREATIONISM: NON-POLEMIC STUDIES OF CREATIONISM AS A SOCIAL PHENOMENON  FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY (North Carolina S)
3:45  EDWARD LARSON The Legal Context of Scientific Creationism
4:00  TOM MCIVER (UC-Los Angeles) Ethnology of Creationist Bible-Science
4:15  GEORGE W WEBB (Tennessee Tech) "Facts" or 'Mere Theory?' : Continuity Among American Creationists
4:30  CHRISTOPHER P TOUMEY Three Strata of Creationism
4:45  Discussants: EDWARD B DAVIS (Messiah C)  ROLAND M FRYE (Pennsylvania)
5:15-  Discussion
5:30

1-084  ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVES ON RELIGION  HI Thomas Sully
Chair: M JEAN HERIOT (UC-Los Angeles)
Thursday Afternoon, December 4

3:45  JAMES J PRESTON (SUNY-Oneonta) The Making of a Saint
4:00  CAROL DELANEY (Harvard) The Hac: Sacred and Secular
4:15  DAVID G SCOTCHMER (SUNY-Albany) Symbols of Salvation in Mayan Protestantism
4:30  JEFFREY M GOLLIHER (SUNY-Buffalo) The Organization of Meaning Systems on a Christian Pilgrimage Site
4:45  M JEAN HERIOT Southern Baptist "Invitational" Calls
5:00-  Discussion
5:15

1-085  ANTHROPOLOGY RESEARCH GROUP ON HOMOSEXUALITY  FP Philadelphia South
5:30-  Business Meeting and Presentation of First Annual Award for Outstanding Work on a Gay or Lesbian Topic
7:00  Chairs: PAUL KUTSCH (Colorado C) and ESTHER NEWTON (SUNY-Purchase)

1-086  ASSOCIATION FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND GERONTOLOGY  HI Raphael Peale
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: DENA SHENK

1-087  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS  FP Parlor C
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: IRA E HARRISON (Tennessee-Knoxville)

NEW  BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION  FP Parlor D
5:30-  Executive Board
7:00

1-088  COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  FP Seminar B
5:30-  Committee on Spanish Speaking Concerns in Education Business Meeting
Chair: JOSE MACIAS (Utah)

NEW  IUAES DELEGATION TO PERMANENT COUNCIL OF IUAES  FP Salon 4
5:30-  Discussion of The World Congress (Xth) at Zagreb, July 24–31, 1988
7:00  Chair: JIM SILVERBERG (Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

OPEN POETRY READING  HI Thomas Eakins
5:30-  Chair: EDWIN WILMSEN (Boston)
7:00

1-089  GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION  FP Philadelphia South
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: JANE LANCASTER (New Mexico)

1-090  NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 9
5:30-  Practicing Anthropology Outside the Nation's Capitol: Common Skills in Diverse Settings
7:00  Chairs: ELAIN SIMON and SUSAN S DAVIS (Philadelphia Associates of Practicing Anthropologists)
Panelists: JOANN B BROMBERG (Practicing Anthropologists of Washington, Idaho, Oregon and British Columbia), KAREN J HANSON (Professional Association of Anthropologists-New York), BRIDGET CIARAMITARO (Mid South Association for Professional Anthropologists), TOM MIESSE (Detroit Practicing Anthropologists), BARBARA PILLSBURY (Southern California Applied Anthropology Network)

1-091  SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar D
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: GILBERT KUSHNER (South Florida)
THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 4

1-092  SOCIETY FOR LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Titian Peale
5:30-  Cashiered Bar Reception
7:00

1-093  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY WINE AND CHEESE ROUNDTABLE
5:30-  Imperial Inn Restaurant, 142-146 10th Street, Philadelphia
7:00  Attendance is by subscription. For information see staff at advance registration desk.
Organizer: IRWIN PRESS (Notre Dame)

1—RALPH BOLTON (Pamona) AIDS in the Medical Anthropology Curriculum
2—SUE ESTROFF (North Carolina) The Medicalization of Medical Anthropology
3—KAJA FINKLER (North Carolina) The Cross-Cultural Study of Biomedicine
4—CHARLES HUGHES (Utah) Culture-Bound Syndromes Revisited
5—MARGARITA KAY (Arizona) Bereavement, Widowhood and Health
6—SETHA M LOW (Pennsylvania) Nerves and Other "Psychosomatic" Illnesses
7—ANN McELROY (SUNY-Buffalo) Changing Childbirth Practices
8—BARBARA A NEIBEL (California-Los Angeles) Problems of Researching Health Issues in Urban Population
9—CARL O’NEILL (Notre Dame) Aggression and Health
10—GRETEL H PELTO (Connecticut) Impact of Anthropological Research on Health Policy: What Do We Really Know?
11—DEBRA A SCHUMANN (Johns Hopkins) Child Health and Survival
12—BERNARD SOROFMAN (Iowa) Medicines and Medication Use
13—MICHAEL SWERDLOW (St Mary’s Hospital) Anthropology and Health Care Administration
14—CANDICE TURNER (Idaho State) The Culture of Pain
15—OTTO VON MERING (Florida) Aging and Health Care Rationing

NEW
Anthropological Study Group on Agrarian Systems  FP Salon 3
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: EMILIO MORAN (Indiana)

1-094  ANTHROPOLOGICAL FILM RESEARCH INSTITUTE  FP Salon 5
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: EMILIE DE BRIGARD (Film Research)

1-095  THE ANNENBERG/CPB PROJECT  HI Thomas Sully
5:30-  The Africans—Innovative Video Course Materials for Use
7:00  Chair: ELLIOTT P SKINNER (Columbia)

1-096  SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  FP Salon 7
5:30-  Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: WILLIAM BYRNE (Olive Hardy C)

1-097  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Gilbert Stuart
5:30-  Human Rights in Latin America
7:00  Chair: ROGER RASNAKE (Goucher C)
Panelists: JANE COLLINS (SUNY-Binghamton), JEFF BOYER (Appalachian State), JEFF EHRENREICH (Northern Iowa)

1-098  ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING OF THE ASSOCIATION  FP Wyndham Ballroom A-C
9:00  Chair: JUNE HELM, President

1-099  OPEN FORUM  FP Wyndham Ballroom A-C
Chair: ROY A RAPPAPORT, President-elect
The Open Forum begins at the conclusion of the business meeting.
FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 5

2-001 CONCUBINAGE IN EAST ASIA  
HI Titian Peale
Organizers/Chairs: CLARK W SORENSEN (Vanderbilt) and LAUREL CORNELL (Cornell)
8:00 RUBIE S WATSON (Pittsburgh) Birth Without Mothers: Concubinage and Kinship in Chinese Society
8:15 KATHLEEN S UNO (UC-Berkeley) Concubines and Wives in Prewar Japan (1868–1945)
8:30 CLARK W SORENSEN Concubines, Wives and the Struggle for Succession in Rural Korea
8:45-  Discussants: ANTHONY CARTER (Rochester)
9:15 LAUREL CORNELL

2-002 RITUALS AND POWER  
FP Seminar B
Chair: LINDA L GILES (Texas-Austin)
8:00 LINDA L GILES Spirit Possession on the Swahili Coast of East Africa
8:15 RONALD K ENGARD (Indiana) Dance and Power in Bafut (Cameroon)
8:30 ANDREW APTER (Yale) Ritual Power Brokers: Private Gain and Public Good in Yoruba Onda Worship
8:45 JAMES WILKERSON (Virginia) Penghu Lineages and God Cults
9:00 SHUSUKE YAGI (Washington) Kingship and New Religious Movements: Exploration of the Possibility of Comparative Study of Kingship in Thailand and Japan
9:15- Discussion
9:30

2-003 POLITICS AND LAW IN THE PACIFIC  
FP Salon 5
Chair: WILLIAM RODMAN (McMaster)
8:00 WILLIAM RODMAN To Be Or Not To Be: The Dilemma of Hamlet Law in Vanuatu
8:15 AARON M PODOLEFSKY (West Virginia) Conflict Management in the New Guinea Highlands
8:30 GEORGE D WESTERMARK (Santa Clara) Politics and Religion in the Papua New Guinea Highlands
8:45 WILLIAM E WORMSLEY (Iowa) If Compensation Is the Answer, What is the Question: Imposition of Custom in Enga Courts
9:00 J BRIAN SHEEHAN (CUNY-John Jay) Aboriginal Land Rights as Metaphor: Development in Australia
9:15- Discussion
9:30

2-004 INEQUALITY IN HUNTER GATHERERS  
HI Benjamin West A
Organizer/Chair: JOHN PRYOR (SUNY-Binghamton)
8:00 JOHN H PRYOR Gift Baskets and Sale Baskets: Dynamics of Pomo Power Relations
8:15 ELENA L FILIOS (Massachusetts-Amherst) Thresholds to Group Fissioning Among Hunter-Gatherers
8:30 JANE F COLLIER (Stanford) Achieving Parity: Values and Inequality in Band Societies
8:45- Discussants: ELEANOR B LEACOCK (CUNY-City College)
9:30 CARMEL SCHRIRE (Rutgers)
EDWIN WILMSEN (Boston)

2-005 POWER AND THE GOVERNMENT OF SOCIAL LIFE: RECENT RESEARCH IN EUROPEAN ANTHROPOLOGY  
FP Salon 3
Organizers: JACKIE URLA and NANCY TRIOLO (UC-Berkeley)
Chair: JACKIE URLA
8:00 ULI LINKE (UC Berkeley) German Folklore and the Art of Administrative Discipline
8:15 DAVID G HORN (UC-Berkeley) Salus Publica: Welfare and the Individual in Fascist Italy
8:30 NANCY TRIOLO The Modernization of Maternal and Child Health Care in Sicily
8:45 GARY W MCDONOGH (New College, South Florida) Stop Making Sense
9:00 JACKIE URLA Ethnic Protest and Social Planning: A Look at Basque Language Revival
9:15 Discussant: SUSAN CAROL ROGERS (New York)
9:30- Discussion
9:45

2-006 ALTERNATE RULES: THE CULTURE OF TOTAL INSTITUTIONS  FP Salon 4
Organizer/Chair: JOHN M COGGESHALL (Radford)
8:00 JOHN M COGGESHALL Eliminating the Human Factor: Identity Reconstruction Through Enculturation into Prison Culture
8:15 JAMES PEARSON (Texas Department of Corrections) and MARGARET D LECOMPT (Cincinnati) Cultural Transmission in a Prison School Setting
8:30 THEODORA ST LAWRENCE (West Virginia Department of Human Services) Doin' Nothin': Coping with Boredom in Juvenile Detention Centers
8:45 G KOOLEMANNS BEYNEN (Ohio S/Ohio Wesleyan) Work Assignment in Stalin's Concentration Camps
9:00 SIDNEY R WALDRON (SUNY-Cortland) Blaming the Refugees
9:15 RIALW NOLAN (Georgia S) Bassari Age-Grades: The Only Game in Town
9:30- Discussion
9:45

2-007 COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Parlor D
8:00- Executive Session
10:00

2-008 PROGRAM COMMITTEE  FP Seminar C
8:30- Executive Session
10:30

2-009 SYMBOLIC INTERPRETATIONS OF CULTURE  FP Salon 6
Chair: WILLIAM E MITCHELL (Vermont)
8:00 ROSEMARY GIAMMO (Smithsonian) Life Into Death and Back: Curing and Cosmology in Semelai Culture
8:15 MARY C AYRES (Vanderveer Group) Grave Site Transformations in Morehead District, Papua New Guinea
8:30 MARC J SWARTZ (UC-San Diego) Mombasa Swahili Culture, Morality, and Illness
8:45 MARK S MOSKO (Hartwick) The Symbols of "Forest": A Structural Analysis of Mbuti Culture and Social Organization
9:00 Discussion/Break
9:15 YEZID CAMPOS (Temple) and GENOVEVA IRIARTE-ESGUERRA (Pennsylvania) The Tutu: Symbolic Underpinnings of the Arhuaco Cosmological System
9:30 N ROSS CRUMRINE (Victoria) Sacred Metaphors "Of" and "For" Social Integration: Catacaos, Peru
9:45 SARAH H SCHLANGER (Washington S) and MIRANDA WARBURTON (Whitman) Space Age Anthropology: Symbols in Orbit
10:00- Discussion
10:15

2-010 NATIVE AMERICANS AND THE METROPOLE  HI Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: THOMAS J BIOLSI (Columbia)
8:00 ELISE M BRENNER (Bloomsburg) Response to Subsistence Stress by Fur Trading Algonkians
8:15 JAMES M MCCURRICKEN (Michigan S) Degrees of Dependency: 19th Century Ottawa Resistance to American Policy and Institutions in the Old Northwest Territory
8:30 JAMES A CLIFTON (Wisconsin-Green Bay) Old Northwest Indian Removal, Internal Development, and the Patronage Process: Underlying Institutional Patterns
8:45 Break
9:00 THOMAS J BIOLSI The Indian Reorganization Act: Self-determination or Indirect Rule?
9:15 STEPHEN E FERACA (BIA, Retired) Recompensating the Indigenous Landlords: Some Aspects of Processing the Utilizing Indian Claims Awards
Friday Morning, December 5

9:30  CASTLE MCLAUGHLIN (Columbia) Museums and the Politics of Native American History and Culture
9:45  RON L HOLT (Utah) The Southern Paiutes: Paternalistic Dependency and Underdevelopment
10:00  Discussant: NANCY O LURIE (Milwaukee Public Museum)
10:15-  Discussion
10:30  

2-011  INVITED SESSION CITY, SOCIETY, AND THE GRASSROOTS: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE WORK OF MANUEL CASTELLS (Society for Urban Anthropology)  FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizer: R TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston)
Chair: AIDAN SOUTHALL (Wisconsin)
9:00  AIDAN SOUTHALL The Urban Question
9:20  ANTHONY LEEDS (Boston) Cities and Urban Societies: Larger Structures Determining City Forms and Movements
9:40  DAVID HARVEY (Johns Hopkins) The Transition from The Urban Question to The Philosophy of the Grassroots
10:00  Break
10:10  WILLIAM P NORRIS (Oberlin) Manuel Castells and the New Urban Sociology: Past Issues and Present Problems
10:30  ELIZABETH R LEEDS (Boston) Heteronomies and Autonomies in Squatter-State Relations: The Case of Brazil
10:50  JOSEF GUGLER (Connecticut) Social Movements in the Third World: Land Invasions, Labor Protests, and Insurrections
11:10-  Discussion
11:30  

2-012  DIALOGUE (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  HI Raphael Peale
Organizer: Chair: TULLIO MARANHAO (Rice)
8:00  TULLIO MARANHAO Introduction
8:10  TULLIO MARANHAO The Western Ideal of Dialogue
8:25  C JAN SWEARINGEN (Texas-Arlington) Dialogue and Dialectic: Conversation, Logic and Textuality
8:40  R LANE KAUFFMANN (Rice) "Axolotl": An Ethnographic Fable
8:55  Discussion/Break
9:25  DENNIS TEDLOCK (Boston) Dialogical Anthropology and the Problem of Translation
9:40  BRADFORD P KEENEY (Texas Tech) Questions Evoked by a Clinical Case of Milton H Erickson
9:55  STEVEN G CROWELL (Rice) Dialogue and Text: Remarking the Difference
10:10  Discussion/Break
10:40  VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY-Queens) Dialogical Approaches to Ethnography
10:55  STEPHEN TYLER (Rice) Dialogue
11:10-  Discussion
11:30  

2-013  INVITED SESSION THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF COMMUNICATION: CURRENT TRENDS AND PROSPECTS (AAA Program Committee)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizer: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
Chair: JOHN J GUMPERZ (UC-Berkeley)
8:00  JOHN J GUMPERZ Introductory Remarks
8:15  RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana) The Role of Performance in the Ethnography of Speaking
8:40  THOMAS D BLAKELY Speech, Space, and Signs in African Oratory
9:05  SUSAN U PHILIPS (Arizona) Speech Genres and the Speech Economy
9:30  Break
9:40  JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) Domains of Description in Ethnography of Speaking
10:05  GARY H GOSSER (SUNY-Albany) From Ethnography of Tzotzil Communication to Historical and Political Action
Friday Morning, December 5

10:30  GERRY PHILIPSEN (Washington) Opportunities for Comparative Analysis in the Ethnography of Communication

10:55-  Discussants: EDWARD T HALL

11:30  DELL H HYMES (Pennsylvania)

2-014  INVITED SESSION HUMAN SEXUALITY IN BIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVE (Biological Anthropology Unit and General Anthropology Division)  HI Rembrandt Peale
Organizers/Chairs: HELEN FISHER (AMNH) and FRANCES MASCIA-LEES (Simon’s Rock of Bard C)

8:20  RONALD NADLER (Yerkes) Sexuality of the Great Apes
8:40  HELEN FISHER Human Divorce in Cross-cultural, Cross-species and Evolutionary Perspective
9:00  TIMOTHY PERPER Evidence for Human Female Choice
9:40  Break
10:00  COLLEEN B COHEN (Vassar) Human Sexuality: Biological or Social Reproduction?
10:20  FORREST TIERSON (Colorado-Colorado Springs) and FRANCES MASCIA-LEES Differential Human Reproductive Strategies: Developing Research Designs for Biocultural Investigations

10:40  Discussants: WARREN KINZEY (CUNY-City College) and IRVEN DEVORE (Harvard)

11:20-  Discussion

11:30

2-015  INVITED SESSION CONTEMPORARY HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY, PART I (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: GILBERT KUSHNER (South Florida)

8:00  GILBERT KUSHNER Introduction
8:05  BRUCE T GRINDAL (Florida S) The Spirit of Humanistic Anthropology
8:25  JAY RUBY (Temple) Reflections on Being Reflexive
8:45  MARIA D VESPRI (St Petersburg Times) From Bergson’s “Idea of Nothing” to the Possibility of a Humanistic Anthropology

9:05  Break
9:15  GERALD D BERREMAN (UC-Berkeley) Secrecy, Accountability, and Ethics of Research
9:35  GREGORY G RECK (Appalachian S) Narrative Ethnography: Rethinking the Existential in Anthropology
9:55  EDITH L TURNER (Virginia) Levels of Dialogics in Fieldwork and Analysis

10:15  Break
10:25  TIMOTHY and PATRICIA ASCH (Southern California and Australian National) Visualizing Experience
10:45  Discussant: MILES E RICHARDSON (Louisiana S)

11:05-  Discussion

11:30

2-016  FOOD PERCEPTION, CHOICE AND DIETARY BEHAVIOR, PART I: EURO-AMERICAN SOCIETIES (Council on Nutritional Anthropology)  FP Salon 9
Organizer/Chair: CHARLOTTE F CHASE (Washington-St Louis)

8:15  CHARLOTTE F CHASE Dietary Behavior in Contemporary Poland
8:30  JEFFERY SOBAL and CLAIRE M CASSIDY (Maryland) Taxonomies of Fattening and Dieting Foods in the United States
8:45  CAROLE M COUNIHAN (Stockton S) Food Choice and Identity Conflict among US College Students

9:00  RENATA L FERNANDEZ (Rutgers) Hereditary Causation and Dietary Supplementation
9:15  SONIA E PATTEN and JOHN T KELLY (Minnesota) American Adolescents: Attitudes and Behaviors Regarding Food and Eating

9:30  Break
9:45  PERTTI J PELTO (Connecticut) Diet and Cognition: Evaluative Dimensions in Urban Finnish Food Use
Friday Morning, December 5

10:00 PEGGY S RATCHESON (Washington-St Louis) Guardians of the Gates: The Who and How of Food Selection in the United States
10:15 CHERLY K RITENBAUGH (Arizona) Food Intake Records as Cultural Products
10:30 ROBERT ROTENBERG (DePaul) Age Grade Symbolism in Food Item Selection
10:45 Discussants: ELLEN MESSER (Wheaton C) JUDITH G GOODE (Temple)
11:15- Discussion
11:30

2-017 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST HI Gilbert Stuart Organizer/Chair: ELIZABETH F HENRICKSON (Royal Ontario Museum)
8:15 PAMELA B VANDIVER (Smithsonian) Sequential Slab Construction: A Conservative Pottery Production Method
8:30 MARY M VOIGT (Pennsylvania) Ceramic Technology and Style: A Case from Northwestern Iran
8:45 ELIZABETH F HENRICKSON and VANDA VITALI (Toronto) Neutron Activation Analysis of the Dalma Ceramic Tradition
9:00 RITA P WRIGHT (William and Mary) An Early Pottery Industry
9:15 GIL J STEIN (Pennsylvania) Pastoral Production and Regional Economic Integration in Early State Societies: Faunal Remains from Gritille Höyük, Southeast Turkey
9:30 Break
9:45 M JAMES BLACKMAN and MELINDA A ZEDER (Smithsonian) Organization and Administration of Provisioning at Banesh Malyan
10:00 INGOLF THUESEN (Carsten Niebuhr Institute) Scientific Analysis of Scarlet Ware Pottery from Mesopotamia
10:15 ROBERT C HENRICKSON (Royal Ontario Museum) The Technological and Stylistic Background of the Godin III Ceramic Assemblage in Western Iran
10:30 MITCHELL S ROTHMAN (Pennsylvania) Graph Theory and the Interpretation of Archaeological Survey Data in the Near East
10:45 GLORIA A LONDON (Washington) Identifying Individual Potters: Past and Present
11:00 Discussant: T CUYLER YOUNG JR (Royal Ontario Museum)
11:15- Discussion
11:30

2-019 INVITED SESSION COSMOLOGY, VALUES, AND INTER-ETHNIC CONTACT IN SOUTH AMERICA: PART I (American Ethnological Society and General Anthropology Division) HI Thomas Eakins Organizer/Chair: TERRANCE TURNER (Chicago)
8:30 PIERRE-YVES JACOPIN (Brandeis) The Cosmology of Sex Difference
8:45 KATHLEEN J ADAMS (Harvard) The Carib Universe of People
9:15 WAUD KRACKE (Illinois-Chicago) Death Comes As the White Man
9:15 NANCY FOSTER (Columbia) Kanaima and Branco in Wapisiana Cosmology
9:30 Break
9:45 MARY ELIZABETH REEVE (Illinois) In Times of Conflict a Few of Our Ancestors Went There
10:00 KENNETH H KENSINGER (Bennington) When a Turd Floats By: Cashinahua Metaphors of Contact
10:15 STEPHAN SCHWARTZMAN (Chicago) Transformations of Panara Society in the Xingu Park: Cosmology as Political Process
10:30 Discussant: ALCIDA RAMOS (Brasilia)
10:45- Discussion
11:00

2-020 INVITED SESSION RATIONALITY IN ASIAN COMMERCIAL CULTURES (American Ethnological Society) FP Philadelphia Room South Organizers: JOHN D KELLY (Chicago) and DAVID RUDNER (Pennsylvania) Chair: STANLEY J TAMBIAN (Harvard)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>JOHN D KELLY Rationality, Ontology, and Entrepreneurial Capitalism: The Work Ethic of Gujaratis in Fiji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:20</td>
<td>WILLIAM F FISHER (Columbia) Culture and Commerce in Central Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>HILL GATES (Central Michigan) On the Commoditization of Chinese Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>CHRISTINE E GRAY Buddhism and Capitalist Expansion in Thailand: Some Affinities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:35</td>
<td>CHRISTOPHER A BAYLY (Cambridge) Contradictory Rationalities: North Indian Merchants and the State c 1750-1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55</td>
<td>DAVID RUDNER Semantic Evaluation of Apparently Irrational Beliefs of a Merchant Banking Caste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>Discussant: ARJUN APPADURAI (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2-021 INVITED SESSION THE MEDICALIZATION OF MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY** (Society for Medical Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A  
Organizers/Chairs: SUE ESTROFF (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) and SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM (New School)  
8:30 SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM and SUE ESTROFF Introduction and Overview  
8:45 MARGARET LOCK (McGill) and NANCY SCHEPER-HUGHES (UC-Berkeley) Speaking Truth to Illness: A Critical Response to Susan Sontag  
9:25 Discussants: HORACIO FABREGA (Pittsburgh) and KIM HOPPER (Columbia)  
10:00 Break  
10:20 RONALD FRANKENBERG (Keele) Time in the Subjects: Medical Anthropology and Clinical Medicine Disentangled  
10:50 Discussants: KATHLEEN DEWALT (Kentucky) and SUE ESTROFF  
11:20 SHIRLEY LINDENBAUM Concluding Remarks and Summary

**2-022 FORUM OF PRESIDENTS**  FP Parlor C  
9:00-  
11:00

**2-023A GETTING INFORMANTS INVOLVED: USING AUDIOVISUALS AS EVOCATIVE STIMULI IN ETHNOGRAPHIC INTERVIEWING** (Council on Anthropology and Education)  FP Seminar A  
Organizer/Chair: MARIKO FUJITA (Stanford and Wisconsin-Stevens Point)  
8:30 GEORGE and LOUISE SPINDLER (Stanford) Culturally Reflective Interviewing in Schonhausen and Roseville  
8:45 MARIKO FUJITA A Constructive Use of "Misinterpretation": Helping at an American and a Japanese Day Care Center  
9:00 Discussion/Break  
9:15 TOSHIYUKI SANO (Stanford and Wisconsin-Stevens Point) Controlling "Wild" Behaviors in a Japanese and an American Day Care Center  
9:30 JOSEPH TOBIN (Hawaii) Why Do Japanese Pre-Schools Have Such Large Classes?  
9:45 Discussion/Break  
10:00 BARBARA AARONOFF (Montclair S) Behavioral Patterns and Cultural Interpretation in an American Classroom  
10:15 DOUGLAS CAMPBELL (Michigan S) Teacher Development Through Videotape Analysis and Guided Self-Reflection  
10:30 Discussants: FRED ERICKSON (Pennsylvania) and RAY MCDERMOTT (Columbia)  
11:00-  
11:30

**2-023B A CROSS-CULTURAL APPROACH TO DISABILITIES: PART I**  HI Thomas Sully  
Organizers: JESSICA SCHEER (Columbia) and NORA GROCE (Harvard)  
Chair: NORA GROCE
Friday Morning, December 19

8:45  NORA GROCE  Anthropology and the International Decade of the Disabled
9:00  CHERYL MWARIA (Hofstra)  Community Responses to the Visibly Disabled: A Cross-Cultural Comparison
9:15  BETTY WOLDER LEVIN (Columbia)  Intensive Care for Newborns with Disabilities: Cross-National Comparisons
9:30  MARILYNN PHILLIPS (Morgan S)  Common Denominators: An Overview of American Cultural Attitudes Toward Disability
9:45  Break
10:00  JUDITH G GREENWOOD (West Virginia Workers' Compensation)  Work Disability in Appalachia
10:15  EVA FRIEDLANDER (American Foundation for the Blind)  From Disability to Handicap and Back Again: A Cross-Cultural View of Blindness
10:30  SIMON J CARMEL (Gallaudet C)  The Need for Ethnographies of Deaf Communities in Western and Non-Western Societies
10:45  MAUREEN DURKIN, L BELMONT, L DAVIDSON, P SHROUT, and Z STEIN (Columbia)  Cross-Cultural Differences in Rates and Perceptions of Childhood Disability
11:00  LOUISE DUVAL (Einstein C of Medicine)  Cultural Concepts of Disability/Impairment: Western and Asian
11:15-11:45  Discussion

2-024  INVITED SESSION  FEMALE HEADED/FEMALE SUPPORTED HOUSEHOLDS: OR KEEPING IT ALL TOGETHER ON THE HOME FRONT  (American Ethnological Society)  FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizers: JOAN P MENCHER (CUNY-Lehman) and ANNE FRANCES OKONGWU (CUNY-Queens)
Chair: JOAN P MENCHER
9:00  NIARA SUDARKASA (Michigan)  The Concept of Female-Headed Households: Some Misplaced Emphases and Neglected Dimensions
9:10  ANNE FRANCES OKONGWU  Mother's Work: A Comparative Study in the United States and Nigeria
9:20  G MIKELL (Georgetown)  Matriliny, Matrilocality, Patriliny: The Ghanaian Dilemma
9:30  LUCIE W SAUNDERS (CUNY-Lehman) and SOHAIR MEHENNA (American U, Cairo)  Female Headed Households: An Egyptian Case
9:40  DIANE E HOPKINS (Earlham)  Why do Quechua Widows Wear Black?
9:50  DEBORAH D'AMICO-SAMUELS (SUNY-Old Westbury)  A Way Out of No Way: Female Headed Households in Jamaica Reconsidered
10:00  ANNA LOU DEHAVENON  Some of the "Ethics" of Matrilocality in 1,576 Low Income New York City Households with Children in Food Emergencies in 1985
10:10  RITA S GALLIN (Michigan S)  Female Headed Households in Taiwan: A Case of Marriage Resistance
10:20  JOAN P MENCHER and JULIA BUTTERFIELD (CUNY-Graduate Center)  Female Supported/Female Headed Households in India: Who Are They, What Are They, and How Do They Survive?
10:30  Break
10:45  Discussants: JOHNNETTA B COLE (CUNY-Hunter)
HELEN SAFA (Florida)
11:05-11:45  Discussion

AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 3  FP Salon 1
9:00-11:50  Academic Jobs: View from the Department
Leaders: ALBERT A DEKIN JR (SUNY-Binghamton) and MARGARET W CONKEY (SUNY-Binghamton)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.
SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 7
9:00-  Undertaking Research in Latin America: Methods, Procedures and Norms
12:00  Leaders: LUISE MARGOLIES (Universidad Central de Venezuela) and MICHAEL SALOVESCH (Illinois)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE WASHINGTON ASSOCIATION OF PROFESSIONAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS  FP Salon 2
9:00-  Consulting at Home and Abroad
4:00   Leaders: JOHN P MASON (AID/USC), KIRK GRAY (HUD), TED GREEN (Independent Consultant)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

2-025  WHAT HAPPENED TO THE AZTEC EMPIRE? PART I  FP Salon 5
Organizers: JAMES M TAGGART (Franklin and Marshall), LOUISE BURKHART (Yale) and JANE H HILL (Arizona)
Chair: JAMES M TAGGART
9:30   KAREN DAKIN (UNAM) Early Nahuatl Linguistic Prehistory
9:45   WILLIAM R FOWLER (UC-Irvine) Nahua Economy and Tribute in Late Prehispanic Southeastern Mesoamerica: An Analysis of the Cerrato Tasaciones
10:00  LOUISE BURKHART Christ as the Sun in Sixteenth Century Nahua-Christian Texts
10:15  TIMOTHY J KNAB Tlaloc Lives: The Intertextuality of Prehispanic Beliefs in Modern Aztec
10:30  Break
10:45  JANE M ROSENTHAL (National College of Education) and KAY A READ (Chicago) The Taxcalan Lady of Ocotlan, Xochiquetzal, and the Myth of Tamoanchan
11:00  JAMES M TAGGART Nahuat Identity in Oral Tradition
11:15  FRANCES KARTTUNEN (Texas-Austin) Indirection and Inversion in Polite Nahuatl of the 16th/17th Centuries
11:30  KENNETH C HILL (Arizona) The Phonological Incorporation of Spanish into Mexicano (Nahuatl)
11:45- Discussion
12:00  

2-026  INVITED SESSION THE MECHANICS OF CULTURE CHANGE AND CLIMATE CHANGE: PART I (Archeology Section)  HI Titian Peale
Organizers: JOEL GUNN (Texas-San Antonio) and ALLISON C PAULSEN (Institute of Andean Studies)
Chair: ALLISON C PAULSEN
9:30   JOEL GUNN and CAROL CRUMLEY (North Carolina) Cause and Effect in Culture-Climate Systems
9:50   JOHNA EDDY (National Center for Atmospheric Research) The Search for Solar History
10:10  THOMAS H MCGOVERN (CUNY-Hunter) Climatic Impact and Response in Norse Greenland
10:30  Break
10:50  MICHAEL R RAMPINO (New York) The Tambora Effect: A Volcanic Signal in Climate
11:10  PAYSON D SHEETS (Colorado) The Bigger They Are, The Harder They Fall: Societal Adaptations to Volcanic Stresses
11:30- KENT D VICKERY (Cincinnati) Prehistoric Climate and Culture Change in the American Midwest: Some Tentative Correlations
11:50  

2-027  XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: LANGUAGES OF THE NORTHWEST, ALASKA, AND SIBERIA (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)  HI Benjamin West A
Organizer: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: LAUREL WATKINS (Colorado C)
Friday Morning, December 5

9:45 ROBERT E MOORE (Chicago) Wasco-Wishram Language Obsolescence in Contemporary Reservation Society

10:00 PAUL KROEBER (Chicago) Salish Subordinate Clause Inflection

10:15 M DALE KINKADE (British Columbia) Passives in Upper Chehalis

10:30 Break

10:45 JOHN A DUNN (Oklahoma) Southern Tsimshian Word-Initial Affricates

11:00 ANTHONY C WOODBURY (Texas-Austin) Attenuated Intonation in Central Alaskan Yupik Eskimo

11:15 WILLEM J DE REUSE (Texas-Austin) Enclitics in Siberian Yupik Eskimo

11:30 Discussion

11:45

2-028 ECOLOGY, CULTURE, AND DEVELOPMENT  FP Seminar B
Chair: TBA

9:45 JOHN GATEWOOD (Lehigh) and BONNIE MCCAY (Rutgers) Comparison of Job Satisfaction in Six New Jersey Fisheries

10:00 ROBERT C HUNT (Brandeis) Impact of the Aswan High Dam: Agricultural Ecology

10:15 J S OTTO (Maryland) Forest Fallowing in Southern Appalachia

10:30 Discussion/Break

10:45 CLIFFORD A BEHRENS (UC-Los Angeles) Relationships Between Shipibo and Western Soil Classifications: Changes in Land Use Patterns with Cash Cropping

11:00 LAURA PUTSCHE (Washington S) Development and Resource Depletion in the Peruvian Amazon

11:15 DAVID W GUILLET (Missouri-Kansas City) A Model of the Origins of Andean Common Fields

11:30 JAMES F HOPGOOD (Northern Kentucky) World View and Latin American Urban Research

11:45 Discussion

12:00

2-029 ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEMOGRAPHY—METHODS AND ANALYSIS, PART 1  FP Salon 3
Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL J LEVIN (Bureau of the Census) and JAMES W WOOD (Wisconsin-Madison)

10:00 HENRY HARPENDING (Pennsylvania S) Influences About Fitness Components From Pedigrees

10:15 JAMES W WOOD Hazard Models for Birth Intervals: A New Perspective on Birth-Spacing Mechanisms

10:30 ROBERT E JONES (SUNY-Binghamton) Breastfeeding Patterns and Return to Menses Postpartum in Rural Indonesian Women

10:45 TIMOTHY B GAGE (SUNY-Albany) Mathematical Models of Mortality: A Substitute for Model Life Tables

11:00 Break

11:15 ALAN C SWEDLUND and ANDY B ANDERSON (Massachusetts-Amherst) Longitudinal Variation in the Vital Rates of Historical Massachusetts: A Time Series Approach

11:30 JOHN H RELETHFORD (SUNY-Oneonta and SUNY-Albany) A Model of Density-Dependent Exogamy

11:45 Discussion

12:15

2-030 MODELS FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL PRACTICE AND FOR TRAINING PRACTITIONERS  FP Salon 6
Chair: ROBERT T TROTTER II (Northern Arizona)

10:30 DAVID R STEVENSON (Memphis State) An Incorporation of Basic Management Theory in Applied Anthropology Instruction

10:45 KENDALL BLANCHARD (Middle Tennessee) Anthropologists as Information Brokers: An Expanded Role for Ethnography

11:00 ROGER P MCCONCHIE (Michigan) Excellence and Incompetence in Business Operations
11:15 CHARITY GOODMAN (PhD Temps) Job Market Strategies of Practicing Anthropologists
11:30 RONA MAZER and CELIA ORGEL (Army Corps of Engineers) Archeology in the Federal Context
11:45- Discussant: ROBERT T TROTTER II
12:00

2-031 ACADEMIC LANGUAGE SKILLS: ADDRESSING THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF LANGUAGE MINORITY STUDENTS (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Salon 4
Organizer/Chair: DONNA CHRISTIAN (Center for Applied Linguistics)
10:00 DONNA CHRISTIAN Putting Academic Language in its Place
10:15 GEORGE SPANOS (Center for Applied Linguistics) Problem-solving Protocols and the Mathematics Register
10:30 CARMEN SIMICH-DUDGEON (Center for Applied Linguistics) Features of Responses of "Good Communicators"
10:45 EVELYN JACOB (George Mason/Center for Applied Linguistics) Cooperative Learning for Language Minority Students
11:00 MARTHA MONTERO-SIEBURTH (Harvard) Bilingual Education Research Collaborative: Understanding the Knowledge and Educational Processes of Bilingual Teachers from Their Perspective
11:15 CONCHA DELGADO-GAITAN "Making Sense": Second Language Literacy Development for Mexican Students
11:30- Discussant: HUGH MEHAN (UC-San Diego)
11:45

2-032 FILM SCREENINGS (16mm) FP Salon 10
10:00- Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C)
6:00
10:00 GEI ZANTZINGER Cape Verde: Songs of the Badius
10:50 JOHN BAILY and WAYNE DERRICK Amir: Portrait of an Afghan Refugee Musician
1:00 JOHANNA SPECTOR About the Jews of Yemen: A Vanishing Culture
2:35 TOM HAYES Native Sons: Palestinians in Exile
3:50 KAREN CARTER and HAROLD PRINS Our Lives in Our Hands
4:55 KAREN KRAMER Legacy of the Spirits

2-033 AMERICAN INDIAN GRANDMOTHERS II: STATUS, TRADITION AND CHANGE (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology) HI Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: MARJORIE M SCHWEITZER (Oklahoma S)
10:45 SUE-ELLEN JACOBS (Washington) Being a Grandmother in the Tewa World: Part II
11:00 PAMELA AMOSS Coyote Looks at Grandmother
11:15 J WEIBEL-ORLANDO (Southern California) Pow Wow Princesses and Gospelettes: Growing Up in Grandma's World
11:30 BRUCE G MILLER (Arizona S) Discontinuities in the Status of American Indian Grandmothers
11:45- Discussant: DENA SHENK (St Cloud S)
12:00

2-034 GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY DIVISION FP Seminar C
11:00- Executive Committee
12:45

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 5

2-036 BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY SECTION FP Salon 9
12:00- Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: GEORGE ARMELAGOS (Massachusetts-Amherst)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY&lt;br&gt;North&lt;br&gt;Towards an Engendered Curriculum in Anthropology&lt;br&gt;Chair: PATRICIA ALBERS (Utah)&lt;br&gt;Panelists: SANORA MORGEN (Massachusetts-Amherst), LYNN BOLLES (Bowdoin C), ALICE KEHOE (Marquette), JOAN GERO (South Carolina-Columbia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION&lt;br&gt;FP Salon 4&lt;br&gt;Committee on Anthropological Studies of School and Culture: Culture and Curriculum: Questions, Issues and Future Directions&lt;br&gt;Chair: MARIANNE N BLOCH (Wisconsin-Madison)&lt;br&gt;Panelists: M N BLOCH, PAULA LEVIN (CDEE), LEE ANN TRUESDELL (Queens C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION&lt;br&gt;FP Parlor C&lt;br&gt;Board of Directors&lt;br&gt;1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION&lt;br&gt;FP Seminar B&lt;br&gt;Committee on Ethnographic Approaches to Evaluation in Education&lt;br&gt;Business Meeting&lt;br&gt;Chairs: MARY A PITMAN (Youngstown) and DAVID FETTERMAN (Stanford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON NUTRITIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY&lt;br&gt;Hi Gilbert Stuart&lt;br&gt;1:30&lt;br&gt;Business Meeting&lt;br&gt;Chair: ELLEN MESSER (Wheaton C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>POLITICAL ECONOMY OF HEALTH INTEREST GROUP OF THE SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY&lt;br&gt;FP Salon 6&lt;br&gt;Business Meeting&lt;br&gt;Chair: HANS BAER (Arkansas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>HUNGARIANISTS RESEARCH GROUP&lt;br&gt;FP Parlor D&lt;br&gt;Luncheon Meeting&lt;br&gt;Chair: SUSAN GAL (Rutgers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>IUAES COMMISSION ON THE STUDY OF PEACE&lt;br&gt;Hi Thomas Sully&lt;br&gt;General Meeting&lt;br&gt;Organizer: ROBERT S RUBINSTEIN (Northwestern)&lt;br&gt;Chair: CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Cornell)&lt;br&gt;Panelists: ROBERT A RUBINSTEIN, CAROL J GREENHOUSE, WILLIAM O BEEMAN (Brown), MARY LECRON FOSTER (California-Berkeley), FREDERICK GAMST (Massachusetts-Boston), THOMAS WEAVER (Arizona)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND INTERNATIONALIZING THE CURRICULUM: WHERE ARE WE?&lt;br&gt;(Society for Anthropology in Community Colleges)&lt;br&gt;FP Salon 5&lt;br&gt;Chair: CHARLES O ELLENBAUM (DU PAGE)&lt;br&gt;Panelists: SUSANNA EASTON (US Dept of Educ), SEYMOUR FERSH (Brevard Comm C), LYNDA ICOCHEA (Ctr for Intl Studies, Bergen Comm C), RICHARD FURLOW (Broward Comm C), LINDA MILLER (Florida), JEAN CAMPBELL (Oregon), ELIZABETH DE G R HANSEN (City C-New York)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td>SOCIETY FOR HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE&lt;br&gt;Hi Thomas Eakins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
12:00- Organizer: GILBERT KUSHNER (South Florida)
2:00  Chair: GELYA FRANK (Southern California)
Attendance is by subscription only. For information see staff at the advance registration desk.
1—EDITH L TURNER (Virginia) Performance in Ethnography
2—JACQUES MAQUET (California-Los Angeles) The Beholder's Experience in the Anthropology of Art
3—GERALD BERREMAN (California-Berkeley) Ethics and Responsibility in Anthropology from Viet Nam to the Present
4—ERVE CHAMBERS (Maryland-College Park) Ethnography as Literary Genre
5—MILES RICHARDSON (Louisiana State) Meet the Editor of the Anthropology and Humanism Quarterly

2-047  SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY OF THE INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES OF THE AMERICAS  HI Benjamin West A
12:00- Business Meeting
1:30  Chair: WALLACE CHAFE (California-Santa Barbara)

2-048  SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar D
12:00- Board of Directors
2:00

2-049  VIDEO SCREENINGS  FP Seminar A
12:00- Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C)
6:00
12:00  DONALD STULL and JERRY A SCHULTZ Another Wind Is Moving
1:15  JOAN WEIBEL-ORLANDO and TONY FLEMING Going Home: A Grandmother's Story
2:00  TOM MCCARTHEY Navajo Code Talkers
2:30  ALLAN BURNS and ALAN SAPERSTEIN Maya In Exile
3:15  PHILIP SINGER Medicine Woman, Medicine Man
4:10  INA JANE WUNDRAM and BILL TRAVIS Of Two Minds

AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 4  FP Salon 1
1:00- Careers in Medical Anthropology (Cosponsored by the Society for Medical Anthropology)
3:50  Leaders: SUSAN C M SCRIMSHAW (California-Los Angeles) and KEVIN O'REILLY (Centers for Disease Control-Atlanta)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

2-050  AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  FP Seminar C
1:00- Board of Directors
3:00

2-051  SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 7
1:00- Executive Board
4:00

2-052  ECOLOGY AND CULTURE IN INDONESIA  FP Salon 5
Chair: TBA
1:30  MICHAEL R DOVE (Winrock Institute) The Dialectics of Swidden and Wet Rice Communities in Indonesia: A Historical and Ecological Analysis
1:45  OYVIND SANDBUKT (Michigan) Historical Ecology of Sumatran Tribes and Trading States
2:00  GENE AMMARELL and ANNA TSING (Colorado) Meratus Ethnoastronomy
2:15  CAROL-CARMEN BURCH (New Mexico) Coffee as Cash in Highland Indonesia: Evidence on a Debate
2:30  MARIBETH ERB (SUNY-Stonybrook) Change and Tradition: Ritual and Ecology in Western Flores
2:45- Discussion
3:00

2-054A  A CROSS-CULTURAL APPROACH TO DISABILITIES: PART II  HI Thomas Sully
Organizers: JESSICA SCHEER (Columbia) and NORA GROCE (Harvard)
Chair: JESSICA SCHEER
1:30  JESSICA SCHEER Directions in Culture and Disability Studies
1:45  BARBARA KEREWSKY-HALFERN (Massachusetts-Amherst) Disability and Household Organization in Urban Yugoslavia
2:00  LAURA KREFTING (Arizona) Social Adjustment and Traumatic Head Injury: A Cultural Perspective
2:15  JOSEPH KAUFERT (Manitoba) and DAVID LOCKER (Toronto) Culturally Determined Responses to Life-Support Technology
2:30  DEVVA KASNITZ (Humboldt Access Project and UC-San Francisco) Career Mobility in Disability and Ethnic Movements: A Cross-Cultural Approach to Disabilities
2:45 Discussant: ROBERT F MURPHY (Columbia)
3:00- Discussion
3:15

2-054B  SPEAKING WOMEN: REPRESENTATIONS OF CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN FEMININITY (Society for Cultural Anthropology) HI Raphael Peale
Organizer/Chair: JOYCE CANAAN (Centre for Contemporary Studies)
1:30  JOYCE CANAAN Introductory Remarks
1:40  FAYE GINSBURG (New York) Gender Disembodied: The Reformation of Femininity in the Right-to-Life Movement
1:55  RAYNA RAPP (New School) Constructing Amniocentesis: Medical and Maternal Voices
2:10  EMILY MARTIN (Johns Hopkins) Mind, Body and Machine
2:25  JOYCE CANAAN Gendered Essences: Teenage Girls' Representations of Mind/Body Dualism
2:40 Discussants: NAOMI QUINN (Duke) DONNA HARAWAY (UC-Santa Cruz)
3:10- Discussion
3:30

2-055  INVITED SESSION VIS-A-VIS "EUROPE": "DEVELOPMENT," "TRADITION," AND "DECAY" IN THE CONSTRUCTIONS OF "OTHERS" (American Ethnological Society) HI Benjamin West A
Organizers: DANIEL SEGAL (Pitzer) and RICHARD HANDLER (Virginia)
Chair: DANIEL SEGAL
1:30  ANN ANAGNOST (Illinois) Spiritual Pollution: The Representation of Western Capitalist Culture in Post-Mao China
1:50  BERNARD S COHN (Chicago) The Other Side of Orientalism
2:10  ALMA GOTTLIBE (Illinois) Night Riders and Airplanes, Spirits and Witches: Beng (Ivory Coast) Views of Technology
2:30  RICHARD HANDLER From Messianism to Hydroelectric Power: Catholicism, Anti-modernism, and Revolution to Quebec
2:50  DANIEL SEGAL Emulation and Exorcism: Dialectics of "Nation-Building" in Trinidad Now
3:10- Discussants: JAMES BOON (Cornell) GILLIAN FEELEY-HARNIK (Johns Hopkins)
3:30

2-056  AESTHETICS AND PERFORMANCE  Salon 6
Chair: ADRIENNE KAEPPLER (Smithsonian)
1:30  SALLY A NESS (Washington) Designs on Action: Cebuano Phrasing Style
1:45  MARGARET T EGNOR (Hobart and William Smith) Spirits and Voices in Tamil Songs
2:00  BRUCE MANNHEIM (Michigan) Voice and Person(ne)
2:15  STEVEN R PEARLMAN (UC-Los Angeles) Variable Aesthetics in Mariachi Music Performance
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2:30 Discussion/Break

2:45 SUSANNE KUECHLER (East Anglia/Johns Hopkins) Malangan: Art and Memory

3:00 MARGOT B SCHEVILL (Brown) Evolution in Textile Images from the Highlands of Guatemala

3:15 ALEXANDER ALLAND JR (Columbia) Tricks of the Trade: Aesthetic "Universals" in the Arts

3:30 Discussion

3:45

2-057 URBAN THIRD WORLD WOMEN AND HEALTH PLANNING  FP Salon 4
Organizers: JEAN J SCHENSUL (Connecticut) and MARIA BORRERO (Hispanic Health Council)
Chair: JEAN J SCHENSUL

1:30 GRACE DAMIO (Hispanic Health Council), LANI DAVIDSON and DONNA DENELLI-HESS (Connecticut) Perinatal Dietary Choice Among Puerto Rican Women

1:45 DONNA DENELLI-HESS (Connecticut), MARIA SERRANO, and RITA CORDOVA (Hispanic Health Council) Cultural Revitalization and Urban Perinatal Health Management

2:00 LISA ALLEN (Hispanic Health Council), LAURA VICTORIA BARRERA (Research and Training Center for Pediatric Rehabilitation), NYDIA OROZCO and CARMEN GOODING (Hispanic Health Council) Birth Crisis: Improving Outcome through Intervention

2:15 ALBERTO RODRIGUEZ (Asylum Hill Family Medical Center) and TIMOTHY COOPER (Connecticut) Ethnicity as a Risk Factor in Gynecologic Infections

2:30 Break

2:45 LANI DAVIDSON and GINA GERDES (Wisconsin) Women, Reproductive Illness and Primary Health Care in Urban Haiti

3:00 LYDIA GREINER (Pennsylvania) Mothers' Health Beliefs and Behaviors: Influence on Child Growth

3:15 JEAN J SCHENSUL Women, Health and Community Development in Lima

3:30 STEPHEN L SCHENSUL (Connecticut) University-Community Exchange in Health Care Planning and Community Development

3:45 Discussant: MARIA BORRERO

4:00 Discussion

4:15

2-058 INVITED SESSION THE DIALECTIC OF MEDICAL AND SACRED REALITIES (Society for Medical Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizers/Chairs: THOMAS J CSORDAS (Harvard) and KAJA FINKLER (North Carolina)

1:30 THOMAS J CSORDAS Deliverance or Diagnosis: Religious and Psychiatric Meaning

1:50 MITCHELL WEISS (Harvard) The Relationship Between Possession and Humoral Balance

2:10 STEVEN KLEIN (North Carolina) The Concept of Contradiction in Medical Anthropology

2:30 KAJA FINKLER The Healer-Patient Relationship in Sacred and Medical Contexts

2:50 Break

3:05 ATWOOD GAINES (Case Western Reserve) Healing: Belief, Magic and Cultural Logic

3:25 JEAN COMAROFF (Chicago) Death, Time and the Sacred in Modern Medicine

3:45 Discussants: BYRON GOOD (Harvard) and STANLEY J TAMIAH (Harvard)

4:15 Discussion

4:30

2-059 INVITED SESSION THE PARTICULAR IN THE GENERAL: MELANESIAN ETHNOGRAPHY IN THE PRODUCTION OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY (AAA Program Committee)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizers/Chairs: ANNETTE B WEINER (New York) and FITZ JOHN P POOLE (UC-San Diego)

1:30 MARILYN STRATHERN (Manchester) Dual Models and Multiple Persons: Gender in Melanesia

2:00 Discussant: LL Langness (UC-Los Angeles)
2:15 ALFRED GELL (LSE) “Kinship” and Social Organization: A Necessary Relation?
2:45 Discussant: FITZ JOHN P POOLE
3:00 Break
3:15 ANNETTE B WEINER Exchanging Immortality: The Dilemmas of Hierarchy in Melanesia
3:45 Discussant: MICHAEL D LIEBER (Illinois-Chicago)
4:00 TO BEIDELMAN (New York) An Africanist’s Perspective
4:15- Discussion
4:45

2-060 RITUAL CHANGE IN EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA: RESPONSES TO COMMERCIALIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizers/Chairs: WALTER EDWARDS (Michigan) and LAUREL KENDALL (American Museum of Natural History)
1:30 SEONG-NAE KIM (Michigan) Farewell Dancing of Spirits in a Korean Healing Ritual
1:45 CHUNGMOO CHOI (Indiana) Politics and Commercialization of Shamanic Healing in Korea
2:00 TOBY A VOLKMAN (Social Science Research Council) Reinventing Ritual: Tourism and its Objects in Tana Toraja, Indonesia
2:15 QUENTIN C DURNING (Michigan) Commercialization of Pilgrimage: Religiosity and Social Solidarity in Japanese Sacred Site Communities
2:30 Discussant: LAUREL KENDALL
2:45 Break
3:00 LAUREL KENDALL “Empty Formalities and Ostentation” : Contradictions in Korean Weddings
3:15 AIHWA ONG (UC-Berkeley) Malay Matrimonial Rituals: Negotiating Social Relations
3:30 WALTER EDWARDS Cultural Logic and the Commercialization of Japanese Weddings
3:45 CAROL CARPENTER (Cornell) Intrusive Traditions and Indigenous Modernization
4:00 STEPHEN R SMITH (Amherst C) New Wines and New Bottles: Japanese Drinking Rituals in a Changing Beverage Market
4:15-
Discussant: ROBERT J SMITH (Cornell)
4:30

2-061 GLYNN ISAAC’S LEGACY, PART I: LAND USE STUDIES (AAA Program Committee) HI Rembrandt Peale
Organizers: DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ (UC-Santa Cruz), JOHN W K HARRIS (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), and JEANNE M SEPT (Harvard)
Chair: DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ
1:55 DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ Opening Remarks
2:00 J DESMOND CLARK (UC-Berkeley) Glynn Isaac, 1937–1985: His Contribution to Paleoanthropology
2:15 STANLEY H AMBROSE (Illinois) The Earliest Archaeological Traces: Proximate and Ultimate Causes
2:30 JOHN W K HARRIS Landscape Archaeology
2:45 NICOLA STERN (Harvard) Reconstructing the Ranging Behavior of Early Hominids
3:00 JEANNE M SEPT Early Hominid Plant Food Foraging Models
3:15 Break
3:30 JOANN C GUTIN (UC-Berkeley) Paleoenvironmental Implications of Oxygen-Isotope Ratios in Lacustrine Shell
3:45 ANNA K BEHRENSMEYER (Smithsonian) Patterns of Bone Distribution in Plio-Pleistocene and Recent Environments
4:00 HENRY T BUNN (Wisconsin-Madison) Plio-Pleistocene Bone Assemblages from Koobi Fora and Olduvai Gorge and Ancient Hominid Land Use Patterns
4:15 ELLEN M KROLL (Wisconsin-Madison) The Home Base Revisited
4:30 Discussion
4:45-
Discussant: DAVID M PILBEAM (Harvard)
5:00

2-062 INVITED SESSION CONTEMPORARY HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY, PART II (Society for Humanistic Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: GILBERT KUSHNER (Florida)
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2:00  GILBERT KUSHNER Introduction
2:05  JANIS H JENKINS (Harvard) Emerging Views of Emotion: An Anthropology of Affective Experience and Expression
2:25  JACQUES MAQUET (UC-Los Angeles) Aesthetic Anthropology and the Humanistic Method
2:45  ROGER ABRAHAMS (Pennsylvania) The Play of Play: The Human Encounter
3:05  Break
3:15  GEORGE M STOCKING (Chicago) Franz Boas and the History of Humanistic Anthropology
3:35  ERVE CHAMBERS (Maryland) Moral Genres: Ethnography and the Theory of Comedy
3:55  GELYA FRANK (Southern California) and FAYE GINSBERG (New York) Life Stories
4:15  Break
4:25  ELIZABETH G TRAUBE (Wesleyan) Interpretive Anthropology
4:45  Discussant: MILES E RICHARDSON (Louisiana S)
5:15· Discussion
5:30

2-063  INVITED SESSION RECONSTRUCTION OF LIFE FROM THE SKELETON (Biological Anthropology Unit)  HI Benjamin West B
Organizers: M YAŞAR İSCAN and PATRICIA MILLER-SHAIVITZ (Florida Atlantic)
Chair: M YAŞAR İSCAN
1:30  FRANK P SAUL and JULIE M SAUL (Medical C of Ohio) Osteobiography: A Maya Example
1:50  K A R KENNEDY (Cornell) Importance of Skeletal Markers of Occupational Stress in Forensic Anthropology
2:10  SHELLEY R SAUNDERS (McMaster) Nonmetric Skeletal Variation
2:30  J LAWRENCE ANGEL (Smithsonian) Assessment of Race Traits
2:50  LUCILE ST HOYME (Smithsonian) Skeletal Sex Dimorphism
3:10  Break
3:30  SAM D STOUT (Missouri) Histomorphometric Analysis of Ancient Skeletal Remains
3:50  M YAŞAR İSCAN and SUSAN R LOTH (Florida Atlantic) Osteological Manifestations of Age in Adults
4:10  SPENCER JAY TURKEL (NY Institute of Technology) Congenital Abnormalities in Skeletal Populations
4:30  MARC A KELLEY (Rhode Island) Infectious disease in early New England Indians
4:50  WILLIAM F KEEGAN (South Carolina) The Use of Stable Isotopes to Reconstruct Diet and Nutrition: Potentials and Problems
5:10· Discussion
5:30

2-064  WOMEN IN THE ANTHROPOLOGY CURRICULUM ADVISORY BOARD  FP Parlor D
2:00- Open Meeting
3:30  Chair: SANDRA MORGEN (Massachusetts-Amherst)

2-065  SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Parlor D
2:00- Executive Board
4:00

2-066  ANTHROPOLOGICAL POETICS (Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizer/Chair: J IAIN PRATTIS (Carleton)
2:00  IVAN BRADY (SUNY-Oswego) Poetry in the Science Den
2:15  ROGER W WESCOTT (Drew) Translating Verse, Translating Culture
2:30  DAN ROSE (Pennsylvania) Reversal
2:45  ROY WAGNER (Virginia) Poetics and the Re-Centering of Anthropology
3:00  Break
3:15  ROBIN RIDINGTON (British Columbia) Models of the Universe
3:30  J IAIN PRATTIS Parsifal and the Failure of Semiotic Structuralism
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3:45  MARCENE MARCOUX (Framingham S) A Sense of the Strange: Poetic and Anthropological Links

4:00  TONI FLORES (Hobart and William Smith) Tradition, Longing, and Irony: Aesthetic and Ethnologic Sensibilities in the Poetry of Edward Sapir

4:15- Discussion

5:00

2-067  INVITED SESSION THE MECHANISMS OF CULTURE CHANGE AND CLIMATE CHANGE: PART II (Archaeology Section) Hi Titian Peale
Organizers: JOEL GUNN (Texas-San Antonio) and ALLISON C PAULSEN (Institute of Andean Studies)
Chair: JOEL GUNN

2:00  OWEN K DAVIS (Arizona) The Effects of Seasonal Isolation on the History of the Arizona Monsoon

2:20  RICHARD S DAVIS (Bryn Mawr) The Relation of Climate Change to Population Distribution in the Middle and Upper Pleistocene of Central Asia

2:40  LONNIE G THOMPSON, ELLEN MOSLEY-THOMPSON, and MARY DAVIS (Ohio S) A 1500-year Record of Tropical Climate Variability from the Quelccaya Ice Cap, Peru

3:00  Break

3:20  ALLISON C PAULSEN Climate and Culture in the Andes

3:40  WILLIAM J FOLAN (Mexico-Sudeste) Culture, Climate and Sea Levels: The Prehistory of the Lowland Maya

4:00- Discussion

5:00  BRUCE DAHLIN (Howard)

2-068  TOPICS IN VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 9
Chair: THOMAS G BLAKEY (Brigham Young)

2:00  ALLAN BURNS and JERONIMO CAMPOSECO (Florida) Professional Video Production and Applied Anthropology

2:15  VICTOR J CALDAROLA (Pennsylvania) and PATRICIA J VONDAL (USAID) Analyzing Visual Contexts: Agricultural Innovation in Kalimantan

2:30  JOHN COLLIER (San Francisco S) Extending Ethnography with Visual Anthropology

2:45  Discussion

3:00  TOBY FLEMING and SYLVIA SENSIPER (Southern California) Quaker Ethics and Ethnographic Filmmaking

3:15  JOYCE O HAMMOND (Western Washington) Tongan Videos: Cultural Transformations

3:30  SUSAN KENT (Kentucky) The Relationship Between Spatial Organization, Sociopolitical Organization, and Architectural Organization of Structures—A Cross-Cultural View

3:45  Discussion

4:00  ELLEN PADER (UC-Los Angeles) Theory of the Concrete: The Relation of Space, Objects and Action

4:15  DONA SCHWARTZ (Minnesota) Still Photography in Anthropology: A Visual Ethnography of a Rural Farm Community

4:30  ANNE C ZELLER (Waterloo) Coding Primate Facial Gestures

4:45  Discussion

5:00

2-069  INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE PUBLIC: COMMUNICATING TO A WIDER AUDIENCE (General Anthropology Division and National Association for the Practice of Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom A
Organizers/Chairs: HELEN E FISHER (American Museum of Natural History) and RUTH O SELIG (Smithsonian)

2:00  HELEN E FISHER Practicing Anthropology in the Media: Myth and Reality

2:20  JOHN E PFEIFER Writing for Laymen

2:40  IRA R ABRAMS (Texas-Austin) The Television Series

3:00  RUTH O SELIG Educating the Educator: Disseminating Anthropology to American Schools

3:20  Break
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3:35  MARI LYN C SALVADOR (New Mexico) Anthropologists as Exhibition Curators? Can it Work?

3:55  RALPH J BISHOP Public Anthropology in Mississippi

4:15  WILLIAM O BEEMAN (Brown) Anthropology and the Print Media

4:30-  Discussants: MARVIN HARRIS (Florida)

5:30  BARBARA PILLSBURY

2-070  INVITED SESSION THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF LATIN AMERICAN REFUGEES
(Society for Latin American Anthropology)  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizer/Chair: ALEX STEPIEK (Florida International)

2:00  PATRICIA WEISS FAGEN (Refugee Policy Group) Latin American Refugees: An Historical Overview

2:20  ALEX STEPIEK Haitian Boat People: From Despair to Detention

2:40  MARY ANN LARKIN (Georgetown) Brazil: A Haven for Southern Cone Refugees?

3:00  CHRIS KRUEGER Displaced Persons: The Peruvian Case

3:20  Break

3:40  THEODORE MACDONALD (Cultural Survival) Miskito Indians: Refugees and Displaced Citizens. Why?

4:00  BEATRIZ MANZ (Wellesley) Guatemalan Refugees: Prospects for Repatriation

4:20  DUNCAN EARLE (Dartmouth) The Guatemalan Mayas and the Refugee Sanctuary Movement

4:40  Discussant: JUAN MENDEZ (Americas Watch)

5:00-  Discussion

5:15

2-071  INVITED SESSION EDUCATION AND INDIGENOUS MINORITIES
(Council on Anthropology and Education)  FP Seminar B
Organizer/Chair: RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska-Fairbanks)

2:00  THOMAS J LA BELLE (Pittsburgh) Indigenous Minorities, Education and Intergroup Relations: A Comparative View

2:20  OSCAR KAWAGLEY (Alaska-Fairbanks) Yup'ik Ethnoscience Teaching in Village Schools

2:40  VERNAN ST DENIS (Alaska-Fairbanks) Native American Controlled Institutions

3:00  CATHIE JORDAN and LYNN VOGT (Kamehameha CDEE) Differing Domains: Is Truly Bicultural Education Possible?

3:20  Break

3:45  RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska-Fairbanks) Theory Z + N: The Role of Alaska Native Educators in School Administration

4:05  BEA MEDICINE (Calgary) Native Education in Canada: A Current Review

4:25  SALLY MCBETH (Dartmouth C) The Primer and the Hoe

4:45  SARA CIBORSKI (SUNY-Albany) Curriculum as Resistance: Alternative Schooling on the Akwesasne Mohawk Indian Reservation

5:05  Discussant: DAVID M SMITH (Alaska-Fairbanks)

5:20-  Discussion

5:30

2-072  WHAT HAPPENED TO THE AZTEC EMPIRE? PART II
(University of California Press)  FP Salon 5
Organizers: JAMES M TAGGART (Franklin and Marshall), LOUISE BURKHART (Yale) and JANE H HILL (Arizona)
Chair: JAMES M TAGGART

3:15  DANIELE DEHOUVE (Univrsite de Paris) Green Sky: Changes in Nahuatl Color Terminology with Spanish Contact

3:30  FRANCES F BERDAN (CSU-San Bernardino) Traditional Weaving and Costume in the Sierra Norte de Puebla, Mexico

3:45  ALAN R SANDSTROM (Indiana-Purdue) The Face of the Devil: Concepts of Pollution Among Nahuaas

4:00  BRAD R HUBER (Pittsburgh) Variability and Rationality of Nahua Medical Practices

4:15  Break

4:30  SUSAN CLEMENT-BRUTTO (Centre C) Confradia Participation and Cultural Identity
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4:45 MARIE-NOELLE CHAMOUX (CNRS-Paris) The Conception of Work and the Individual
5:00 DAVID ROBICHAUX (Universidad Iberoamericana) The Inheritance System in a Nahua-Speaking Community in Tlaxcala
5:15 Discussion
5:30

2-073 INVITED SESSION COSMOLOGY, VALUES, AND INTER-ETHNIC CONTACT IN SOUTH AMERICA: PART II (American Ethnological Society and General Anthropology Division) HI Thomas Eakins
Organizer/Chair: TERRENCE TURNER (Chicago)
3:00 JACQUES M CHEVALIER (Carleton) Repression and the Shamanic Complex
3:15 JONATHAN D HILL (Georgia) Cosmology and the Situation of Contact in the Upper Rio Negro Region
3:30 IRENE SILVERBLATT (Charleston C) Cracks in Cosmology
3:45 THOMAS A ABERCROMBIE (Cornell) Paths of Memory and Conquest
4:00 Break
4:15 GARY URTON (Colgate) Andean Social and Cosmological Hierarchies
4:30 R TOM ZUIDEMA (Illinois) The Social and Cosmological Replication of the Upriver-Downriver Dichotomy in Inca Cuzco
5:00 Discussion: TERRENCE TURNER
5:15

2-074 ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE METROPOLIS III: CULTURE (Society for Urban Anthropology) FP Salon 3
Organizer/Chair: AIDAN SOUTHALL (Wisconsin-Madison)
2:00 LEONARD PLOTNICOV (Pittsburgh) Selling Camelot: The Orchestration of Fun and Games in Pittsburgh
2:15 THEODORE C BESTOR (Columbia) Community. Class. and Subculture in Tokyo
2:30 THOMAS W COLLINS (Memphis S) Two Shrines. Two Societies, One Metropolis: The Case for Memphis
2:45 KIYOTAKA AOYAGI (ICU) Urban Marae: A Vehicle for a New Politico-Cultural Movement of Maori
3:00 Break
3:15 CATALINA G CHESLEY (Michigan) Culture of the Squatter: The Metropolis of Istanbul
3:30 WILLIAM MANGIN (Syracuse) Transformation of Lima: 1950–1986
3:45 WILLIAM JANKOWIAK (Tulane) The Cultural Ambiguity of a Minority Capital: Integration for Whom?
4:00 Discussion
4:30

2-075 XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: GENERAL ISSUES IN THE STUDY OF NATIVE AMERICAN LANGUAGES (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas) HI Benjamin West A
Organizer/Chair: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
3:45 MARGARET LANGLEY (UC-San Diego) More Diegueño Dialects: How Many Grammars?
4:00 WILLIAM L LEAP and ANN RENKER (American) Linguistic Variability and Its Implications for Indian Language Description
4:15 ERIC P HAMP (Chicago) On the Reconstruction of Kinship and Kin Terms
4:30 DAVID S ROOD (Colorado) Morphology in Polysynthetic Languages
4:45 MARIANNE MITHUN (UC-Santa Barbara) The Variable Significance of Number to Verbal Concepts
5:00 Discussion
5:30

2-076 FOOD PERCEPTION, FOOD CHOICE AND DIETARY BEHAVIOR, PART II: CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES (Council on Nutritional Anthropology) HI Thomas Sully
Organizers: CLAUDIA C FISHMAN (Public Health Education) and CHARLOTTE F CHASE (Washington-St Louis)
Chair: CLAUDIA C FISHMAN
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3:30  JACQUELINE M NEWMAN and ELAINE K LUDMAN (CUNY-Queens) Chinese Food and Life-Cycle Events: Acculturation Perspectives in Seven Countries

3:45  CLAUDIA C FISHMAN Nutritional Support of Breast-Feeding: Conflicts in Vietnamese and American Perspectives

4:00  SHARLEEN H SIMPSON (Florida) Assessing Attitudes Toward Food, and Food Choices among Urban Costa Rican Families

4:15  BEVERLY S CURRY (Alabama) Food Preferences of our Bahamian Neighbors

4:30  JAMES R BINDON (Alabama) Western to American Samoa: Seventy Miles and Seven Thousand Dollars

4:45  Discussants: JUDY GUSSLER (Ross Laboratories)

5:15  ELLEN MESSER (Wheaton)

2-077  GYPSY SCHOLARS AND MIGRANT WORKERS: THE EMPLOYMENT SCENE IN ACADEMIE  Hi Raphael Peale

Organizer/Chair: LAURIE WEINSTEIN (Northeastern)

3:45  LAURIE WEINSTEIN You Owe Yourself a Gypsy Scholar: An Ethnography of the Over-Educated and Under-Employed

4:00  STEPHEN M EPSTEIN and ELEANOR M KING (Pennsylvania) Green Cards and PhDs: Working Without the Franchise

4:15  JEFFREY HALPERN (Rider C) Collective Bargaining and the Migrant Scholar

4:30  DAVID GIVENS (AAA Placement Service) Career Nomadism in Modern Anthropology

4:45  Discussants: THOMAS PATTERSON (Temple)

MARMALL BECKER (West Chester C)

CHRISTINE GAILEY (Northeastern)

5:15  Discussion

5:30

2-078  ANTHROPOLOGICAL DEMOGRAPHY—METHODS AND ANALYSIS, PART II  FP Salon 6

Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL J LEVIN (Bureau of the Census) and JAMES W WOOD (Wisconsin-Madison)

4:00  LINDA J ELLANNA (Alaska-Fairbanks) The Use of Demographic Analysis in Understanding Relationships Between Subsistence and Population Dynamics

4:15  MICHAEL J LEVIN The Effects of Institutionalized Migration on Community

4:30  PAUL W LESLIE and PEGGY H FRY (SUNY-Binghamton) An Unusual Fertility Pattern Among Nomadic Turkana Pastoralists

4:45  THOMAS E FRICKE (Michigan) Tamang Fertility Marital Alliances and Household Developmental Trajectories

5:00  JOHN W ADAMS and ALICE BEE KASAKOFF (South Carolina) Differential Male Fertility in the American North, 1650–1860

5:15  Discussion

5:30

AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 5  FP Salon 1

4:00  Careers in State and Local Government

6:50  Leaders: CAROLYN OLSEN (State of New York Dept of Hlth) and M RORY O'HARE BOLGER (City Planning Commission, City of Detroit)

Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

2-079  ANTHROPOLOGISTS FOR KOREAN STUDIES  Hi Thomas Sully

5:30  Business Meeting

7:00  Chair: CHOONG S KIM (Tennessee-Martin)

2-080  ARCHEOLOGY SECTION  FP Salon 5

5:30  Business Meeting

7:00  Chair: FRANK HOLE (Yale)
2-081 COMMITTEE ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Philadelphia North
5:30- Cash-bar Reception in honor of GEORGE and LOUISE SPINDLER and ROBERT and
7:00  YOLANDA MURPHY

2-082 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  FP Salon 2
5:30- Committee on Teaching Anthropology Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: PAUL ERICKSON (Saint Mary's)

2-083 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  FP Seminar B
5:30- Committee on Cognitive and Linguistic Studies: Orthography and Native American Lan-
7:00  guages
Chair: JAMES COLLINS (Temple)
Panelists: VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington), VIRGINIA HYMES (Pennsylvania),
MARIANNE MITHUN (California-Santa Barbara)

NEW NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Titian
Peale
5:30- Network for the Ethnographic Study of Science, Technology and Organizations
7:00  Chair: FRANK DUBINSKAS (Harvard Bus Sch)

2-085 SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar D
5:30- Open Forum Members’ Meeting followed by brief Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: THOMAS D BLAKELY (Brigham Young)

2-084 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HI Gilbert Stuart
5:30- Cashiered bar reception in conjunction with NASA’s inauguration as a unit of the Associ-
7:00  ation
Organizer: ROLAND FOULKES (California-Berkeley)
Chair: PAUL SLEDZIK (Connecticut)

2-086 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE  HI Raphael Peale
5:30- Organizing Meeting
7:00  Chairs: SUSAN CAROL ROGERS (New York U) and LAWRENCE J TAYLOR (Lafayette)

2-087 SOCIETY FOR ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Benjamin West A
5:30- Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: FRANCES F BERDAN (California State-San Bernardino)

2-089 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Philadelphia South
5:30- Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: MARARET LOCK (McGill)

2-090 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 9
5:30- Chair: ROBERT EDGERTON (California-Los Angeles)
7:00

2-091 SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 6
5:30- Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: ALVIN WOLFE (South Florida)

2-092 THE AYMARA FOUNDATION  HI Thomas Eakins
5:30- Business Meeting
7:00  Chair: ANDREW W MIRACLE (Texas Christian)
FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 5

2-093 RECEPTION FOR NEW MEMBERS FP Salon 3 and 4
6:00 All new members and members attending their first annual meeting are invited to this reception hosted by Association officers.

SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Philadelphia South
7:00 Cashiered bar reception

SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 9
7:00 Cashiered bar reception

SATURDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 6

3-001 THE URBAN MIGRANT COMMUNITY IN LARGER CONTEXT FP Salon 4
Chair: CATHERINE M COLES (Dartmouth)
8:00 MUOGO NYAGGAH (CSU-Fullerton) Urban Informal Sector Economy in Nairobi
8:15 PAULE CRUZ TAKASH (UC-Berkeley) Community Response to the Latinization of a Californian Town Dependent on Immigrant Labor
8:30 LAURA J PIRES (Columbia) Change, Ethnicity, and Equity: Cape Verdeans in a Southeastern Massachusetts Locality
8:45 CHRISTINE HO (UC-Los Angeles) Post-Industrialism and the Social Organization of Black Caribbean Immigrants
9:00- Discussion
9:15

3-002 PAPERS ON CENTRAL AMERICAN ARCHEOLOGY I HI Titian Peale
Chair: TBA
8:00 BEVERLY A MITCHEM (Parsons-Brinkerhoff) The Use of Chipped Stone in Ritual Contexts by the Late Preclassic Maya
8:15 APRIL S HOHOL, MARK S ALDENDERFER, and LAWRENCE R KIMBALL (Northwestern) The Functional Organization of Mayan Technology: Evidence from the Central Peten Lakes Region
8:30 ANTHONY P ANDREWS (South Florida-New College) The Role of Maritime Economies in Late Lowland Maya State Formation
8:45 STEPHEN D HOUSTON (Yale) Recent Epigraphic Investigations at Caracol, Belize
9:00- Discussion
9:15

3-003 AGRARIAN REFORM AND INDIGENOUS LAND RIGHTS (Survival International USA) HI Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: KENNETH I TAYLOR (Survival International USA)
8:00 RICHARD SMITH (Oxfam America) Agrarian Reform and Native Peoples in Peru and Bolivia
8:15 OWEN J LYNCH (University of the Philippines) Philippines Law and Native Land Rights
8:30 ROSAMEL MILLAMAN Reform and Division: Mapuche Lands in Chile
8:45 THOMAS MELVILLE Land Reform and Indigenous Peoples in Guatemala
9:00 JOSE DE SOUZE MARTINS (Sao Paulo) Military Reform and Indian Lands in Brazil
9:15- Discussion
9:30
3-004  HEALTH ASSESSMENT AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS  FP Salon 6
Chair: ANN MCELROY (SUNY-Buffalo)
8:00  RANDY B REITER (District of Columbia and UC-Berkeley) Social Environment in Epidemiological Studies
8:15  BRUCE A BERNSTEIN (Connecticut) Assessing Dietary Change in Immigrant Populations
8:30  JULIENE G LIPSON (UC-San Francisco) Health Status Among Middle Eastern Immigrants
8:45  AMY WOLFE (Oak Ridge National Laboratory) Risk and Confidence in Two Industrial Communities in Tennessee
9:00  THOMAS E GALLAGHER (Ursinus C) Effects of Increased Medical Costs on the Old Order Amish
9:15  ANN MCELROY, ANASTASIA JOHNSON, and MARIANNE FARALLO (SUNY-Buffalo) Maternal/Child Health Care for Migrant Farm Workers in Western New York
9:30- Discussion
9:45  

3-005  MARGARET MEAD: THROUGH A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizer/Chair: LENORA FOERSTEL (Maryland College of Art)
LENORA FOERSTEL Margaret Mead: Through a Historical Perspective
8:00  ELEANOR LEACOCK (CUNY-City College) Samoan Adolescence from the 20's to Today
8:15  WARI IAMO (UC-Berkeley) The Stigma of New Guinea—Reflections on Anthropology and Anthropologists
8:45  JOHN D WAIKO (Papua New Guinea) Oral Tradition in Historical Study
9:00  ANGELA M GILLIAM (SUNY-Old Westbury) Anthropology, Geopolitics, and Papua New Guinea
9:15- Discussion
9:45  

3-006  ANTHROPOLOGY AND THE QUAKER PERSPECTIVE  FP Seminar D
Informal discussion
8:00- 10:00  Chair: SUSAN CLEMENT-BRUTTO (Kentucky)

AAA PLACEMENT SERVICE WORKSHOP 6  FP Salon 1
8:00-10:50  Careers in Nonacademic Archeology (Cosponsored by the Archeology Section)
Leaders: PAMELA J CRESSEY (Alexandria Arch) and RONALD D ANZALONE (Advisory Council on Historic Preservation)
Attendance is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

3-007  BODY SPACE, BODY RITUAL  FP Salon 3
Organizers: DEBORAH PELLOW (Syracuse) and JAMES L BRAIN (SUNY-New Paltz)
Chair: DEBORAH PELLOW
8:00  JAMES L BRAIN Male Menstruation
8:15  BARBARA MILLER (Syracuse) Threatening Females and the Shaving of Pubic Hair in India
8:30  DEBORAH PELLOW Intimate Boundaries: A Chinese Puzzle
8:45  JUDITH L GOLDSTEIN (Vassar) The Mind-Body Problem: Some Trends in Advertising
9:00- Discussion/Break
9:15  KATHRYN COE (Arizona S) Body Decoration: A Sociobiological Approach
9:30  DONALD E BROWN (UC-Santa Barbara) Folk Surgery to the Genitals in Southeast Asia (and ancient India)
9:45  MARIA MESSINA (SUNY-Stonybrook) Henna: The Social and Symbolic Significance of a Female Occasion
10:00- Discussion
10:15  Discussant: RICHARD SHWEDER (Chicago)
### 3-008 POLITICAL STRUCTURE AND LAW OF AUTOCRACIES AND DICTATORSHIPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>LEOPOLD POSPISIL: Empirical Critique of Marxist Theory of Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>JEROME A. OFFNER: Law and Behavior in Aztec Tenochtitlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>ROBERT A. BOURGEOIS: Kinship Rules and the Warrior Chieftdom of Archaic Greece</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>MILES H. GRODY: Legal Implications of the Soviet Union's Official and Second Economies: An Anthropological Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>MICHAEL A. MARCUS: Popular Constraints Upon Autocracy: The Case of Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>EMILIENNE IRELAND: Our Chiefs Do Not Spill Their Anger: Secrecy and Covert Leadership in Witchcraft Executions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>LEON LIPSON: How To Argue in Soviet: Political Ideology and Rhetorical Style</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-009 POPULATION GENETICS & DEMOGRAPHY

**FP Salon 9**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>RADA DYSON-HUDSON: Kinship and Coresidence Among the Highly Nomadic Turkana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>BRADFORD TOWNE: Evolution of Marriage Patterns in a Subdivided Isolate Population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>A MAGDALENA HURTADO: Women’s Reproductive Strategies Among Amakare and Piro Horticulturalists of Eastern Peru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>LINDA A. BENNETT and ANITA SUJOLDZIC: Five Centuries of Population Movement on Peljesac Peninsula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>BETH KING: Demographic Response to Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-010 SOCIETY FOR THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF EUROPE ROUNDTABLE

**FP Seminar B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>BRIAN DEEVEY: Rise of the Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>STANLEY BRANDES: Religion, Folklore and Ideology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JOHN W. COLE: Class. Culture and Political Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>ERNESTINE FRIEDL: Sex and Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>JANE SCHNEIDER: Historiography and Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>KATHERINE M. VERDERY: Ethnicity and Regionalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-011 CULTURAL EVOLUTION

**FP Seminar B**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker and Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:15</td>
<td>BRIAN DEEVEY: Rise of the Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>STANLEY T. TEFFT: The War Trap: Perspectives From Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>UGEN GOMBO: Centralization and Social Control in a Non-Militant Theocratic State: The Case of Buddhist Tibet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>MICHAEL G. DAVIS: The Cultural Preadaptation Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>ROBERT GRABER: The Stages of Sociocultural Evolution: A Quantification Based on Inhibition of Splitting and Spreading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>MARK S. CASSELL: Farmers of the Northern Ice: Reassessing Hunter-Gatherer Typologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KENNETH D TOLLEFSON (Seattle Pacific) Political Organization of the Puget Sound Tribes

Discussion

3-012 XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: LANGUAGES OF SOUTH AMERICA (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)

Organizer: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: BRUCE MANNHEIM (Michigan)

8:00 ARTHUR P SORENSEN Yes and No, but Maybe So?
8:15 THOMAS E PAYNE (Oregon) Typological Sketch of Panare
8:30 KATHERINE HALL (Washington-St Louis) Pragmatic and Grammatical Coding in De'kwana (Carib) Discourse
8:45 MARY RUTH WISE (Sll) Causative and Comitative Markers in Maipuran Arawakan Languages

Discussion/Break

9:00 NANCY H HORNBERGER (Pennsylvania) Language Ideology in Quechua Communities of Puno. Peru
9:30 ANNE M STEWART (UC-Los Angeles) Spanish Influence in Ancash Quechua
9:45 CATHY J ALLEN (George Washington) Verbal Bricolage: Sequencing of Episodes in Quechua Narrative

Discussion/Break

10:00 ROSALEEN HOWARD-MALVERDE (EHESS, Paris) Don Eduardo, Oral Historian: Narrator Subjectivity and Tradition in a Quechua Context
10:15-10:30 Discussion

3-013 CONTROL OVER WOMEN FP Salon 5

Chair: JOCELYN LINNEKIN (Hawaii)

8:00 CAROL MCALLISTER (Pittsburgh) Capitalist Development and Islamic Revival: An Interpretation of the 'Dakwah' Movement in Malaysia
8:15 CAROLYN M CLARK (UC-Santa Clara) The Achievement of Virginity: Sexuality and Social Organization in Sub-Saharan Africa
8:30 PATRICIA D BEAVER (Appalachian S) Gender Roles and Cultural Status of Chinese Urban Professional Women
8:45 SARAH UHL (SUNY-Stonybrook) Unlikely Friends: Male and Female in Andalusia
9:00 TERRY N TOMBS (UC-San Diego) Women and the Political Economy of Eighteenth Century Spain
9:15 Discussion/Break
9:30 CATHY WINKLER (Earlham) Transformation of a Mexican Patriarchal Custom in Favor of Women's Position
9:45 WENDY A WEISS (Bryn Mawr) The Structure of, and Contradictions in, Male Authority in Urban Households in Quito, Ecuador
10:00 MARY K GILLILAND (UC-San Diego) Authority and Conflict in Yugoslav Families
10:15 JOCELYN LINNEKIN Women As Exchangers in Precontact Hawaii?
10:30-10:45 Discussion

3-014 WASHINGTON MATTHEWS AND THE BEGINNING OF NAVAJO STUDIES: A CENTENNIAL RETROSPECTIVE OF HIS CONTRIBUTION TO AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY (American Ethnological Society)

Organizers: SUSAN BROWN MCGREEVY and KATHERINE SPENCER HALPERN (Wheelwright Museum)
Chair: SUSAN BROWN MCGREEVY

8:00 KATHERINE SPENCER HALPERN Washington Matthews: Army Surgeon and Field Anthropologist, 1843–1905
8:15 SUSAN BROWN MCGREEVY "Industrial Arts" By Any Other Name: Matthews’ Navajo Material Culture Studies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>CHARLOTTE J FRISBIE (Southern Illinois-Edwardsville) Matthews' Contributions to the First Studies of Navajo Ceremonialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>DAVID P MCALLESTER (Wesleyan) Matthews and Navajo Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>NANCY J PAREZO (Arizona) Matthews and the Discovery of Navajo Sandpaintings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>OSWALD WERNER (Northwestern) Deciphering Washington Matthews' Navajo Texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>CHARLES MERBS (Arizona S) Washington Matthews and the Paleopathology of the Ho-hokam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussants: LOUISE LAMPHERE (Brown) GARRICK A BAILEY (Tulsa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-015</td>
<td><strong>INVITED SESSION LATIN AMERICAN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY, PART I: THE LEGACY OF INDIGENOUS, COLONIAL AND MODERN MEDICINE</strong> (Society for Medical Anthropology and Society for Latin American Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom D Organizer/Chair: SETHA LOW (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:10</td>
<td>SETHA LOW Introduction: Toward a Medical Anthropology of Latin America Section 1: Ethnomedicine and Ethnohistory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>GEORGE M FOSTER (UC-Berkeley) On the Origin of Spanish-American Humoral Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>MUNRO EDMONSON (Tulane) Mayan Comments on Ethnomedicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>JOSEPH W BASTIEN (Texas) Differences Between Qollahuaya Andean and Greek Humoral Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Break Section 2: Health Care Systems in Conflict and Coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>BRIGITTE JORDAN (Michigan S) Cosmopolitical Obstetrics: Questions Raised by the Training of Traditional Birth Attendants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>JOHN M DONAHUE (Trinity) Medical Professionals and Folk Healers: The Dream of Reason and the Reality of Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>LINDA M WHITEFORD (South Florida) Levels of Analysis and Systems of Integration: Applications for Medical Anthropology in Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>CAROLE E HILL (Georgia S) Implementing PHC Policy on the Local Level: A Health System in Conflict with Itself in Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-016</td>
<td><strong>INVITED SESSION LANGUAGE AND POLITICAL ECONOMY: PART I</strong> (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology, Society for Linguistic Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom A Organizers: HY VAN LUONG (Hamilton) and JAMES COLLINS (Temple) Chair: HY VAN LUONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>PAUL FRIEDRICH (Chicago) Language and Political Economy: Introductory Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:55</td>
<td>JUDITH T IRVINE (Brandeis) When Talk Isn’t Cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:20</td>
<td>CHRISTINE E GRAY The Power of Names, The Power of Images: Language and Domination in the Thai Royal Temple System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>ALICE E INGERSON (Duke) Letters to the State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25</td>
<td>KATHRYN WOOLARD (Wisconsin) Rhetoric and Reality in American Language Politics: What Can Textual Analyses Tell Us About Ideology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50</td>
<td>JAMES COLLINS Hegemonic Practice: Literacy and Standard Language in Public Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago) Standardization and Metaphors of Linguistic Hegemony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-017</td>
<td><strong>INTERPRETING MUSICAL SYMBOLS, MEANINGS AND PRACTICES</strong> (Society for Cultural Anthropology) FP Philadelphia Room North Organizer/Chair: STEVEN FELD (Texas-Austin)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8:00  CHARLES KEIL (SUNY-Buffalo) Participatory Discrepancies and the Power of Music
8:15  HENRY KINGSBURY (Boston) Performance, Meaning and Feeling: An Ethnographic Approach to Musical Analysis
8:30  STEVEN FELD "Lift-Up-Over Sounding": Getting into the Kaluli Groove
8:45  MARINA ROSEMAN (Cornell) Sounds that Move With the Heart: Temiar Songs and Longing
9:00  Discussants: ELLEN BASSO (Arizona)  JOHN SHEPHERD (Carleton)
9:30  Break
9:45  WILLIAM K POWERS (Rutgers) Foolish Words: Text and Context in Lakota Love Songs
10:00 DANIEL J GELO (Rutgers) The Expression of Love in Oklahoma Round Dance Songs
10:15 CHRISTOPHER A WATERMAN (Washington) Popular Music and Social Inequality Among the Yoruba of Southwestern Nigeria
10:30 Discussants: JOHN MILLER CHERNOFF (ISHI)  DAVID COPLAN (SUNY-Old Westbury)  LEONARD MEYER (Pennsylvania)
11:15- Discussion
11:30

3-018  INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND FOOD POLICY: FROM MEAD TO AFRICAN FAMINE AND BEYOND (Society for Medical Anthropology and National Association for the Practice of Anthropology)  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizer/Chair: ROBERTA D BAER (South Florida)
8:30  GRETEL PELTO (Connecticut) Culture, Food and Food Policy: Margaret Mead's Pioneering Work
8:45  BILLIE DEWALT and KATHLEEN DEWALT (Kentucky) Mexican Food and Agricultural Policy: A Macro View
9:00  ROBERTA D BAER Food Policy, Migration, and Malnutrition: The View From Northwest Mexico
9:15  Break
9:45  ANNE FLEURET (American) Food Aid and Policy in Rural Kenya
10:00  PATRICK FLEURET (USAID) A Crisis in Policy
10:15 Discussants: NANCY PIELEMEIER (USAID)  TOM REARDON (IFPRI)
10:45- Discussion
11:00

3-019  INVITED SESSION LINGUISTICS AND ARCHAEOLOGY (Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizer: FRANKLIN C SOUTHWORTH (Pennsylvania)
Chair: EDWARD H BENDIX (CUNY-Hunter)
8:30  MARTHA J HARDMAN and MICHAEL E MOSELEY (Florida-Gainesville) Linguistic Prehistory in the Central Andes
8:45  MARK B KING (Michigan) Linguistic Approaches to Otomanguean Ethnohistory
9:00  M LIONEL BENDER and MARK B SANT (Southern Illinois-Carbondale) Historical Linguistic Methods in Southwestern Pottery Classification
9:30  Discussant: DEAN R SNOW (SUNY-Albany) Comments on Foster
9:40  FRANKLIN C SOUTHWORTH and WALTER A FAIRSERVIS JR (Vassar) Linguistic Archaeology and the Indus Valley Civilization
9:55  Discussant: GREGORY L POSSEHL (Pennsylvania) Comments on Southworth
10:05  Break
10:15 Discussants: KENNETH WHISTLER (UC-Berkeley)  BRUCE E BYLAND (Lehman/CUNY)
11:05- Discussion
11:30
### 3-020

**INVITED SESSION PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: APPRAISAL AND PROSPECTUS, PART I** (Society for Psychological Anthropology)

**Organizer/Chair:** THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UC-San Diego)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>GEORGE W STOCKING (Chicago) Boasian Assumption and Psychological Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Discussants: PHILIP K BOCK (New Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOUIS L LANGNESS (UC-Los Angeles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UC-San Diego) Anthropology and Psychology: The Vicissitudes of a Long-Term Relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussants: ERIKA BOURGUIGNON (Ohio State)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>ROBERT A PAUL (Emory) Psychoanalysis and Anthropology for the Eighties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussants: KATHERINE P EWING (Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td>GILBERT HERDT (Chicago)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-021

**GLYNN ISAAC'S LEGACY, PART II: LAND USE AND DIETARY STUDIES** (AAA Program Committee)

**Organizers:** DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ (UC-Santa Cruz), JOHN W K HARRIS (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), and JEANNE M SEPT (Harvard)

**Chair:** JOHN W K HARRIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>JOHN W K HARRIS Opening Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>JOHN W BARTHELME (St Lawrence) A Comparison of Early and Late Pleistocene-Holocene Site Distribution Patterns at Lake Turkana, Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>STEVEN A BRANDT (Georgia) Cultural Complexity in Late Pleistocene-Holocene Hunter-Gatherer Societies of Northern and Eastern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>JOHN W OLSEN (Arizona) Prehistoric Land Use and Desertification in Northwest China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>DANIEL STILES (UN Environment Programme, Kenya) Desertification in Prehistory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>CHARLES M NELSON (Massachusetts-Boston) The Paleoclimatic Succession in Nderit Drift, Kenya: An Actualistic Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>DIANA C CRADER (Wesleyan) The Meaning of Bovid Body Part Representation at Middle and Later Stone Age Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>FIONA MARSHALL (Washington-St Louis) The Development of Specialized Pastoral Production in East Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>ANN B STAHL (Institute of Archaeology, London) Plant Food Processing in Prehistory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussant: CARMEL SCHRIRE (Rutgers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-022

**SYMBOLS OF SOCIAL IDENTITY**

**Chair:** TBA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:45</td>
<td>WALTER E POND (Pennsylvania) A Cultural Approach to Intergroup Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>JOHN M WATANABE (Michigan) Saints, Ancestors, and the Language of Souls in Mayan Indian Ethnic Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15</td>
<td>GEOFFREY L BURKHART (American) Representing Identity in a South Indian Lutheran Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>TERESA DEL VALLE (Pais Vasco) Basque Ethnicity: Ritualization of Claims to a Territory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>ELIZABETH S EVANS (Stanford) The Church Restoration Committee: Politics and Community in Southern France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>Discussion/Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td>ELVIN HATCH (UC-Santa Barbara) Social Standing in the Small Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>DAVID A KIDECKEL (Central Connecticut) Be Prepared: Seeking Prestige in a Socialist Way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td>MELVIN L PERLMAN (Brock) Majority Status Among the Toro of Uganda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>KATHLEEN BARLOW (Australian Museum) Symbols of Womanhood in a Sepik Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3-023

**COMMITTEE ON ETHICS**

**FP Seminar C**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Executive Session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW BRIEF REPORTS ON RECENT RESEARCH FP Seminar A
Chair: ANDREW W MIRACLE (Texas Christian)
9:00 Opening Remarks: ANDREW W MIRACLE
9:05 GEOFFREY M LAUER (Iowa) Computer Assisted Analysis of Prospective Health Diaries in Four Ethnic Groups
9:10 MARY DOMBECK The Influence of Freud on American Society
9:15 CAROLYN ADGER (Maryland) and LAURIE LATHROP (Maryland) Reality Filter: School Ethnography for Expert System Design
9:20 ANDREW W MIRACLE (Texas Christian) An Ethnohistorical Study of Black Education in the South
9:25 KATHLEEN MAINARDI (Memphis State) A Study of Why Teaching is Chosen as a Second Career Choice
9:30 PAUL V KROSKRITY (California-Los Angeles) Representations of Women in Recent Chinese Literature: Continuity and Reversal
9:35 FREDERICK C HUXLEY (California-Davis) Development in a Tunisian Coastal Community: Change, Continuity, and Challenge
9:40 DEBRA PICCHI (Franklin Pierce C) Working Couples: The Male’s Significance in Minimizing Female Role Overload
9:45 M. JEAN HERIOT (California-Los Angeles) Sin and Forgiveness: Documenting and Interpreting Individual Variation in Religious Beliefs Among Southern Baptists
9:55 WINIFRED L MITCHELL (Mankato State) Virtuous Women and Successful Men: Earning Respect in an Andean Community
10:00 STEPHEN T MCGARVEY (Brown) Modernization, Emotional Expression and Blood Pressure in Samoan Women
10:05 ANITA SPRING (Florida) Indicators of Agricultural Development at the Household Level in Malawi
10:10 ANNA CURTENIUS ROOSEVELT (American Mus of Nat Hist) Excavations and Geophysical Survey at a Marajoara Mound in Brazil
10:15 DENNIS G WILLMS (Waterloo) An Ethnography of Habitual Smokers: Problem and Process in Experiences of Quitting
10:25 SUSAN MESWICK (St John’s) Revitalization of a Mental Health Association
10:30 JAMES STANLAW and KYOKO INOUE (Illinois-Urbana-Champaign) Japanese Color Data: New Evidence for the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis
10:35 CYNTHIA M BEALL (Case Western) Hemoglobin Concentration of Tibetan Nomads at 4900–5300 m
10:40 M. PAMELA BUMSTED (Los Alamos Nat Lab) Human Variation: Major, Minor, and Trace Elemental Composition in an Isochronous Archaeological Population of Maize Farmers

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 7
Shop Talk: An Introduction to the Language and Concepts of Business
Leader: KEN EHRENSAL (St Francis C)
Attendance at the workshop is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 2
9:00-1:00 The Translation of Culture: A Workshop Exploring the Relationship between Ethnographic Film and Text in Teaching Anthropology
Leaders: TIMOTHY ASCH (Southern California-Los Angeles), and NANCY LUTKEHAUS (Southern California-Los Angeles)
Attendance at the workshop is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.
3-024  POLITICAL INTERPRETATIONS  HI Benjamin West B
Organizers: ROGER ROUSE (Stanford) and AMY BURCE (Texas-Austin)
Chair: ROGER ROUSE
9:30  JAMES BROW (Texas-Austin)  Representations of Authority and Justice in a Sri Lankan Village
9:45  RICHARD MADDOX (Stanford) Revolutionary Anticlericalism and Hegemonic Processes in Rural Spain
10:00  THEODORE SWEDENBURG (Texas-Austin)  Memories of Revolt
10:15  FAYE V HARRISON (Louisville)  Grassroots Politics and Contradictions in Jamaican Democracy and Capitalist Development
10:30  Break
10:45  AMY BURCE Colonial Inscriptions on a Hunter-Horticultural Terrain
11:00  ROGER ROUSE Migration and the Politics of Family Life
11:15  CLAUDIO LOMNITZ (El Colegio de Mexico)  Huastecan Regionalism: A Study in Culture for Power
11:30-  Discussants: JOSE LIMON (Texas-Austin)
12:00  DONALD DONHAM (Stanford)

3-025  STRATEGIES IN TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY (Council on Anthropology and Education)  FP Salon 4
Organizers: PATRICIA RICE (West Virginia) and PAUL ERICKSON (St Mary’s)
Chair: PAUL ERICKSON
9:30  CHARLES O ELLENBAUM (DuPage)  Using Fiction to Teach Introductory Anthropology
9:45  DENNISON NASH (Connecticut)  The American in Foreign Culture
10:00  CONSTANCE P DEROCHE (Cape Breton)  Reciprocal Principles in Teaching Sociocultural Anthropology
10:15  EDWIN S SEGAL (Louisville)  Do Telecourses Teach Anthropology?
10:30  Break
10:45  J JEROME SMITH (South Florida)  Self-Paced Interactive Curriculum Enhancement: A New Face for “Faces of Culture”
11:00  H WADE SEAFORE, JR (Dickinson C)  Addressing the Creationist Challenge
11:15  GLENN PETERSON (CUNY-Bernard Baruch)  The War in Vietnam as an Exemplar of American Culture
11:30  Discussant: PATRICIA RICE
11:45-  Discussion
12:00  Discussion

3-026  BIRTH AS EXPERIENCE AND DEMOGRAPHIC PATTERN  FP Salon 6
Chair: KAREN L MICHAELSON (Eastern Washington)
10:00  KAREN L MICHAELSON Social Support, Adaptation to Pregnancy and Early Family Formation: A Critical Approach
10:15  CAROLYN SARGENT (Southern Methodist)  Interpreting the Cesarean Experience: Obstetrical Policy and Women’s Responses to Technological Interventions in Childbirth
10:30  LAURENCE KRUCKMAN (Indiana of Pennsylvania)  The Structure of Self-Help Groups for New Mothers: Lessons from Ethnography
10:45  Break
11:00  CAROL C LADERMAN (Fordham)  The Taboos of Childbirth: A Western Reification
11:15  BENJAMIN CRABTREE (Connecticut)  Childbirth Patterns in Rural Korea: Patterns and Processes
11:30  CAROL L JENKINS (Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research)  Isolation and Health in the Twentieth Century: The Hagahai of Papua New Guinea
11:45-  Discussion
12:00  Discussion

3-027  CERAMIC ECOLOGY REVISITED—A POT FOR ALL SEASONS: PART I, THE PAST  HI Titian Peale
Organizers/Chairs: CHARLES C KOLB (Mercyhurst C) and LOUANA M LACKEY (American)
10:00  MARILYN P BEAUDRY (UC-Los Angeles) The Function of Non-Functional Ceramics: Polychromes in Late Classic Mesoamerica
10:15  DIANE Z CHASE (Central Florida) Caches and Censerware: Meaning from Maya Pottery
10:30  MARY R HOPKINS (Brandeis) Spalling Processes in Low-fired Ceramics
10:45  Break
11:00  PHILIP P BETANCOURT and GEORGE H MYER (Temple) The Ceramic Petrography of Early Helladic Pottery from Lerna and Its Cultural Implications
11:15  NANCY L BENCO (Smithsonian) Compositional and Technological Variability in Specialized Craft Production
11:30  MICHAEL DEAL (St Mary's) The Tracing of Organic Compounds in Prehistoric Pottery as an Aid to Determining Vessel Function
11:45- Discussant: PRUDENCE M RICE (Florida)
12:00  

3-028  INVITED SESSION APPROPRIATE AND INAPPROPRIATE SECRECY IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESEARCH: DIALOG FOR A NEW ERA (General Anthropology Division)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizers: CAROLYN FLUEHR-LOBBAN (Rhode Island C) and ARNOLD R PILLING (Wayne S)
Chair: CAROLYN FLUEHR-LOBBAN
10:00  ARNOLD R PILLING The PhD Dissertation and Appropriate and Inappropriate Secrecy
10:20  JAY SZKLUT (Boston) and ROBERT R REED (Indiana) Community Pseudonyms and Anthropological Professionalism: Concerns Over the Reporting of Fieldwork
10:40  JOHN R HALSEY (Michigan Department of State) “State Secrets”: The Protection of Archaeological Site Location Information in Michigan
11:00  KAREN A LARSON (Gustavus Adolphus C) Ethnopolitics and Research Ethics for the Non-Native Researcher
11:20  Discussant: CAROLYN FLUEHR-LOBBAN
11:40- Discussion
12:00  

NEW  ANTHROPOLOGY OF PUBLIC ISSUES  FP Parlor D
10:00- An open discussion
12:00  Chair: ROY A RAPPAPORT (Michigan)

3-029  VIDEO SCREENINGS  FP Salon 10
10:00- Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C)
6:00  
10:00  PETER GETZELS and HARRIET GORDON In the Footsteps of Taytacha
10:45  MICHAEL NAIMARK Three Recent Works
11:15  DUANE QUAIIT and MICHAEL HUFFMAN Japanese Macaque Stone Handling
11:45  THOMAS LUEHRSEN and JACK POTTER Zengbu Township
12:30  JON MCGEE and MICHAEL KRUSE Swidden Agriculture
1:15  LAURIS MCKEE ET AL Beliefs and Reproductions
2:00  INA JANE WUNDRAM Fieldwork in Costa Rica
2:45  CARLYN SALTMAN, EUGENIA HERBERT and CANDICE GOUGHER The Blooms of Banjeli
3:30  MIRA HAMERMESH and CHRISTIAN WRANGLER Maids and Madams
4:30  SUSAN SYLOMOVICS Merchance of Art
5:15  JO SCHEDER and SEAN MCLAUGHLIN No Place Like Home

3-030  NUTRITION & PALEOPATHOLOGY  FP Salon 9
Chair: GEORGE ARMELAGOS (Massachusetts-Amherst)
10:15  ANN PALKOVICH (George Mason) Paleopathology and Biological Analogies
10:30  MARIE ELAINE DANFORTH (Indiana) Classic Maya Health Patterns: Evidence from Dental Markers
10:45  BRENDA J BAKER (Massachusetts-Amherst) Collagen Analysis of a Prehistoric Sudanese Nubian Population
11:00  JENNIFER O KELLEY and J LAWRENCE ANGEL (Smithsonian) Nineteenth Century Philadelphians, Health and Stresses
11:15  WILLIAM A STINI (Arizona) Changes in Body Size and Composition in Affluent Retirees
11:30  JEROME S HANDLER (Southern Illinois), ROBERT S CORRUCCINI (Southern Illinois), and ARTHUR AUFDERHEIDE (Minnesota) Lead Poisoning in Barbados Slaves
11:45- Discussion
12:00

3-031  CULTURALLY CONSTRUCTING THE PAST (Philadelphia Anthropological Society/Department of Anthropology, University of Pennsylvania)  HI Raphael Peale
Organizer/Chair: EDWARD L SCHIEFFELIN (Pennsylvania)
10:15  EDWARD L SCHIEFFELIN and HIROYUKI KURITA (Tokyo) The Phantom Patrol: Reconciling Native Narratives and Colonial Documents
10:30  WILLIAM MCKELLIN (Ontario Institute for the Study of Education) Collective Memory: Individual and Social Reconstruction of the Past
10:45  ALLAN HANSON (Kansas) Structure in the New Zealand Maori View of History
11:00  MARK BUSSE (UC-San Diego) The Past and the Present in the Oral History of the Baozi of Papua New Guinea
11:15  DAN JORGENSEN (Western Ontario) Placing the Past and Remembering the Present in Telefolmin
11:30- Discusssants: ARJUN APPADURAI (Pennsylvania)
12:00  NANCY FARRISS (Pennsylvania)

3-032  URBAN LIFE AND CULTURE  FP Salon 3
Chair: SALLY ENGLE MERRY (Wellesley)
10:30  IRENE GLASSER (Eastern Connecticut S) The Culture of a Soup Kitchen: Sanctuary
10:45  MIRIAM CAMITTA (Pennsylvania) Urban Folklore in the City of Neighborhoods: The Relationship of Urban Form, Social Organization, and World View
11:00  LAUREN A CORWIN (Cleveland S) Growing Old in Urban India: The Aged in Middle Class Calcutta
11:15  DAVID S SURREY (St Peters C) A Community Coalition: Staying Together
11:30- Discussion
11:45

3-033  CONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE  FP Seminar B
Chair: DOUGLAS RAYBECK (Hamilton)
10:45  GREGORY F TRUEX (CSU-Northridge) Informal Sector Crime: Cultural Control in Development
11:00  THOMAS A SHAW (Columbia) Cultural Conservatism in the Guise of Deviance: A Delinquent Subculture in Urban China
11:15  THOMAS A GREGOR (Vanderbilt) and EMILIENNE IRELAND (Yale) Infanticide in a Peaceful Society
11:30  JOHN H STORER (Mississippi) Father-Daughter Incest: Variations on a Familiar Theme
11:45- Discussion
12:00

3-034  THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF FIELDWORK, PART I: HIGHLAND NEW GUINEA  HI Benjamin West A
Organizers: EDWARD LIPUMA (Miami) and STEVEN ZUCKERMAN (Barclay Hospital)
Chair: EDWARD LIPUMA
10:45  SARAH MELTZOFF (Miami) Body Art: The Epistemology of Power
11:00  STEVEN ZUCKERMAN Societies in Stasis: The Denial of Time in Highlands Ethnography
11:15  EDWARD LIPUMA The Ethnography of a Theory of Exchange in the New Guinea Highlands
11:45- Discussion
12:00
3-035  RECONSIDERATION OF THE PUBLIC/PRIVATE DICHOTOMY FOR MIDDLE EASTERN WOMEN  FP Salon 5
Organizer/Chair: MARY HEGLAND (Western Michigan)
11:00  SUSAN SCHAEFER DAVIS (Pennsylvania) The Public/Private Dichotomy in a Moroccan Setting
11:15  MARY HEGLAND The Public/Private Dichotomy and Political Roles of Iranian Village Women
11:30  ERIKA FRIEDL (Western Michigan) Work and Leisure in a Tribal Village in Iran
11:45  REZA FAZEL (Massachusetts-Boston) National Integration and the Changing Role of Women Among Pastoral Nomads in Iran
12:00-  Discussion

3-037  ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ANTHROPOLOGISTS  HI Benjamin West A
12:00-  Black Women Anthropologists in the Field and in the Profession
1:30   Chair: NIARA SUDARKASA (Michigan)
Panelists: LEITH MULLINS (City U New York), JOHNETTA COLE (Hunter), SHEILA WALKER (California-Berkeley), ANGELA GILLIAM (SUNY-Old Westbury), CHERYL MWARIA (Hofstra), GWEN MIKEL (Georgetown)

3-038  BORNEO RESEARCH COUNCIL  HI Thomas Sully
12:00-  Business Meeting
1:30   Chair: VINSON H SUTLIVE JR (William & Mary)

3-039  COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 6
12:00-  The Ethics of Visual Documentation in Anthropology
1:30   Organizers: LESLIE SUE LIEBERMAN (Florida) and MARGARET S BOONE (General Accounting Ofc)
Chair: THOMAS BLAKELY (Brigham Young)
Panelists: ALLEN BURNS (Florida), ANNA LOU DEHAVENON (New York U), GLEN MUSCHIO (Temple), ED THORSETT (Maryland), JAMES MACDONALD (Worldview Productions)

3-040  AAA CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWS  FP Salon 4
12:00-  Anthropologists View Congress
1:30   Chair: JUDITH JUSTICE (Inst for Health Studies, California-San Francisco)
Panelists: JUDITH JUSTICE, JILL KORBIN (Case Western Reserve), DANIEL CRAIG (Legislative Director, Senator Inouye's Office), SUSAN ROGERS (New York U), JACK WETHERFORD (Mccalester C)

NEW  AAAS SECTION H  FP Philadelphia South
12:00-  Business Meeting
1:30   Chair: RICHARD FORD (Michigan)

3-041  CULTURAL MARGINALS: BIOGRAPHIC STUDIES  FP Seminar C
12:00- Informal discussion
1:30 Chair: JAMES A CLIFTON (Wisconsin-Green Bay)

3-042 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HI Benjamin West B
12:00- Membership Committee and Pre-College Education Committee
1:30 CAE Membership: Attracting and Meeting the Needs of Anthropologists, Educators and Teachers
   Chairs: PATRICIA J HIGGINS (SUNY-Plattsburgh) and JOHN OGBU (California-Berkeley)

3-044 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION FP Seminar D
12:00- Committee on the Study of Cultural Transmission/Acquisition Business Meeting
1:30 Chair: JANE J WHITE (Maryland-Baltimore County)

3-045 COUNCIL FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION FP Seminar B
12:00- Federal Funding for Anthropology and Reproduction Research
1:30 Chairs: KAREN MICHAELSON (Eastern Washington) and PENN HANDWERKER ( Humboldt State)

3-046 SOCIETY FOR URBAN ANTHROPOLOGY
12:00- Philadelphia, The Changing Mosaic: A Tour
2:00 Organizer: R TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston)
   Leader: ROMAN CYBRIWSKY (Temple)
   Attendance is by subscription only. For information see staff at the advance registration desk.

3-047 DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES FP Philadelphia North
12:00- Annual Meeting
1:30 Chair: WILLIAM PARTRIDGE (Georgia State)

3-049 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STUDENT ANTHROPOLOGISTS HI Gilbert Stuart
12:00- Inaugural Meeting
1:30 Organizer: ROLAND FOULKES (California-Berkeley)
   Chair: PAUL SLEDZIK (Connecticut)

3-050 SOCIETY FOR LATIN AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY ROUNDTABLE HI Thomas Eakins
12:00- Organizer: ALEX STEPICK (Florida International)
2:00 Attendance is by subscription only. For information see staff at the advance registration desk.
   1-RICHARD BLANTON (Purdue) Archeology and Regional Systems in Latin America
   2-CARLOS VELEZ-IBANEZ (Arizona) Household Exchange and Informal Economies
   3-ROBERT TROTTER (Northern Arizona) Mis-delivery of Medical Services along the US-Mexican Border
   4-MARTIN DISKIN (MIT) Ethnic-State Relation in Latin America
   5-DAVID GUILLET (Missouri-Kansas City) Andean Agrarian Problems
   6-HELEN SAFA (Florida-Gainesville) Women and Multinationals

3-051 SOCIETY FOR CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Parlor D
12:00- Socio-Cultural Research Funds Group
1:30 Organizer: ROY D'ANDRADE (California-La Jolla)
   Chair: NAOMI QUINN (Duke)

3-052 SOCIETY FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Parlor C
12:00- Executive Board
2:00
SOCIETY FOR ANTHROPOLOGY IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES  Community College of Philadelphia
12:00-4:00
Writing Computer Simulations for Teaching Anthropology
Chair: CARL LEWIS (Genesee Comm C)
Panelists: GENE MUEHLBAUER (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), FRANK BARTELL (Community C of Philadelphia, GENE COOK (Community C of Philadelphia)
Attendance at the workshop is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

3-054 FINANCE COMMITTEE  FP Parlor B
1:00-5:00
Executive Session

3-055 GENDER AND SOCIAL CHANGE AMONG PASTORALISTS  HI Benjamin West A
Chair: BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN (Denison)
1:30 ALLEN H BERGER (Saint Joseph's) Cultural Variations Among Mediterranean Pastoralists: the Effects of Transhumance Practice
1:45 BAHRAM TAVAKOLIAN Women's Work and Social Reproduction Among Sheikhanzai Nomads
2:00 ELLIOT FRATKIN (Catholic) Division of Labor in an East African Pastoralist Society
2:15 BARBARA J MICHAEL (Kansas) Shifting Sedentarization in a Sudanese Nomadic Population
2:30 HILARIE KELLY (UC-Los Angeles) Development and the Economic Peripheralization of Pastoral Women
2:45-3:00
Discussant: MYRDENE ANDERSON (Purdue)

3-036 CONTACT PERIOD ARCHEOLOGY  HI Thomas Sully
Chair: HAROLD JULI (Connecticut C)
1:30 RONALD W JOHNSON (Massachusetts-Amherst) Domination, Resistance, and Ritual: Manipulation of Ideology Along the Frontier
1:45 HAROLD JULI and LUCIANNE LAVIN (Yale-Peabody Museum) Archeology at the Hillhouse Site: Late Prehistoric Settlement on the Southern New England Coast
2:00 ALAND BEAUREGARD (SUNY-Binghamton) Cultural Discontinuity in Southern New England, 1524–1676: Culture Change and the Archeology of Historic Contact
2:15 MARSHALL J BECKER (Pennsylvania) Lenape (Delaware) Archeology
2:30-2:45 Discussion

3-057 CUSTOMARY LAW AND LEGAL CHANGE IN INDONESIA AND THE PACIFIC  HI Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: PETER JUST (Pennsylvania)
1:30 JAMES G FLANAGAN (Southern Missouri) When Punishment Fails: Lessons From Legal Change in Melanesia
1:45 LAURA J ZIMMER (Papua New Guinea) Dual Legal Systems and Conflict Resolution in Highland New Guinea
2:00 WILLIAM W DONNER (Great Lakes Colleges Association) Before There Were Courts, There Were No Disputes: Land Tenure Disputes on Sikaiana
2:15 PETER JUST Coro-Coro Law: Accountability and the Law of Pretense Among the Dou Donggo
2:30-2:45 Discussion
3:00

3-058 SPEECH GENRES AND SPEECH ACTS  FP Salon 5
Chair: PAUL A STOLLER (West Chester)
1:30 ANNE R BOWER (Perry Associates/Pennsylvania) Pronominal Reference and the Alignment of Self in Personal Narrative
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:45</td>
<td>NIRA REISS (Haifa)</td>
<td>Interpersonal Causality and the Structure of Speech Acts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>NANCY J SMITH-HEFNER (Massachusetts-Boston)</td>
<td>Javanese Baby Talk: A Not-So-Simplified Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>KATHLEEN SHEEHAN LAMBERT (UC-San Francisco)</td>
<td>Ways of Speaking and Conversing Among Northern Irish Gaelic Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:45</td>
<td>SARAH H FREEMAN (UC-Berkeley)</td>
<td>Rounds Talk: A Source of Miscommunication in Physicians' Explanatory Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>WILLIAM RITTENBERG and ROBERT BRIDGHAM (Michigan S)</td>
<td>Natural Conversation and Institutional Order: Towards a Comparative Study of Speech Exchange Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3-059 BETWEEN CHILDREN AND ADULTS: PATTERNS OF INFLUENCE BETWEEN ADULT AND CHILD DOMAINS** (Council on Anthropology and Education)  
**FP Salon 6**  
Organizers: JOHN D'AMATO and MARY MARTINI (Kamehameha-CDEE)  
1:30 ELIZABETH B SWADENER (Wisconsin-Madison) Education that is Multicultural in Early Childhood Settings: A Case Study of Two Programs  
1:45 MARIANNE N BLOCH (Wisconsin-Madison) Learning to Labor: The Development of Sex Differences in Young Senegalese Children's Work  
2:00 JOHN D'AMATO 'Acting': Hawaiian Children's Rite of Teacher Initiation  
2:15 MARY MARTINI Succeeding Among Peers vs Succeeding at School  
2:30 JOHN KIRKPATRICK (Nomos Institute) Teaching Parents the Facts of Social Life  
2:45 SUSAN E KEEFE and UNA MAE LANGE RECK (Appalachian S) Teachers' Perceptions of Students in an Appalachian County School System  
3:00 Discussant: R TIMOTHY SIEBER (Massachusetts-Boston)  
3:15- Discussion  
3:30  

**3-060 COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION**  
**FP Salon 2**  
1:30- Committee on Teaching Anthropology: The University Museum and Anthropology in Action in the Community  
4:30 Chair: JOAN WIDER (Springfield Comm Educ Council)  
Panelists: GILLIAN WAKELY (Coordinator Educ Dept, University Mus), KAREN CADBURY (Coordinator Inti Classroom, University Mus), JOYCE WHITE (Res Associate, University Mus), JOAN WIDER, FRANCIS JOHNSTON (Pennsylvania), ELIN DANIEN (Coordinator Museum Events Dept, University Mus)  

**3-061 INVITED SESSION PLACE AND VOICE IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY** (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  
HI Raphael Peale  
Organizer/Chair: ARJUN APPADURAI (Pennsylvania)  
1:30 ARJUN APPADURAI Opening Remarks  
1:40 PAUL FRIEDRICH (Chicago) Introductory Overview  
2:00 GEORGE MARCUS (Rice) Structure, History and the Polynesian Conjecture  
2:20 ARJUN APPADURAI Putting Hierarchy in its Place  
2:40 Break  
2:50 JAMES W FERNANDEZ (Princeton) Andalusia on our Minds: The Place of the "South" in European Anthropology  
3:10 PAUL DRESCH (Michigan) Segmentation: Its Form and Its Roots in Arabia  
3:30 RENATO ROSALDO (Stanford) Ideology, Place and People  
3:50 Discussants: ARJUN APPADURAI, MARILYN STRATHERN (Manchester)  
4:20- Discussion  
5:00  

**3-062 THE LIFE HISTORY AND THE LIFE COURSE** (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology and Society for Humanistic Anthropology)  
FP Philadelphia Room North  
Organizers/Chairs: SHARON KAUFMAN (UC-San Francisco) and ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN (Philadelphia Geriatric Center)
1:30 JAMES FREEMAN (San Jose S) Hearts of Sorrow: Lives of the Vietnamese Elderly
1:45 SHARON KAUFMAN Illness and the Life Course: Toward A Subjective Understanding
2:00 MARK LUBORSKY (Philadelphia Geriatric Center) Narrative Organization and Social Reorganization: Widowers' Life Histories
2:15 KAROL R ORTIZ (Rosebridge) Intersubjectivity and the Quest for Meaning: Life History and Psychotherapy
2:30 Break
2:45 DAVID W PLATH (Illinois) In the Same Boats: Colleagues and Co-Biographies
3:00 ROBERT L RUBINSTEIN The Life Review and Life History Collection in Late Life
3:15 MARGORIE M SCHWEITZER (Oklahoma S) Life Histories of the Elderly: Issues and Results
3:30 ROSAMUND M VANDERBURGH (Toronto) Context in the Narration of Life Events
4:00 Break
4:15 Discussant: CHRISTIE W KIEFER (UC-San Francisco)
4:45 Discussion
5:00

3-063 INVITED SESSION LATIN AMERICAN MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY II: CONTRIBUTIONS TO MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY THEORY AND METHOD (Society for Medical Anthropology and Society for Latin American Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom D Organizer/Chair: SETHA LOW (Pennsylvania)
1:30 SETHA LOW Introduction: Continuing the Search
1:35 Section 3: Methodology
1:35 CAROLE H BROWNER (UC-Los Angeles), BERNARDO R ORTIZ DE MONTELLANO (Wayne S) and ARTHUR J RUBEL (UC-Irvine) A New Methodology for Ethnomedicine
2:05 MICHEL TOUSIGNANT (Quebec-Montreal) Pena or Depression in the Andes: How to Approach the Phenomenon?
2:15 KATHLEEN M DEWALT (Kentucky) Method and Theory in Applied Medical Anthropology in Latin America
2:25 MICHAEL H LOGAN (Tennessee) Ethnomedical Studies in Latin America: Methodological Perspectives
2:30 HORACIO FABREGA (Pittsburgh) A Commentary on Methodology
2:45 Discussion
3:15 Break
3:30 Section 4: Theory and Future Trends
3:30 LUIS ALBERTO VARGAS and LETITIA E CASILLAS (UNAM, Mexico) Teaching and Research in Medical Anthropology in Mexico
4:00 KAJA FINKLER (North Carolina) Theoretical Approaches in Medical Anthropology in Latin America
4:10 LIBBET CRANDON (Columbia) Medicine as Politics
4:20 LUCY M COHEN (Catholic) Trends in Medical Anthropology Training: Community Health Experiences
4:30 Discussion
5:00 SETHA LOW Conclusion: Future Directions and Organization
5:15

3-064 IMMIGRANTS AND REFUGEES: WAYS AND MEANS OF COPING WITH THE NEW FP Salon 4
Chair: DOROTHY A RUTHERFORD (American)
2:00 DOUGLAS P OLNEY (Minnesota) The Institutionalization of Self Help
2:15 ANN MANRY RYNNEARSON (International Institute) and PAMELA ANN DEVOE (St Louis Board of Education) From Refugee to Ethnic: Symbols for a New Identity
2:30 KATY M MORAN (UC-Los Angeles) Ethiopian Refugees in Los Angeles: The Development of Institutions by a New Ethnic Population
2:45 ANN BRAGDON ALKADHI (Houston) Community as Resources for Arabic Speaking Americans
3:00 Break
3:15 MOSHE SHOKEID (Tel Aviv) One-Night-Stand Ethnicity: Israeli Emigrants in New York
3:30 JESSE W NASH (Tulane) Confucious and the VCR: The Maintenance of Traditional Values Among Vietnamese Refugees
3:45  THOMAS WARD (UC-Los Angeles) The Price of Fear: Culture and Adaptation of Salvadorean Refugees
4:00  Discussion/Break
4:15  ROSE-MARIE CHIERICI (Rochester) Demele, Migration and Adaptation Among Haitian Boat People
4:30  SUSAN P PATTIE (Michigan) Armenians in Cyprus: The Process of Resettling
4:45  Discussants: DOROTHY A RUTHERFORD,
      JOHN KNUDSEN (Washington)
5:15-  Discussion
5:30  
3-053  SOCIETY FOR VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Seminar A
2:00-  Special Screening of Films Selected for Commendation
7:15  Organizer: JOAN WILLIAMS (Anth Film Ctr-Temple)
     Chairs: PATSY ASCH (Southern California) and ELLIOT LIEB
2:00  DILLON BUSTIN and JENS LUND Pearl Fishers
2:45  CARMA HINTON and RICHARD GORDON To Taste 100 Herbs: Gods, Ancestors, and Medicine in a Chinese Village
4:00  SARAH ELDER and LEONARD KAMERLING Everyday Choices: Alcohol and an Alaska Town
6:00  JEROME R MINTZ Romeria: Day of the Virgin

3-065  INVITED SESSION BIOCULTURAL FACTORS IN HUMAN FERTILITY (Biological Anthropology Unit and Society for Medical Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A
1:30  DAVID P TRACER (Michigan) and JAMES W WOOD (Wisconsin) Maternal Nutritional Depletion, Infant Mortality and Birth Spacing in New Guinea
1:50  MONI NAG (Population Council) Determinants of Fertility Decline in Selected Study Populations of India and Bangladesh
2:10  MICHAEL S BILLIG (Franklin and Marshall) The Marriage Squeeze as a Consequence of High Fertility: A Comparison of Two Indian States
2:30  MONIQUE BORGERHOFF-MULDER (Cambridge) Individual Differences in Reproductive Success of Kenyan Kipsigis
2:50  
3:10  ROBERT A LEVINE, SARAH LEVINE, AMY RICHMAN and CLARA SUNDERLAND CORREA (Harvard) Schooling in the Demographic Transition: Maternal Behavior in a Mexican City
3:30  PETER T ELLISON (Harvard) Ecology and Gonadal Function in the Ituri Forest, Zaire
3:50  MELVIN J KONNER (Emory) Nursing and Fertility: An Evolutionary Perspective
4:10  Discussants: JANE B LANCASTER (New Mexico) and JOHN C CALDWELL (Australian National)
4:50-  Discussion
5:00  
3-066  PAPERS ON CENTRAL AMERICAN ARCHEOLOGY II  HI Titian Peale
2:00  EDWARD M SCHORTMAN (Kenyon C) Archeological Uses of Ethnicity
2:15  MARY HODGE and LEAH MINC (Michigan) The Patterning of Exchange Between Aztec Communities
2:30  HELMUT PUBL (Southern Illinois) Trade, Merchants, and Other Interactions in the Aztec Region of Prehistoric West Mexico
2:45  EUGENIA J ROBINSON Classic Ceramic Economy in the Sula Valley, Honduras
3:00-  Discussion
3:15  
3-067  CONTACT, COMPETITION AND COMPARISON BETWEEN MEDICAL SYSTEMS  FP Salon 9
      Chair: KEITH V BLEZTER (Michigan S)
2:00 PAMELA HUNTE and FARHAT SULTANA (Connecticut) Medical Pluralism and Women's Health in Rural Baluchistan
2:15 DAVID W BEER (Erikson Institute) Discourse, Politics, and Practice in yUnAnl Medicine: The Art of Diagnosis
2:30 ROBERT ANDERSON (Mills C) Attitudes to Acupuncture Influencing American Chronic Pain Patients
2:45 LAURA KLEIN (Pacific Lutheran) and ANN SULLIVAN (Gouverneur Hospital) Medical Teachers and Shamans: Competing Medical Practices in Southeastern Alaska
3:00 ZACHARY GUSSOW (Louisiana S) The Failure of Psychiatry as a Medical Specialty
3:15 Discussion/Break
3:30 KEITH V BLETZER The Aftermath: Increasing Access to Cosmopolitan Medicine in Rural Areas
3:45 NANCY F GLAZER (Rutgers) Holistic Medicine as an Alternative Healing System
4:00 MEREDITH B MCGUIRE (Montclair S) and DEBRA J KANTOR (Rutgers) Who Does the Healing? Non-Medical Healing in a Suburban U.S. Community
4:15 MARCIA C INHORN (UC-Berkeley) and SANDRA D LANE (UC-San Francisco) Ethno-Ophthalmology in the Egyptian Delta
4:30 BETTY C SUMNER-FAUST (Syracuse) Preadolescent Hysteria: Traditional Cure of a Modernizing Maya Girl
4:45 Discussion
5:00

3-068 GENDER ROLES, CHANGE AND FEMALE POWER IN COMPLEX SOCIETIES  FP Seminar B
Chair: KAREN L FIELD (Washburn)
2:00 GRETCHEN M HERRMANN (SUNY-Cortland) and STEPHEN M SOIFFER (Rochester) Visions of Power: Gender, Work and Community in the US Garage Sale
2:15 SHELLEE COLEN (New School/NYU) Stratified Reproduction: Domestic Workers in New York City
2:30 STEPHANIE KANE (Texas-Austin) Cultural Representations of Women and the New Politics of the Embera
2:45 Break
3:00 MARIANNE SPIEGEL (Columbia) State Development and Female Educational Attainment: A Taiwanese Example
3:15 KAREN L FIELD Society, Time and Gender in the Discourse of Swedish Women Activists
3:30 MARIA-BARBARA WATSON-FRANKE (SCU-San Diego) Women's Rites and Women's Rights—Examples of Female Bonding
3:45 Discussion
4:00

3-069 INVITED SESSION ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION: CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA (Council on Anthropology and Education) HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizers: PERRY GILMORE and DAVID M SMITH (Alaska-Fairbanks)
Chair: DAVID M SMITH
2:00 PERRY GILMORE Understanding Children In and Out of School
2:15 KEVIN LYONS (Thomas Jefferson) and DAVID M SMITH Ethnography as an Approach to Training in Educational Leadership
2:30 JANET THEOPHANO (Pennsylvania) The Influence of Folklore
2:45 CAROLINE ZINSSER Learning to Be a Parent: Deuteronomy and Dr Spock
3:00 Break
3:15 JANE J WHITE (Maryland-Baltimore) and JEANNE REARDON (Montgomery Co Schools) Beyond Apprenticeship: The Acquisition of Knowledge by a Master Teacher
3:30 JEFFERY SHULTZ (Beaver C) A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum: A Marginal Native Looks at Anthropology and Education at Penn
3:45 MARILYN COCHRAN-SMITH and JAMES LARKIN (Pennsylvania) Some Contributions of Ethnography to Teacher Education
4:00 Discusssant: DELL H HYMES (Pennsylvania)
4:15 Discussion
4:30
3-070  THE POLITICAL ECONOMY AND POLITICAL POWER  FP Salon 3
Chair: OLGA F LINARES (Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute)
1:30 DON C LEE (Georgia Southwestern C) Culture and Industrial Relations in East Asia
1:45 SULAYMAN N KHALAF (Kuwait) Oil Society and the Image of Unlimited Good: A Socio-Economic Perspective
2:00 JANINE WEDEL (Warsaw) The Polish Informal Economy: Does It Facilitate or Impede Development?
2:15 BROOKE G SCHOEPF Agricultural Research in Zaire: Political Economy and Farming Systems
2:30 Break
2:45 PATRICIA R GIBSON (UC-Santa Barbara) Political Careers and the Use of Power: The Effects of Isolation and Integration
3:00 NANCY R ROSENBERGER (Emory) The Discourse of Power in Japan
3:15 SEAMUS P METRESS (Toledo) Bobby Sands: Culture Hero or Sociopolitical Symbol
3:30 OLGA F LINARES Praxis and Production
Discussion

3-071  INVITED SESSION LANGUAGE IN ANTHROPOLOGY (AAA Program Committee)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizers/Chairs: LOUANNA FURBEE (Missouri-Columbia) and EDWARD H BENDIX (CUNY-Hunter)
2:00 LOUANNA FURBEE and EDWARD H BENDIX Opening Remarks
2:10 SYLVIA H FORMAN (Massachusetts-Amherst) Specialization and Separation: Subfield Interaction and the Role of Linguistic Anthropology
2:35 ROY WAGNER (Virginia) Imaginary Competence
3:00 VICTOR GOLLA (George Washington) The New Relevance of Anthropological Linguistics
3:25 Break
3:40 Panel Discussion:
MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN (Chicago)
ELLEN B BASSO (Arizona)
KATHERINE B BRANSTETTER (San Francisco S)
J DAVID SAPIR (Virginia)
PAUL KAY (UC-Berkeley)
4:30 Discussion
5:00

3-072  INVITED SESSION PSYCHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY: APPRAISAL AND PROSPECTUS, PART II (Society for Psychological Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizer: THEODORE SCHWARTZ (UC-San Diego)
Chair: VINCENT CRAPANZANO (CUNY-Queens)
2:00 VINCENT CRAPANZANO Hermeneutical Approaches to Psychological Anthropology
2:30 Discussants: JAMES PEACOCK (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
MELFORD SPIRO (UC-San Diego)
3:00 ROY G D'ANDRADE (UC-San Diego) Cognitive Anthropology
3:30 Discussants: JANET W D DOUGHERTY (Illinois)
DOROTHY HOLLAND (North Carolina-Chapel Hill)
4:00 Break
4:15 Discussion
5:15

3-073  GLYNN ISAAC'S LEGACY, PART III: ACTUALISTIC STUDIES (AAA Program Committee)  HI Rembrandt Peale
Organizers: DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ (UC-Santa Cruz), JOHN K HARRIS (Wisconsin-Milwaukee), and JEANNE M SEPT (Harvard)
Chair: JEANNE M SEPT
1:55 JEANNE M SEPT Opening Remarks
2:00 NICHOLAS P TOTH (UC-Berkeley) Making Behavioral Inferences from Early Stone Tools
2:15  JOHN J SHEA (Harvard) To Haft and to Haft Not: Tool Use in the Mousterian
2:30  CAROLE SUSSMAN (UC-Berkeley) Microwear Studies of Experimental and Archeological Quartz Tools: Feasibility and Application
2:45  KATHY D SCHICK (UC-Berkeley) Untangling the Web: Archeological Site Formation and Transformation
3:00  ROBERT J BLUMENSCHINE (Rutgers) Hyena Disturbance of Simulated Archeological Bone Assemblages
3:15  Discussion/Break
3:30  DIANE GIFFORD-GONZALEZ Archeological Questions and Ethnographic Bones
3:45  INGRID HERBICH (UC-Berkeley) Process and Pattern in the Distribution of Luo Ceramic Styles
4:00  JOHN W FISHER JR and HELEN C STRICKLAND (UC-Berkeley) Material Possessions of the Efe Pygmies (Zaire): An Ethnoarchaeological Perspective
4:15  GREGORY T LADEN (Harvard) Ecological Archeology of the Efe BaMbuti of the Ituri Forest, Zaire
4:30  Discussion
4:45  Discussant: JOHN E YELLEN (National Science Foundation)
5:00  NEW

5:00  SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Parlor C
2:30-  Representatives from special interest groups
4:00  Chair: MARGARET LOCK (McGill)

3-074  THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN AGRARIAN SYSTEMS: GOVERNMENT POLICY AND THE FAMILY FARM (Anthropological Study Group on Agrarian Systems)  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizer/Chair: DONNA BIRDWELL-PHEASANT (Lamar)
3:00  JOHN F WILSON (Independent) and JOHN BUTLER (Towson S) Government and the Family Farm in the Brazilian Amazon
3:15  FRAN J AARON BROOKS (New Jersey Farm Bureau) Is There More to Farmland Preservation than Land Use Planning?
3:30  ROBERT E ZABAWA (Tuskegee) The Role of Government and Government Assistance for Minority Farmers
3:45  MICHAEL S HARRIS (Southern Methodist) Making the System Work: Reciprocal Manipulation Between Farmers and District-Level Cooperatives in Bangladesh
4:00  Break
4:15  DONNA BIRDWELL-PHEASANT Changing Farm Families: Adaptations to Policy in Ireland
4:30  JUDITH LISANSKY (Rutgers) Agriculture in an Urban Environment: The Effects of State and Local Policies on New Jersey Family Farmers
4:45  Discussants: ERIC J ARNOULD (Inst for Development Anthropology) and BEN J WALLACE (Southern Methodist)
5:15-  Discussion
5:30  

3-075  THE EPISTEMOLOGY OF FIELDWORK, PART II: FINLAND  HI Thomas Eakins
Organizer/Chair: FREDRIC M ROBERTS (Michigan S)
3:00  ROBERT JARVENPA (SUNY-Albany) Unfamiliar Compatriots: Role Ambiguity in Finnish Field Research
3:15  PATRICIA SLADE LANDER (CUNY-Brooklyn) Dealing with the Stranger: Variation in Local Strategies
3:30  MATT T SALO (Smithsonian) "Twice a Stranger": Ethnographic Research Among Minorities in Culturally Different Societies
3:45  FREDRIC M ROBERTS Writing It Up: The Fieldworker at Home
4:00  Break
4:15  ALLI W FLINT (Columbia) Sociolinguistic Fieldwork in Finland: A Native View From Afar
4:30  KIRSTI SUOLINNA (Helsinki) In-Between: A Finnish Core Anthropologist in a Finnish Peripheral Village
4:45  RICHARD A GOULD (Brown) Science and the Participant Observer: Ethnoarcheology of Farm Abandonment in Finland
5:00  Discussants: WILLIAM WILSON (Brigham Young)  MONICA FROLANDER-ULF (Pittsburgh-Johnstown)
5:15- Discussion
5:30

3-076  AMERICAN INDIANS: ETHNOHISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY AND RELIGION  HI Thomas Sully
   Chair: JOHN J BODINE (American)
3:15  WALTER RANDOLPH ADAMS (Michigan S) Ecology, Missionization and Ethnicity in a Lake Superior Chippewa Community, 1832–1882
3:30  JENNIFER S H BROWN (Winnipeg) Context and Meaning in Berens River: A I Hallowell and William Berens Revisited
3:45  DIANE B ROTHENBERG (SUNY-Albany) On the Insanity of Cornplanter
4:00  JAMES M HAGEN (Wisconsin-Madison) Preserving the Status Quo: Ritual and Hierarchy in Kwakiutl Society, 1835–1921
4:15  Discussion/Break
4:30  F DOUGLAS PENNOYER and KENNETH D TOLLEFSON (Seattle Pacific) Snoqualmie: Spirits, Shamen, and Shakers
4:45  FRANK LIPP (New School) Mixe Ritual: An Ethnographic and Codical Comparison
5:00  JOHN J BODINE Taos Blue Lake Ceremony
5:15- Discussant: ROBERT S GRUMET (Ohio)
5:30

3-077  XXVIth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: ASPECTS OF CHIBCHAN LANGUAGES; MISUMALPAN AND CHIBCHAN GROUPS  (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas)  HI Benjamin West A
   Organizer/Chair: PHILIP D YOUNG (Oregon)
3:15  ADOLFO CONSTENLA U (Costa Rica) Proto-Misumalpan
3:30  DANILIO SALAMANCA (CIDCA/MIT) Restructuring of Syllables in Miskito
3:45  BARRY ALPHER (Sydney) and Ken Hale (MIT) On Relativization in Miskito
4:00  SUSAN A NORWOOD (CIDCA-Rosita) Markedness and Person: Tense/Aspect Marking in Sumu
4:15  Break
4:30  COLETTE G CRAIG (Oregon/CIDCA) Rama Chibchan Verb Morphology: Compounding and Inflection
4:45  JAMES HOWE (MIT) Vikings in Panama and Other Linguistic Inference
5:00  PHILIP D YOUNG Ngawbere Numeral Classifiers
5:15- Discussion
5:30

3-078  LAW AND POLITICAL ECONOMY  (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology)  HI Benjamin West B
   Organizers: SALLY ENGLE MERRY (Wellesley) and BRINKLEY MESSICK (Massachusetts-Amherst)
   Chair: SALLY ENGLE MERRY
3:15  JOHN BOWEN (Washington-St Louis) From Adat to Law in Gayo Society, Indonesia
3:30  SALLY ENGLE MERRY Legal Forums and Political Economy: Dialectical Relations in a Colonial Context
3:45  BRINKLEY MESSICK Law, Ideology, and Transformation in Yemen
4:00  SALLY FALK MOORE (Harvard) Transferring Property in a Transforming Society
4:15  Break
4:30  FRANK MUNGER (SUNY-Buffalo) Law and Conflict Between Employers and Workers in the Emerging Industrial Proletariat of West Virginia, 1870
4:45  FRANCIS SNYDER (Warwick) Political Economy of Law: Transformations in Anthropology
5:00  JUNE STARR (SUNY-Stonybrook) The Role of District Courts in Changing the Lives of Rural Turkish Women, 1950–1967
Saturday Afternoon, December 6

3-079 CERAMIC ECOLOGY REVISITED—A POT FOR ALL SEASONS: PART II, THE PRESENT
HI Titian Peale
Organizers/Chairs: CHARLES C KOLB (Mercyhurst C) and LOUANA M LACKEY (American)
3:15 MELISSA B HAGSTRUM (UC-Los Angeles) Production, Function, and Symbolic Content of Peruvian Wares from the Central Andes: An Ethnarcheological Approach
3:30 DEAN E ARNOLD (Wheaton C) Patterns of Learning, Residence and Descent Among Potters in Ticul, Yucatan
3:45 BEAL M MOSSMAN and MARCIA L SELSOR (Eastern Montana S) Functional Spanish Pottery Tradition and the Modern Kitchen
4:00 Break
4:15 SUZANNE P DE ATLEY (MIT) The Changing Social Context of Tea Ceremony Ware Use and Manufacture in Japan
4:30 LOUANA M LACKEY Elite Wares: Dishes Fit for a King
4:45 CHARLES C KOLB The Socioeconomic Implications of Pottery Production: A Developmental Model
5:00 Discussant: PRUDENCE M RICE (Florida)
5:15 Discussion
5:30

3-080 SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIALIZATION: A SOLUTION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND RE­ DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS? FP Salon 5
Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL L BLIM (Beaver C) and FRANCES A ROTHSTEIN (Towson S)
3:30 MICHAEL L BLIM A Second Look at "Small is Beautiful": Problems and Prospects for Small-Scale Industrialization in Central Italy and Beyond
3:45 DAVYDD J GREENWOOD (Cornell) Commitment and Conflict in the Labor-Managed Cooperatives of Mondragon (Guipuzcoa) Spain
4:00 LAUREN A BENTON (Johns Hopkins) Reevaluating Export-Led Industrialization: Obstacles to Flexible Restructuring in Newly Industrializing Countries
4:15 FRANCES A ROTHSTEIN The Political Economy of Industrialization in Tlaxcala, Mexico
4:30 HANS C BUECHLER (Syracuse) and JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart and William Smith) Multiple Origins of Small-Scale Manufacturing: The Case of Bolivia
4:45 EUGENE COOPER (Southern California) Rural Industrial Enterprise and the "Special Features" of Chinese Socialism
5:00 Discussants: IDA SUSSER (SUNY-Old Westbury)
5:30 JOHANNA LESSINGER (Columbia)

3-081 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF COMMUNAL VIOLENCE FP Salon 6
Organizers: CAROLYN NORDSTROM (UC-Berkeley) and E VALENTINE DANIEL (Washington)
Chair: MICHAEL M FISHER (Rice)
3:45 CAROLYN NORDSTROM The "Rationalization" of Violence—From Riot to Conflict
4:00 VEENA DAS (Delhi) Death and the Mutilated Body
4:15 EDGAR V WINANS (Washington) Violence and External Pressure in Tanzania
4:30 JEFFREY A SLUKA (UC-Berkeley) I'm Alive and Well, and My Research is Coming Along Fine: Participant-Observation in Violent Social Contexts
4:45 JEAN-PAUL DUMONT (Washington) Violence, Philippine Style
5:00 Discussants: JEAN COMAROFF (Chicago)
5:30 VALENTINE DANIEL

3-082 GENDER AND SELF FP Salon 3
Chair: LILA ABU-LUGHOD (Williams)
4:15 BARBARA V REID (North Carolina-Chapel Hill) Moral Reasoning of Samoan Immigrants in New Zealand
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>ALFRED PACH III (Wisconsin) Illness, the Self and Society in a Village in Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>ANNE BOLIN (Colorado) A Transsexual Coming of Age: The Cultural Construction of Adolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>PETER G STROMBERG (Arizona) Religious Symbols and the Image of Manhood in Evangelical Christianity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-083</td>
<td>STATE, CLASS AND CULTURE  FP Seminar B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: TIMOTHY C PARRISH (New School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15</td>
<td>TIMOTHY C PARRISH Fiestas, Popular Culture and Wine Drinking in the Rioja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30</td>
<td>WALTER A HOOPS (Michigan S) Lineage, Class and Time: The Structure and Practice of Kinship in an Argentinian ‘Oligarquia’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45</td>
<td>NICHOLAS S HOPKINS (American University in Cairo) Irrigation and the State in Contemporary Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>WILLIAM F KELLEHER, JR (Michigan) Work and Identity in Northern Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15-</td>
<td>Discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-084</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG STUDY GROUP  FP Seminar C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: MAC MARSHALL (Iowa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-085</td>
<td>AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY  FP Salon 3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: JUDITH SHAPIRO (Bryn Mawr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-086</td>
<td>COMMITTEE OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING  FP Parlor D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: RICHARD N LERNER (US Army Corps of Engineers-San Francisco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-087</td>
<td>COUNCIL FOR ANTHROPOLOGY AND REPRODUCTION  FP Salon 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt) and KAREN MICHAELSON (East Washington)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-088</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON NURSING AND ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Raphael Peale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: EVELYN L BARBEE (Michigan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-089</td>
<td>EAST EUROPEAN ANTHROPOLOGY GROUP  HI Thomas Sully</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: LINDA BENNETT (George Washington Med Ctr) and DAVID KIDECHEL (Central Connecticut State)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-090</td>
<td>COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION  HI Benjamin West B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: C JORDAN (Kamehameha Early Educ Prog-Hawaii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-091</td>
<td>MIDDLE EAST RESEARCH GROUP IN ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Rembrandt Peale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5:30-7:00 Business Meeting
Chair: LAURENCE O MICHALAK (California-Berkeley)

3-092 NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 5/6
5:30-7:00 Business Meeting
Chair: BARBARA PILLSBURY (Southern California Applied Anthropology Network)

3-094 THE ASSOCIATION FOR POLITICAL AND LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY HI Thomas Eakins
5:30-7:00 Business Meeting
Chair: JAMES R MCLEOD (Ohio State)

SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 6

3-095 SOCIETY FOR MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY FP Parlor C
6:00 Executive Committee

COUNCIL ON ANTHROPOLOGY AND EDUCATION HI Benjamin West A
7:00 Cashiered bar reception and roundtable discussions

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY FP Salon 5/6
7:00 Cashiered bar reception

3-096 PRESENTATION OF AWARDS AND DISTINGUISHED LECTURE Wyndham Ballroom
9:00 Centennial Year of American Undergraduate Anthropology
WILLIAM E MITCHELL (Vermont)

Presentations to Lita Osmundsen on the occasion of her retirement from the Wenner-Gren Foundation. By George Foster on behalf of friends and colleagues, and by June Helm on behalf of the American Anthropological Association.

Presentation of Awards
Stirling Award for Contributions to Psychological Anthropology. Presented for the Society for Psychological Anthropology and the American Anthropological Association by Robert I Levy, Chair, Selection Panel.

T M LUHRMANN (Cambridge U/Christ’s College)

L Bryce Boyer Prize. Presented for the Society for Psychological Anthropology by Melford Spiro, Chair, Selection Panel.

YORAM BILU (Hebrew U)

Solon T Kimball Award for Public and Applied Anthropology. Presented by William L Partridge, Chair, Selection Panel.

Culture and Learning Department, Kamehameha Schools, Honolulu, Hawaii

Alfred Vincent Kidder Award. Presented by W James Judge, Chair, Selection Panel.

IGNACIO BERNAL (Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia/INAH)

Distinguished Service Awards. Presented by June Helm, Chair, Selection Panel.

J LAWRENCE ANGEL (Smithsonian)
FREDERICA DE LAGUNA (Bryn Mawr)
WARD H GOODENOUGH (Pennsylvania)

Distinguished Lecture
What Kind of a Science is Anthropology?
DAVID F ABERLE (British Columbia)
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4-001 THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF STRESS  FP Seminar D
Chair: BARBARA Y BUTLER (Wisconsin-Madison)
8:00 BARBARA Y BUTLER and JOY NEWMAN (Wisconsin-Madison) Faculty Work Stress, Cognitive Appraisals and Depression
8:15 BILL TRUE (VA Medical Center) Anthropology, Epidemiology, and Traumatic Stress: Results from a Twin Study of the Effects of the Vietnam War
8:30 SUZANNE BOWLER (UC-Berkeley) The Contribution of Social and Cultural Factors Toward the Adverse Health Effects of Personal Outbacks in a Federal Agency
8:45 RUTH E SCOTT (Michigan S) Management Stress: A Study of Women Managers in Queretaro, Mexico
9:00 SAM MIGLIORE (McMaster) Alterazione: The Sicilian-Canadian Conception of Stress
9:15 Discussion
9:30

4-002 UNCOMMON WOMEN: PIONEERS IN NORTH AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY  HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizer/Chair: BEVERLY N CHINAS (CSU-Chico)
8:00 BEVERLY N CHINAS Zelia Nuttall (1857-1933): Pioneer in Mexican Archaeology and Archival Research
8:15 JUDITH FRIEDLANDER (SUNY-Purchase) The Life and Work of Elsie Clews Parsons
8:30 UTE D GACS (San Francisco S) Carobeth Laird (1895-1983): Ethnographer and Linguist Discovered at Age 80
8:45 RUTH W WEINBERG Anna H Gayton (1899-1977): California Ethnographer
9:00 YOLANDA T MOSES (Cal Poly-Pomona) The Diversity of Blacks in the New World: A Legacy of Vera Mae Green
9:15 BEATRICE MEDICINE (Calgary) Ella Deloria, an Emic Voice
9:30 Discussion
9:45

4-003 SETTLEMENT PATTERNS IN BORNEO  (Borneo Research Council) HI Raphael Peale
Organizer/Chair: VINSON H SUTLIVE, JR (William and Mary)
8:00 ANNE SCHILLER (Cornell) Inside the Hornbill’s Village
8:15 GEORGE N APPELL (Brandeis) Social Determinants of Rungus and Bulusu’ Settlement Patterns
8:30 ALLEN R MAXWELL (Alabama) Kadayan Residence: Rule, Structure, and Ethnicity
8:45 HERBERT L WHITTIER (Michigan S) Changing Kenyah Settlement Patterns
9:00 VINSON H SUTLIVE, JR Long Memories, Short Houses: Settlement Patterns of Iban Urban Migrants
9:15 JAY B CRAIN (CSU-Sacramento) Cosmology and Co-habitation: Settlement “Bias” in Borneo
9:30 Discussion
9:45

4-004 APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY AND ETHNIC ISSUES: THE ROLE OF THE EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGIST IN MINORITY COMMUNITIES (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Salon 2
Organizers: EMMA CAPPELLUSSO (Massachusetts-Amherst) and JEAN S FORWARD (Wendell MA Historical Commission)
8:00 JEAN S FORWARD Ethnicity and Education in a Native American Community
8:15 RAY BARNHARDT (Alaska-Fairbanks) Community Development from Within: Alaska Natives as Fieldworkers
8:30 CATHIE JORDAN and LYNN VOGT (Kamehameha CDEE) Minimal Ethnography as a Tool in Applied Educational Research
8:45 DAVID G NIXON (Massachusetts-Amherst) Interns in Minority Education Agencies: Students Teaching Students Ethnic Inequality
DEBORAH P BRITZMAN (SUNY-Binghamton) Cultural Incongruence and Curriculum Innovation: What Educational Anthropology Teaches the Outside Consultant
9:00
Discussant: EMMA CAPPELLUSSO
9:15
Discussion
9:45

4-005 LOCAL-LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR CONTROL OVER ECONOMIC PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA (Inter-American Foundation)  FP Seminar C
Organizers: ALAKA WALI (Maryland) and KARIN TICE (Teachers College-Columbia)
Chair: JOSHUA REICHERT (IAF)
8:00
JOSH REICHERT An Overview of the Inter-American Foundation
8:15
ALAKA WALI Two Responses to Forced Resettlement: Indigenous Strategies to Maintain Autonomy in Panama
8:30
HILARY M AINGER (Teachers College-Columbia) Local Control of Agricultural Production: Household, Cooperative and Community in Peru’s Southern Sierra
8:45
ELAYNE L ZORN (Cornell) Textiles and Tourism in the Altiplano
9:00
KARIN TICE Grassroots Development and the Distribution of Resources by Gender
9:15
JULIE K SUTPHEN (IAF) Rolling With the Punches: The Women’s Construction Collective
9:30
Discussant: KEVIN HEALY (IAF)
9:45
Discussion
10:00

4-006 ALTERNATIVES TO PROLETARIANIZATION: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN STRUCTURAL VISION AND ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORTAGE  FP Salon 6
Organizer/Chair: EDWARD C HANSEN (CUNY-Queens)
8:00
THOMAS M WILSON (United Nations School) Proletarianization and Farmers in Eastern Ireland
8:15
SERENA NANDA (CUNY-John Jay) Trading Stigma for Control: The Hijra of India
8:30
GERALDINE S GRANT (CUNY-La Guardia CC) International Migration: In Defense of Kith and Kin
8:45
MARILYN COHEN (New School) Strategies for Resisting Proletarianization Among Ulster’s Handloom Linen Weavers
9:00
Discussion/Break
9:15
MIRIAM LEE KAPROW (Research Institute for the Study of Man) Spanish Gypsies and Proletarianization
9:30
EDWARD C HANSEN Official Poverty and Economic Wellbeing in a Rural New York County
9:45
Discussant: Mervyn J Meggitt (CUNY-Queens)
10:00
Discussion
10:15

4-007 CONCEPTIONS OF ORDER AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN THE UNITED STATES  FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizers/Chairs: CAROL J GREENHOUSE (Cornell) and BARBARA YNGVESSON (Hampshire C)
8:00
DAVID M ENGEL (SUNY-Buffalo) Social Transformation and the Invocation of Law
8:15
JUNE NASH (CUNY-City College) Shop Floor Practice in US Industry as a Legal Arena
8:30
FRED DUBOW (Illinois-Chicago Circle) People’s Court of People’s Mediation?
8:45
BARBARA J SCHWARTZ (Cornell-CRESP) Mediator Self-Image Formation and the Deep Structure of Mediation Training Workshops
9:00
Break
9:15
BARBARA YNGVESSON Connecting Court and Community
9:30
CAROL J GREENHOUSE The Meaning of Conflict in an American Town
9:45
Discussants: JANE F COLLIER (Stanford)
10:30
SALLY ENGLE MERRY (Wellesley)
HERVE VARENNE (Columbia-Teachers College)
4-008 ETHNOGRAPHIC DATA ON SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS: THE ROLE OF RACE, GENDER, CLASS AND ETHNICITY IN FAMILY "PARTICIPATION" (Council on Anthropology and Education) HI Thomas Eakins Organizers: LAURIE MCDADE (Rutgers) and SUSAN STERN (CUNY-Graduate Center) Chair: LAURIE MCDADE
8:00 LINDA MILLER (Florida) Household Participation and School-Community Relations in Brazil
8:15 SARA J TALIS (Rutgers) Education for Self-Reliance: An Ethnographic Study of Tanzanian Secondary Schools
8:30 ADRIAN BENNETT (The Lexington Center) Explaining the Noninvolvement of Parents in Schooling
8:45 MARGARET A GIBSON (CSU-Sacramento) Parental Support for Schooling
9:00 Discussion/Break
9:15 LAURIE A MCDADE Community Responses to Teenage Pregnancy and Parenting: An Ethnography of a "Social Problem"
9:30 SUSAN STERN School Imposed Limits on Black Family "Participation": A View from Within and Below
9:45 MARY E BRENNER and PAULA LEVIN (Kamehameha CDEE) Early Literacy and Numeracy in Hawaiian Families
10:00-10:15 Discussant: JOHN OGBU

4-009 DROPOUTS, RETENTION AND ATTRITION: IN AND OUT OF SCHOOLS (Council on Anthropology and Education) HI Salon 4 Organizers: RONALD E MERTZ (St Louis Public Schools) and FRED HESS (Chicago Panel on Public School Finance) Chair: RONALD E MERTZ
8:00 MARGARET LECOMPTE (Cincinnati) Dropout Prevention Programs: Mismatches Between the Population and the Programs
8:15 FRED HESS Elementary School Performance of Future Dropouts
8:30 CAROL PRINDLE Style of Leadership and School Effectiveness
8:45 Discussion/Break
9:00 EMILY J WELLS (Chicago Panel on Public School Finance) An Ethnographic Study of Factors in High School which Affect Dropout Rates
9:15 DAVID M FETTERMAN (Stanford) Dropouts, Potential Dropouts, and Pushouts: A Program that Works
9:30 MARY A PITMAN (Youngstown S) Home Schooling: The Community as Drop-Out
9:45 Discussant: JOHN OGBU (UC-Berkeley)
10:00-10:15 Discussion

4-010 WOMEN IN AFRICA HI Benjamin West B Chair: BEVERLY B BROWN (Rockland Community C)
8:00 BEVERLY B BROWN Gender and Islamic Law in Kenya
8:15 ELLEN GRUENBAUM (Wisconsin-Manitowoc) Visiting "Janubi": Healing Woman or Charlatan?
8:30 KATHRYN F MASON (Chicago) Relations Among Co-wives: Individual and Structural Significance
8:45 MARY C DALY (Minnesota) Kalabari: Ijo Women's Associations
9:00 Discussion/Break
9:30 LAUREL L ROSE (UC-Berkeley) The Feminine Grounds for Land Management: A Swaziland Study
9:45 ILSA SCHUSTER (SUNY-Stoneybrook) The Urban Economy Reconsidered: Horticulture in Lusaka
10:00 URSULA FUNK (Stanford) Rural Political Economy and Gender in Guinea-Bissau
10:15-10:30 Discussion
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4-011 HOMINID EVOLUTION: THE EARLY YEARS, PART I (AAA Program Committee) FP Wyndham Ballroom B
Organizer/Chair: DWIGHT W READ (UC-Los Angeles)
8:30 STEPHEN L ZEGURA (Arizona) Molecules, Morphology, and Memes: Musings on Hominid Origins from the Perspective of Evolutionary Biology
8:55 RAYMOND L BERNOR (Howard), LARRY FLYNN (Peabody Museum, Harvard), and MIKOS SOLOUNIAS (Johns Hopkins) Miocene Mammalian Biogeography, Hominoid Distribution, and Evolution
9:20 NOEL T BOAZ (Virginia Museum of Natural History) Paleoecology of the Earliest Hominids
9:45 Break
10:00 SAMUEL S DUNLAP (Central Identification Laboratory) and ASHRAF AZIZ (Howard) Intrinsic Hand Muscle Evolution and Development in Primates and Human Trisomies
10:25 GLENN C CONROY (Washington-St Louis), MICHAEL W VANNIER (Washington, St Louis), DEAN FALK (Puerto Rico), and JAMES CHEVERUD (Northwestern) Advanced Computer Graphics Technology Reveals Cortical Asymmetry in Endocasts of Rhesus Monkeys: Implications for Hominid Brain Evolution
10:50 Discussants: RALPH HOLLOWAY (Columbia) and CHARLES OXNARD (Southern California)
11:30- Discussion
12:00

4-012 FAMILY SYSTEMS AND SELF NARRATIVES HI Thomas Sully
Chair: SARA HARKNESS (Harvard)
8:30 CATHARINE M MANN (UC-Los Angeles) Suicidal Father—Family Project
8:45 THOMAS S WEISNER (UC-Los Angeles) Innovative Responses to Stress in Non-conventional American Families
9:00 SUZANNE GASKINS (Chicago) and JOHN A LUCY (Center for Psychosocial Studies) Passing the Buck: Responsibility and Blame in the Yucatec Maya Household
9:15 VERA MARK (Pennsylvania S) "No One Has Known Me": Textual Reconstructions of Self
9:30 JOEL SAVISHINSKY (Ithaca) Selfish Altruism: The Values and Experiences of Nursing Home Volunteers
9:45- Discussion
10:00

4-013 ISSUES IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY, PART I FP Salon 3
Chair: STAN WILK (Lycoming)
8:45 STAN WILK Humanistic Social Science as Anthropology
9:00 ROBERT A SUNDBERG (Washington) Heart and Voice
9:15 JIM-MURRAY WALKER (Eastern Kentucky) A Flatlander’s Adjustment to Appalachia and “Appalachiafhlies”
9:30 JOHN W BURTON (Connecticut) History and the Ethnographic Present: The Southern Sudan
9:45 D GEORGE SHERMAN (Southern Illinois) The Mid-West Farm Crisis and Neo-Nazism: Views of the Economy and Who Runs It
10:00- Discussion
10:15

4-014 CONTINUITY AND CONFLICT: JEWISH WOMEN IN AMERICA FP Salon 5
Organizer/Chair: MAURIE SACKS (Montclair S)
8:30 YAEL ZERUBAVEL (CUNY-Graduate Center) and DIANE ESSES (Sephardic Archives) Syrian Jewish Women in Brooklyn: Conflicts within a Traditional Role
8:45 JENNA WEISSMAN JOSELIT (YIVO Institute) Modernity and the Mikvah: An Historical Ethnography of One Jewish Ritual
9:00 MAURIE SACKS Community Building: Shalach Manos in the Suburbs
9:15 HARRIET DAVIS-KRAM (CUNY-Graduate Center) A Jewish Children’s Crusade: White Goods Workers Strike, 1913
9:30- Discussants: CHAVA WEISSLER (Princeton)
10:00 JACK KUGELMASS (Max Weinreich Center)
4-015 PERSPECTIVES ON LATIN AMERICAN LABOR  FP Salon 9
Chair: MARC EDELMAN (NACLA)
8:30 DAVID B BRAY (Inter-American Foundation) "Peasants," "Modes of Production," and Class: Agrarian Structure in the Dominican Republic
8:45 MARC EDELMAN State Structures and the Socialization of Rural Labor: The Nicaraguan Border Zone of Costa Rica
9:00 PHILIPPI BOURGOIS (Washington-St Louis) Tradition and Monopoly Capital: Kuna Banana Workers on a United Brands Subsidiary
9:15 Discussion/Break
9:30 NATHANIEL C RAYMOND (Massachusetts-Boston) From Rural to Urban Working Class in Yucatan, Mexico
9:45 DENNIS WERNER (HRAF) Child Labor in Brazil
10:00 HARRY SANABRIA (Wisconsin) Migration, Coca and Change in a Bolivian Highland Community
10:15 Discussion
10:30

4-016 INVITED SESSION LANGUAGE AND POLITICAL ECONOMY: PART II (American Ethnological Society, Society for Cultural Anthropology, Society for Linguistic Anthropology)  FP Wyndham Ballroom A
Organizers: HY VAN LUONG (Hamilton) and JAMES COLLINS (Temple)
Chair: JAMES COLLINS
8:00 JOSE E LIMON (Texas-Austin) Mexican Speech Play: History and the Psychological Discourses of Power
8:25 WILLIAM F HANKS (Chicago) Symbolic Reproduction and the Emergence of Genre in Colonial Yucatan
8:50 PAUL R SULLIVAN (Yale) Yucatec Maya Metaphors of Infrastructure
9:15 Discussion/Break
9:30 HY VAN LUONG Discourse and Counter-Discourse: Person-Referring Forms and Sociopolitical Struggles in Colonial Vietnam
9:55 EMILY MARTIN (Johns Hopkins) Production, Reproduction, and the Language of Science
10:20 SUSAN GAL (Rutgers) Code Switching in History
10:45 Discussants: JANE H HILL (Arizona)
   JOHN COMAROFF (Chicago)
   PIerre BOURDIEU (Collège de France/EHESS)
11:30 Discussion
12:00

4-017 PERSPECTIVES ON ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND BEHAVIOR (NAPA Special Interest Group on Business and Management)  FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizers/Chairs: KENNETH N EHRENSAL (St Francis C) and INO ROSSI (St John's)
8:30 JACK ALEXANDER (NY State Dept of Corrections) Anthropological Analysis of Values in Action and the Identification of Organizational Goals
8:45 WILLIAM G TIERNEY (Pennsylvania S) The Symbolic Aspects of Leadership
9:00 KENNETH N EHRENSAL Organization By Design? A Process Approach to Organization Theory
9:15 ALAN M BARSTOW (Wharton School) Power To Versus Power Over
9:30 TRUDY HELLER Changing Authority Patterns: A Cultural Perspective
9:45 Break
10:00 KRISTIN VALENTINE, JANET JACOBSEN, and TERESA M MENDOZA (Arizona S) Interpretive Methodology for Studying Corporate Cultures
10:15 MADELINE L RITTER (Towers, Perrin, Forster and Crosby) Cultural Elements to Corporate Success in the Management of Data Processing Functions
10:30 ANDREW KASLOW (Eaton Corp) Macro-System Culture Change in a Global Manufacturing Corporation
10:45 GEORGE F RODGERS (Pacific Bell) and J R RODGERS (Rainie Rodgers Association) From Ma Bell to Pac Tel: A Company in Transition
11:00 GREGORY L TEAL (Montreal) Piece Work and Work Culture
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11:15 Discussants: INO ROSSI
                FREDERICK GAMST (Massachusetts-Boston)
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-018 MARRIAGE AND HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE  FP Salon 1
Chair: KATHLEEN M MACQUEEN (SUNY-Binghamton)
8:30 ANN MARIE POWERS (CUNY-York) Alliance in Complex Societies: Preferential Marriage in Newfoundland
8:45 JOSEPH P GAUGHAN (Columbia) Kindred and Land in Celtic Society: Historical and Cross-Cultural Comparisons
9:00 MARIA ARIOTI (U di Perugia) Kinship and Marriage in a Peasant Community of Italy
9:15 JIANN HSIEH (Chinese U of Hong Kong) A Preliminary Study on the Endogamous System of the Pai Yao in Lian-nan, Guang-dong, China
9:30 Discussion/Break
9:45 MAURICE J A GLICKMAN (Botswana) Marriage Patterns and Economic Resources in Botswana
10:00 BERND LAMBERT and MICHAEL J THOMAS (Cornell) The Married Couple as Pivot: Dual Organization and Bilateral Networks in the Andes
10:15 STEPHEN L EYRE (UC-San Diego) A System of Name-determined Residence Among the PNG East Sepik Urat
10:30 EVA E ABRAHAM (Utrecht) Marriage and Concubinage in the Sephardic Merchant Elite of Curacao
10:45 Discussion/Break
11:00 KATHLEEN M MACQUEEN Household Relations in a White West Indian Community
11:15 SHALVA J WEIL (Hebrew U of Jerusalem) The Multi-dimensional Realities of the Ethiopian Jewish Family
11:30 NANCY E LEVINE (UC-Los Angeles) Patterns of Fertility, Child Care and Mortality in Rural Nepal
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE ASSOCIATION  FP Salon 10
9:00

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRACTICE OF ANTHROPOLOGY  FP Salon 7
9:00 Conducting Effective Evaluation Research
Leaders: MAX DRAKE (Southeast Missouri State) and ANN DRAKE (Southeast Missouri State)
Attendance at the workshop is by registration only. For information see staff at the Placement Service Center registration desk.

4-020 ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE MODERN WORLD: RESPONSES TO SOCIAL PROBLEMS  FP Seminar B
Chair: MURIEL CRESPI (National Park Service)
9:00 L L LAMPL (T A Herbert & Associates) and ROBERTA HAMMOND (Temple) Newspapers as a Research Tool
9:15 NANCY MULLER-MILLIGAN (Massachusetts-Amherst) Legitimate Violence and the Battered Wife
9:30 MARIANN LYNCH (Pittsburgh) Affecting Food Choice: A Comparison of Marketers and Nutritionists
9:45 SANDRA L FAIMAN-SILVA (Bridgewater S) Political Economy of a Neighborhood Spot
10:00 JANET M FITCHEN (Ithaca C) Toxic Chemicals in Residential Environments: Threats to Cultural Meanings of Home and Homeownership
10:15 Discussion/Break
10:30 SHLOMO DESHEN (Tel Aviv) Towards an Ethnography of Blindness: The Experience of Work
10:45 PHILIP J HANDBRICK (Michigan S) Local/Regional Conflicts in Educational Reform
11:00  GARY L DOWNEY (Virginia Tech) Risk in Culture: The American Conflict over Nuclear Power
11:30  MURIEL CRESPI and ADOLPH M GREENBERG (Miami) Policies and Issues in the Protection of Human Populations and Associated Ecosystems
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-021  INVITED SESSION THE DYNAMICS OF REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT: INTERACTIONS AMONG REFUGEES, HOST SOCIETY INSTITUTIONS AND THE COMMUNITY (General Anthropology Division)  FP Wyndham Ballroom C
Organizers/Chairs: ELENI ZATZ (Philadelphia Association of Practicing Anthropologists) and JO ANNE SCHNEIDER (Temple)
8:30  DAVID R HOWELL (Office of Refugee Resettlement) Content and Context of Policy Development
8:45  JAMES K BOEHNLEIN (Pennsylvania) Refugee Mental Health Services in the US: 1975–1985
9:00  DAVID W HAINES The Dimensions and Implications of Societal Diversity Among Vietnamese Refugees
9:15  LUCIA ANN MCSPADDEN (Utah) Ethiopian Refugees: Styles of Resettlement and Psychological Well-Being
9:30  NINA GLICK SCHILLER (Columbia) Immigrant, Refugee, Emigrant: Changing Self Definitions Among Haitians in the US
9:45  Discussant: ELENI ZATZ
10:00 Break
10:15  YANG SAM (Southeast Asian MAA’s Coalition, Philadelphia) The Role of Buddhism in the Adjustment of Cambodian Refugees
10:30  R LAWRENCE MERKEL JR (Pennsylvania) Refugee Health Care and Culture Conflict
10:45  CHRISTINA M BLANC SZANTON (Columbia) Community Sponsored Laotian Families in New Jersey: Effects of Interaction on Ethnic Behavior
11:00  FRAN MARKOWITZ BASKIN (Michigan) Soviet Jews Coming of Age in America
11:15  JO ANN SCHNEIDER Immigrant Group/ethnic Group: Polish Refugees and the Polish-American Community
11:30  Discussant: ALEX STEPICK (Florida International)
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-022  XXVth CONFERENCE ON AMERICAN INDIAN LANGUAGES: MUSKOGEOAN AND MACRO-SIOUAN LANGUAGES (Society for the Study of the Indigenous Language of the Americas)  HI Benjamin West A
Organizer: WALLACE CHAFE (UC-Santa Barbara)
Chair: ALLAN R TAYLOR (Colorado)
9:15  PHILIP W DAVIS (Rice) and HEATHER K HARDY (North Texas S) Alabama Relative Clauses
9:30  JACK B MARTIN and GEORGE A BROADWELL (UC-Los Angeles) The Syntax of Relative Clauses in Proto-Muskogean
9:45  GEORGE A BROADWELL (UC-Los Angeles) "Say" Constructions in Choctaw
10:00  KAREN M BOOKER (Kansas) Preconsonantal Nasals in Proto-Muskogean
10:15  Break
10:30  ALICE HOPKINS (CUNY-Graduate Center) The Status of /kw/ in Mohawk
10:45  KARIN MICHELSON (Harvard) Complement Clauses in Oneida
11:00  JANINE SCANCARELLI (Kentucky) Verbal Aspect in Cherokee
11:15  WALLACE CHAFE Real and Unreal in Caddo
11:30  JOHN KOONTZ (Colorado) Old Loanwords in Mississippi Valley Siouan
11:45- Discussion
12:00
4-023

ANTHROPOLOGY, GENDER, AND CULTURAL SPECIFICITY: IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY AND PRACTICE (American Ethnological Association)  FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizers: SANDRA MORGEN (Massachusetts-Amherst) and A LYON BOLLES (Bowdoin)
Chair: SANDRA MORGEN
9:00  PATRICIA C ALBERGS (Utah) From Illusion to Illumination: Anthropological Studies of Native American Women
9:15  VICTORIA K BURBANK (New Mexico) Gender Relations in Aboriginal Australia
9:30  BETTY POTASH (Northeastern) Gender Relations in Africa
9:45  HARRIET WHITEHEAD (Michigan) Feminist Theory in New Guinea
10:00 Break
10:15  SONDRA HALE (CSU-Long Beach) The State of the Art of Feminist Anthropology of the Middle East
10:30  PATRICIA R PESSAR (Georgetown) Gender Issues in Latin America and the Caribbean
10:45  A LYON BOLLES Research on Caribbean Women: Conflicts of Myth and Reality
11:00 MARGERY WOLF (Iowa) China, Revolution and Feminist Theory
11:15 Discussants: CAROL SMITH (Duke)
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-024

ETHNIC STRATEGIES IN NORTH AMERICA  FP Seminar D
Chair: MARIANNE STOLLER (Colorado C)
9:45  SYLVIA RODRIGUEZ (UC-Los Angeles) Constructed and Reconstructed Ethnicity in Taos
10:00 JOHN R VAN NESS (Ursinus) Hispanos: Ethnic Identity in Canones
10:15  MARGOT ATKINSON (Massachusetts-Amherst) Immigrant Socio-Political Strategies in Holyoke, Massachusetts 1880–1900
10:30  FRANK E MANNING (Western Ontario) Caribbean Farm Workers in Canada
10:45 Break
11:00 LINVILL WATSON (Saskatchewan) Hellenic Onomastics in Diaspora
11:15 ELEANOR R EDELSTEIN (American) To Be a Bristolian on the Fourth
11:30 PHYLIS P CHOCK (Catholic) Telling Stories in Theories of Ethnicity
11:45- Discussant: MARIANNE STOLLER
12:00

4-025

THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF DEVIANCE (Society for Cultural Anthropology)  HI Titian Peale
Organizer/Chair: MORRIS FREILICH (Northeastern)
9:30  PHILIP KILBRIDE (Bryn Mawr) Powerlessness and Female Violence Against Related Children
9:45  GERALD M ERCHAK (Skidmore) Learning "LD": A Case Study in Culture and Deviance
10:00 MORRIS FREILICH Emics, Etics and Deviance
10:15  CAROL S GOLDS (Rutgers) Deviance vs Illness: The Context of a Debate on Stigma
10:30 Discussion/Break
10:45  CAROL PLATA ETHERIDGE (Memphis) Deviance in a Mid-Southern Classroom
11:00 BARBARA JO LANTZ (Cornell) Vietnam Veterans and American Images of Deviance
11:15 ALAN G MARSHALL (Lewis Clark S/Washington S) Constructing Deviance
11:30 Discussant: MORRIS FREILICH
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-026

TRADERS VERSUS THE STATE: PRICE CONTROL, STREET CLEARANCE AND THE REST (American Ethnological Society)  HI Rembrandt Peale
Organizer/Chair: GRACIA CLARK (Wisconsin-Parkside)
9:30  DONNA O KERNER (New Hampshire) "Hard Work" and Informal Sector Trade in Tanzania
9:45  ELIZABETH A EAMES (Harvard) Sitting on a King: The Ondo Market Women's War of 1985
10:00 GRACIA CLARK Ghanaian Foodstuffs' Traders' Response to Price Control
10:15 KAREN TRANBERG HANSEN (Northwestern) The Black Market and Women Traders in Lusaka, Zambia
10:30  Break
10:45 FLORENCE E BABB (Iowa) "The Ambulante Problem," or Ten Years Against Petty Traders
11:00 JOHANNA LESSINGER (Columbia) Petty Traders and City Politics in South India
11:15 ROHINI TALALLA (UC-Los Angeles) Market Traders of Malaysia: Political Strategies for Economic Survival
11:30  Discussants: M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego)
12:00  MONA ETIENNE (New School)

4-027  PAPERS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY I  FP Salon 2
Chair: RICHARD R WILK (New Mexico S)
10:00 CARMELLA C MOORE and CANDICE BRADLEY (UC-Irvine) World-System Effects on Standard Sample Society Subsistence Patterns
10:15 KATHERINE C DONAHUE (Johnson S) The Transformation from Diversified to Specialized Farming in Northern New England, 1820–1900
10:30 MARJORIE R ABEL (Massachusetts-Amherst) The Role of Married Women in Economic Development: 19th Century Massachusetts
10:45  Discussion/Break
11:00 ELLEN R KINTZ (SUNY-Genesee) Determinants of Economic Success Among Yucatec Maya Peasant Households
11:15 JOHN SWETNAM (Nevada-Las Vegas) The Annual Cycle in a Guatemalan Marketplace
11:30 RICHARD R WILK Household Organization, Economic Diversity, and Development: A Study of Belizean Data
11:45- Discussion
12:00  

4-028  STRATIFICATION AND REGIONAL INEQUALITY FROM ITS ORIGINS: THE CASE OF OAXACA, PART I (Society for Latin American Anthropology)  HI Gilbert Stuart
Organizers/Chairs: ARTHUR MURPHY (Baylor), LAURA FINSTEN (McMaster) and ALEX STEPICK (Florida International)
10:00 STEPHEN KOWALEWSKI (Georgia), LAURA FINSTEN, GARY FEINMAN (Wisconsin), and RICHARD BLANTON (Purdue) Implications of Macroregional Processes for Social Inequality
10:15 JOSEPH W WHITECOTTON (Oklahoma) Elites and Ethnicity in Early Colonial Oaxaca: A World System Perspective
10:30 MANUEL ESPARZA (INAH-Oaxaca) Oaxaca's Central Valley During the Porfiriato (1876–1910)
10:45 JAMES GREENBERG (Arizona) Dependency Models and the Interpretation of Chatino History
11:00 PHILIP DENNIS (Texas Tech) Marijuana, the Village Community, and the State in Oaxaca
11:15 GARY J MARTIN (UC-Berkeley) Ecology and Ethnicity: Natural Resource Distribution in Oaxaca, Mexico
11:30  Discussant: WILLIAM ROSEBERRY (New School)
11:45- Discussion
12:00  

4-029  TEXT INTO FILM: ORAL POETRY AND VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN LESOTHO  HI Raphael Peale
Organizer/Chair: DAVID COPLAN (SUNY-Old Westbury)
10:00 DAVID COPLAN Text and Context: Oral Poetry and Labor Migrancy in Lesotho
10:15 GEI ZANTZINGER (Constant Springs Productions) Text, Performance, and Cinematic Ethnography: Making Adventurers' Songs in Lesotho
10:30  Film Screening: GEI ZANTZINGER Adventurers' Songs
Sunday Morning, December 7

11:30-12:00
Discussants: RICHARD BAUMAN (Indiana)
STEVEN FELD (Texas-Austin)

4-030 ISSUES IN HUMANISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY, PART II FP Salon 3
Chair: MADELEINE LEININGER (Wayne S)
10:30 MADELEINE LEININGER The Power of Care: A Humanistic Goal in Transcultural Nurs-
ing
10:45 ELAINE J SCHECHTER (Columbia) Anthropology and Journalism: Where Does the
Boundary Lie?
11:00 HARRETT D LYONS (Wilfred Laurier) Witchcraft, Shakespeare, and Development: A Me-
dia Analysis
11:15 JANICE M HIROTA (Columbia) The Meaning of Creative Work in a Bureaucratic Com-
mmercial Society: The Case of Advertising
11:30 PER SHELDE JACOBSEN (Queens) American Gender
11:45-12:00 Discussion

4-031 FILM SCREENINGS (16mm) FP Parlor C
10:00-3:00 Organizer: PETER S ALLEN (Rhode Island C)
10:00 ROBERT ASCHER Cycle
10:10 PAUL ESPINOSA The Lemon Grove Incident
11:10 SAFI FAYE Lettre Paysanne
12:45 RICHARD KOHN Lord of the Dance, Destroyer of Illusion

4-032 BIRTH CONTROL, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND PUBLIC POLICY (Council for Anthropology
and Reproduction) HI Thomas Eakins
Organizers: PENN HANDWERKER (Humboldt S) and KATHLEEN M WEST (UC-Los An-
geles)
Chair: KATHLEEN M WEST
10:30 BARBARA PILLSBURY (International Women's Health Coalition) Bangladesh: A Test
Case for Human Rights in Birth Control
10:45 PENN HANDWERKER Birth Control and Development in the Eastern Caribbean
11:00 MARLENE ARNOLD (Millersville) The Ethics of Birth Control: Abortion in Greece
11:15 JEANNE SIMONELLI (SUNY-Oneonta) Policy, Power, and Reproductive Behavior in
Hungary
11:30 KATHLEEN M WEST Drug Abuse and Pregnancy: Conflicted Interests
11:45-12:15 Discussants: LINDA BENNETT (Memphis S)
WARREN HERN (Boulder Abortion Clinic)

4-033 A SOCIO-CULTURAL THEORY FOR ILLUMINATING EMOTIONS: A STUDY OF THE
EMOTIONS OF PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL STAFFS HI Thomas Sully
Organizers/Chairs: DANIEL R SCHEINFELD (Erikson Institute) and PATRICIA A MAR-
shall (Erikson Institute)
NOTE: Each of the papers below is coauthored by all of the Erikson Institute participants.
Only the senior author is identified.
10:15 DANIEL R SCHEINFELD Role Identity Theory and Emotional Responses to Patients:
Theory, Method and Initial Presentation of Findings
10:30 DAVID W BEER (Erikson Institute) Role Support as a Construct For Illuminating Positive
Feelings Toward Patients
10:45 PATRICIA A MARSHALL (Erikson Institute) Illuminating Staff Rage Reactions to Patients
11:00 KATHERINE B TYSON (Erikson Institute) Psychodynamic Foundations for Role Identity
Theory
11:15 Discussants: ROBERT A LEVINE (Harvard)
ROBERT I LEVY (UC-San Diego)
11:45-12:00 Discussion
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td><strong>WOMEN AND AGING: ISSUES AND PROBLEMS</strong> (Association for Anthropology and Gerontology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organizers/Chairs: BARBARA HORNUM (Drexel) and MARCHA P FLINT (Montclair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td><strong>MARCHA P FLINT</strong> Javanese and Minangkabau Roles for Aging Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td><strong>BARBARA HORNUM</strong> Role Affirmation or Role Change: Elderly Women in an Age Segregated Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>ANTHONY P GLASCOCK</strong> (Drexel) Variations From the Ideal: Widowhood and Divorce in Southern Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td><strong>DENA SHENK</strong> (St Cloud S) Women's Rural Aging Experience: The View from Central Minnesota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td><strong>EUNICE BOYER</strong> (Carthage C) A Role for the Roleless: Activism for the Elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td><strong>DISCUSSION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td><strong>CULTURAL RECONSTRUCTION AND TRANSFORMATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: HARVEY E GOLDBERG (Hebrew U, Jerusalem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td><strong>ADITYA K TYAGI</strong> (Syracuse) Recreated Identity: Tourists in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td><strong>JAMES D ARMSTRONG</strong> (SUNY-Plattsburg) The Israeli Surfing Subculture: Culture Transformed and Remade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>ALICE E HORNER</strong> (UC-Berkeley) From the Bush to Downtown: The Modern Context of the Abbia Form in Cameroon (West Africa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT T SIGLER</strong> (Alabama) Consequences of the Introduction of the Drug Trade on the Island of Bimini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td><strong>ROBERT A MYERS</strong> Religious Revitalization in Contemporary Nigeria: Aruosa and Matatutsine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td><strong>DISCUSSION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td><strong>UNACKNOWLEDGED DIMENSIONS OF JAPANESE RITUALS, FESTIVALS, AND SYMBOLIC ACTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY (Wisconsin-Madison)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td><strong>MARIYON J IVY</strong> Death and Language on Japan's Mt Osore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>JENNIFER ROBERTSON</strong> Missing in Action: Women in Japanese Festivals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td><strong>DISCUSSION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:15</td>
<td><strong>WOMEN MISSIONARIES IN AFRICA: TOWARDS AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF MISSIONS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: FRANK A SALAMONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td><strong>PHILIP M KULP</strong> Protestant Women Missionaries in Northwestern Nigeria, Selected Case Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45</td>
<td><strong>ROSALIND I J HACKETT</strong> (Georgetown) Beyond Afternoon Tea? Images and Roles of Missionary Women in South-Eastern Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>FRANK A SALAMONE</strong> Feminism in the Mission Field: The Consciousness Raising Experiences of the Dominican Sisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td><strong>VIRGINIA A SALAMONE</strong> (Elizabeth Seton) The Lucy Memorial Freed Slaves' Home: A Model of Western Education</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11:30 ESTELLA K BRYANS-MUNSON (Smithsonian) Women of Action: The Case of the West Central African Mission, Bie, Angola
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-038 LOOKING BACKWARD—LOOKING FORWARD: REMARKS FROM SOME OLD CODGERS—1949–1986 (Society for Cultural Anthropology) FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: WILLIAM B SCHWAB (Temple)
10:45 WILLIAM B SCHWAB Whither Anthropology?—A Science, or Just a Collection of Unproven Hypotheses or Theories
11:00 JOHN MIDDLETON (Yale) Certainty and Uncertainty in Anthropology: The Last Forty Years
11:15 ARTHUR VIDICH (New School) Anthropology and Truth: Some Old Problems
11:30 AIDAN SOUTHALL (Wisconsin) Forty Years of Fashions, Fads and Paradigms
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-039 THE SOCIO-CULTURAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER IN LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Salon 4
Organizers: MARY ANNE PITMAN (Youngstown S) and LAURIE MCDADE (Rutgers)
Chair: MARY ANNE PITMAN
10:30 MARGARET A EISENHART (Virginia Tech) Cultural Models of Gender and Career
10:45 ANN S NIHLEN (New Mexico) Children's Display of Gender Schemas Through Interaction with Non-Traditional Workers
11:00 LINDA GRANT (Georgia) Education for Dominance: White Males' Experiences in First Grade
11:15 KATHRYN M BORMAN (Cincinnati) A Research Agenda for Feminist Research in Anthropology and Education
11:30 Discussant: JUDITH PREISSLE GOETZ (Georgia)
11:45- Discussion
12:00

4-040 SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AS SOCIAL COMMUNICATION: REPORTS OF FIELDWORK FP Salon 9
Organizers: MARY MOORE GOODLETT and HANNAH KLIGER (Massachusetts-Amherst)
Chair: HANNAH KLIGER
10:45 MARY MOORE GOODLETT Avocational Activity as Social Context: An Analysis of Topics of Conversation Among Antique Collectors
11:00 STEWART M HOOVER (Temple) Liminality and Ritual in the Living Room: The Case of Religious Television
11:15 LEA HALL Expertise in Flux: A Bank Holding Company's Social Communicational Patterns During Deregulation
11:30 BRIAN RUSTED (Newfoundland) Taste Makes Waste: The Social Organization of Architectural Change
11:45- Discussion
12:00

SUNDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER 7

4-042 INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S ANTHROPOLOGY CONFERENCE FP Philadelphia South
12:00- Informal discussion
1:30 Chair: JOHNNETTA B COLE (Hunter C)

4-043 WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND NEW REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES (Council for Anthropology and Reproduction) HI Benjamin West A
Organizer/Chair: LUCILE F NEWMAN (Brown)
1:30 EUGENE B BRODY (Maryland) Reproductive Freedom and Justice: The Intergovernmental Viewpoint
1:45 LUCILE F NEWMAN Low Birth Weight and the Artificial Environment
2:00 GAY BECKER and ROBERT D NACHTIGALL (UC-San Francisco) Infertility as a Chronic Disease
2:15 Discussant: JUDITH TORMEY (Temple)
2:30 Discussion
2:45

4-044 CULTURAL TACTICS IN THE ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE OF POWER IN COMPLEX STATUS HIERARCHIES: THEORY AND ETHNOGRAPHY (Association for Political and Legal Anthropology) FP Seminar C Organizers: JAMES R MCLEOD (Ohio S) and KERRY M STROUP (Ohio Public Utilities Comm)
Chair: CHUNG-MIN CHEN (Ohio S)
1:30 JAMES R MCLEOD The Quadrilectic: An Integrated Theoretical Model
1:45 KERRY M STROUP and SANFORD SIEGEL (Ohio Public Utilities Comm) Consolidating Power in a State Regulatory Agency: An Insider’s View
2:00 NAMIKA RABY (UC-San Diego) “The Brother Officer”: Tactical Uses of Kinship Symbolism in Bureaucratic Transactions
2:15 OWEN HAGOVSKY (Ohio S) Administration and Politics in Family Planning: The Implementation of Population Control Policy in the People’s Republic of China
2:30 Discussant: F G BAILEY (UC-San Diego)
2:45 Discussion
3:00

4-045 THE CAMPESINOS OF THE LOWLAND PERUVIAN AMAZON: THE FORGOTTEN MAJORITY Thomas Eakins Organizers/Chairs: MICHAEL CHIBNIK (Iowa) and CHRISTINE PADOCH (New York Botanical Garden)
1:30 CHRISTINE PADOCH The Campesinos of Santa Rosa: History and Ethnicity in an Amazonian Community
1:45 MARIO HIRAOKA (Millersville S) Spatial Structure of Blackwater Mestizo Farming in the Peruvian Amazon
2:00 MIGUEL PINEDO-VASQUEZ (Federacion Campesina de Maynas) Annually Flooded Lands of the Peruvian Amazon: Use and Tenure
2:15 WIL DE JONG (IIAP) Labor Organization in the Peruvian Amazon: The Sociedades Agrícolas of Tamshiyacu
2:30 MICHAEL CHIBNIK New Sources of Credit in Peruvian Amazonian Communities
2:45 Discussion
3:00

4-046 PAPERS IN ECONOMIC ANTHROPOLOGY II JEFFERY W BENTLEY (Arizona) Trading Cows for Tractors: Technical Change in Small-Scale Portuguese Agriculture
1:30 CAROL HENDERSON Markets and the Circulation of Livestock in India
1:45 CHARLES D PIOT (Virginia) Labor Roles and Social Forms Among the Kabiye
2:00 Discussion-Break
2:30 STEVEN P DETTWYLER (Southern Mississippi) The Developmental Cycle of Migrant Senoufo Households in an Urban Agricultural Economy
2:45 RICHARD L WARMS (Syracuse) What Makes a Community? West African Traders in a Small Town
3:00 WILLIAM C ROBERTS (American) Work and Migration Patterns Among Ethnic Groups in the Gambia River Basin
3:15 Discussion
3:30

4-047 HUNTER-GATHERER SUBSISTENCE AND SETTLEMENT Chair: CHARLES W MARKMAN (Northern Illinois)
Sunday Afternoon, December 7

1:30 CHARLES W MARKMAN Lakeshore Geomorphology and Archeological Settlement Patterns of the Chicago Outlet

1:45 STUART A REEVE (SUNY-Albany) Women, Roots and Trade in Wyoming Prehistory

2:00 KENNETH W DECKER (Minnesota) Chemical Reconstruction of 14th Century Immigration Patterns at Grasshopper Pueblo, Arizona

2:15 MELINDA LEACH (UC-Los Angeles) Prehistoric Great Basin Hunter-Gatherer Intensification

2:30 Discussion/Break

2:45 THOMAS G WYNN (Colorado) and PRESTON S STALEY (Illinois) Stylistic Continuities in Acheulean Bifaces

3:00 HASKEL J GREENFIELD (CUNY-Graduate Center) The Advent of Transhumant Pastoralism in the Central Balkans: A Zooarcheological Approach

3:15 Discussion

3:30

4-048 THE VARIETY OF THE WORK EXPERIENCE IN JAPAN FP Salon 6
Organizers: BARBARA D ITO and TOMOKO HAMADA (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology)
Chair: TOMOKO HAMADA

1:30 RICHARD H MOORE (Ohio S) Rural Subcontracting and the Social Organization of the Household in Tohoku Japan

1:45 BARBARA D ITO Women and Work in Japan: Opportunity and Constraint

2:00 SUSAN O LONG (John Carroll) Japanese Physicians: Constraints and Opportunities in Private Practice

2:15 PAUL H NOGUCHI (Bucknell) Terminal Station: The Management of Retirement in the Japanese National Railways

2:30 Break

2:45 ROBERT C MARSHALL (Western Washington) Exchange and Organization in Japanese Firms

3:00 JOHN SINGLETON (Pittsburgh) Japanese Folkcraft Potters: Individual Opportunities, Variations, and Constraints

3:15 Discussants: JOHN B CORNELL (Texas)

3:45 TAKIE S LEBRA (Hawaii)

4-049 CULTURAL RELATIVISM AND CROSS-CULTURAL ETHICS Hi Benjamin West B
Organizer/Chair: DARRELL L WHITEMAN (Asbury Seminary)

1:30 PAUL G HIEBERT (Fuller Seminary) Beyond Relativism to Metacultural Grids

1:45 KENNETH L PIKE (Texas-Arlington/SIL) Cultural Relativism in Relation to Constraints on World View—An Emic Perspective

2:00 SHERWOOD LINGENFELTER (Biola) Power, Economic Interest and Cross-Cultural Ethics: A Critique of Cultural Relativism

2:30 Discussion/Break

2:45 MIRIAM ADENEY (Seattle Pacific) Filipino Protestants in the Pacific Northwest: Ethnicity and Church

3:00 ROBERT B TAYLOR (Kansas S) The Status of Cultural Relativism in Anthropology

3:15 CHARLES H KRAFT (Fuller Seminary) Toward a Receptor-Oriented Ethics

3:30 DARRELL L WHITEMAN The Problem of Cultural Relativism in Anthropology and Missiology

3:45 Discussion

4:00

4-050 RELIGION: THEORETICAL AND INTERPRETIVE STUDIES FP Salon 3
Chair: JAMES FERNANDEZ (Princeton)

1:30 BENSON SALER (Brandeis) Religion and the Definition of Religion

1:45 CHARLES LESLIE (Delaware) Magic, Science and Religion

2:00 DAVID J HESS (Cornell) Disobsessing Disobsession: A Spiritist Treatment of Treatments of Spiritism

2:15 STAN R MUMFORD (Washburn) Dialogue and Time Consciousness in Tibetan Folk Ritual
Discussion/Break

2:30 WILLIAM S SAX (Chicago) The Cult and Processions of the Goddess Nanda Devi
2:45 R ELIZABETH BAIRD (Boston) Garbage For the Gods: Chhwaassaa Dio in Kathmandu, Nepal
3:00 JOHN W PULIS (New School) Cosmology and Social Relations: The Rastafarian Brethren in Rural Jamaica
3:15 WILLIAM F LEWIS (CUNY-John Jay) Cultural Text—The Rastafari Case
3:30 Discussion
4:00

4-051 AMERICAN BELIEFS AND SYMBOLS—VIEWED FROM WITHIN AND FROM WITHOUT
HI Raphael Peale
Chair: PAMELA R FRESE (Wooster)
1:30 AYALA GABRIEL (Rochester) Equality and Differentiation in American "Collective Consciousness"
1:45 MATTHEW COOPER (McMaster) The Irony of Success: 19th Century American Communal Societies and the World Outside
2:00 DEBORAH FINK Class Development in Rural Nebraska
2:15 PAMELA R FRESE Measures of Eternity: American Cultural Perceptions of Time
2:30 MARYANN S BATES (Massachusetts-Amherst) Sacred Dieting
2:45 Discussion/Break
3:00 A MUHAMMAD MA RUF (Cheyney) Afro-Asian Elements in Emerging Patterns of American Religious Rituals
3:15 EDWIN B ALMIROL (UC-Davis) American Mass Media and Asian Perceptions
3:30 ARA A WILSON (CUNY-Graduate Center) The Representation of American Men and Asian Women in Transnational Matchmaking
3:45 Discussion
4:00

4-052 BEYOND EXCHANGE
FP Philadelphia Room North
Organizer/Chair: JANE FAJANS (Chicago)
1:30 JANE FAJANS Introduction
1:45 VISHVAJIT PANDYA (Chicago) Displacing and Replacing Processes in Andamanese Places
2:00 JANE MONNIG ATKINSON (Lewis and Clark) Reproduction, Exchange, and the Management of Magic in Wana Society
2:15 MARK W FRANCILLON (Chicago) Rembarrgna Subsections: Exchange and Identity
2:30 FRED MYERS (New York) Place, Identity, and Exchange in Aboriginal Australia
2:45 Break
3:00 JANE FAJANS Exchange and Reproduction in a "Non-Exchange Society"
3:15 ANNA MEIGS (Macalester) Nurture and Contagion
3:30 ROBERT J FOSTER (Chicago) Exchange and Replacement in Tangan Mortuary Rites
3:45 Discussant: ANNETTE WEINER (New York)
4:00 Discussion
4:15

4-053 HUMAN SERVICES IN AMERICA: RESEARCH, PRACTICE, AND POLICY
FP Philadelphia Room South
Organizers: MADELYN ANNE IRIS (Iris Consultants) and LINDA K GIRDNER (Illinois)
Chair: MADELYN ANNE IRIS
1:30 BARBARA RYLKO-BAUER (Kentucky) Strategies Toward Improving Use of Anthropological Research in the Policy Process
1:45 MARGARET A PERKINSON (UC-San Francisco) Vicos Revisited: A Study of Socialization to Empowerment in a Multi-Purpose Senior Center in the Midwest
2:00 ANN P DILL (Columbia) Defining A Research Role in a Practice Setting
2:15 MJEAN GILBERT (UC-Los Angeles) Linking Research and Practice in Public Policy Making and In-Service Training
2:30 Break
2:45 JOAN J MATHEWS (Loyola) Anthropological Contributions to Staff Education in a Health Care Setting
3:00 MADELYN ANNE IRIS Protective Services for the Elderly: Anthropological Contributions to the Development of a New Human Service
3:15 LINDA K GIRDNER Divorce Mediation: The Development of a New Human Service
3:30 Discussants: MELANIE SOVINE (Illinois-Chicago) RUTH LANDMAN (American)
4:00- Discussion
4:15

4-054 SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS OF SOCIETY AND HISTORY  FP Seminar D
Chair: MOLLY G SCHUCHAT
1:30 LYDIE BRISSONET (Indiana) Carnaval as Serious Play
1:45 MARGALIT BERLIN (Consejo Nacional de la Cultura, Caracas) Popular Realism and Social Control in Venezuela
2:00 MICHAEL W COY (Pennsylvania S) Tugun Monopoly: Capitalism and Conflict in the Mountains of Kenya
2:15 ROLAND BAUMANN (Tulane) Franciscan Theatre-Tlaxcalan Politics, 1539–1585
2:30 DAVID M GUSS (UC-Los Angeles) History as a Symbolic System
2:45 Discussion/Break
3:00 RICHARD A WAGNER (HRAF) Different Views of Historical Reality: Oral and Written Historical Traditions in a Serbian Village
3:15 PAULINE TURNER STRONG (Chicago) Texts Written in Blood: Colonial Puritans and Interpretive Anthropology
3:30 TANYA LUHRMANN (Cambridge) Magic and the Invention of History
3:45 EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY (Wisconsin) "Time," "History," and "Symbolic Time"
4:00- Discussion
4:15

4-055 INVITED SESSION WOMEN IN THE AMERICAS: RELATIONSHIPS, WORK AND POWER (General Anthropology Unit) FP Wyndham Ballroom D
Organizer/Chair: ANNIE S BARNES (Norfolk S)
1:30 ANNIE S BARNES Black Single Motherhood
1:45 FRANCESCA M CANCIAN (UC-Irvine) Love and Power: Types of Marriage in the United States
2:00 CATHERINE SEAMAN (Sweet Briar C) Women in a Trailer Court
2:15 FREDERICK C GAMST (Massachusetts-Boston) Women as Operating Railroaders: Some Considerations of Work Interactions, Conditions and Expectations
2:30 JOHNNETTA B COLE (CUNY-Hunter) and GAIL A REED Women in Cuba: Old Problems and New Ideas
2:45 Break
3:00 JUDITH-MARIA BUECHLER (Hobart & William Smith) Gender, Ideology and Politics: The Case of Petty Commodity Producers in Bolivia
3:15 THOMAS C GREAVES (Trinity) The Woman’s Voice in Andean Labor Unions
3:30 LAURA NADER (UC-Berkeley) The Status of Women in Comparative Perspective
3:45 Discussants: DEMITRI B SHIMKIN (Illinois) KAY B WARREN (Princeton)
4:15- Discussion
4:45

4-056 PROBLEMS OF AGING: CROSS-CULTURAL EXAMPLES  FP Salon 5
Chair: TBA
1:30 MELVYN C GOLDSTEIN (Case Western Reserve) The Status of the Elderly in Two Areas of the Tibetan Autonomous Region of China
1:45 BRUCE M ZELKOVITZ (Washburn) The Ideology of “The Aging Enterprise” in Spain and Sweden
2:00 JUDITH FREIDENBERG-HERBST (Mt Sinai Medical Center) and RAFAEL RIVERA-MUNIZ (CUNY-Hunter) Aging in the US: Research and Policy Implications
ANJALI BHATTALHARYYA (Andy B Associates) Life Style in the United States: Elderly Indian Experience

ROBIN L WEINTRAUB (Rochester) Yiddish as a Symbol and Expression of Ethnic Identity Among Elderly Jews

JACOB CLIMO (Michigan S) Visits of Distant-Living Adult Children and Elderly Parents

YEWOUBDAR BEYENE (UC-San Francisco) The Elderly Child: The Status of the Unmarried Elderly Mayan Woman

MARIA B OLUJIC (UC-Berkeley) Ethnicity and Kinship: Adaptive Strategies of Elderly Croatian-Americans

HUGUETTE DESJARDINS (Houston) The Institutionalized Elderly: A Silent Culture

DIANE C FREEDMAN Dance Code and Gender in a Transylvanian Village


LEE ELLEN FRIEDLAND (Pennsylvania) Kinesic Genres and Artistic Performance in Afro-American Culture

NAJWA ADRA (American Institute for Yemeni Studies) Replicating Culture: Dancing in the Yemen Arab Republic

ANITA VOLLAND (Wagner C) Movement and Metaphor in a South Indian Dance-Form

ALLISON JABLONKO Patterns of Daily Life in the Dance of the Maring of New Guinea: From Micro-Analysis to Macro-Analysis

PAMELA A R BLAKELY (Brigham Young) Communicative Resources in Hembra Women’s Funerary Dance Performance

NANCY M TANNER (UC-Santa Cruz) Human Origins: How Women and Men Figured in the Divergence

Dwight W READ A Marginal Cost Model for an Evolutionary Pathway

PETER S RODMAN (UC-Davis) Resource Dispersion, Harvest Efficiency, and Locomotion of the Hominoida

KIM R HILL (Utah) Causes and Consequences of Increased Meat Eating by Hominids

HENRY M MCHENRY (UC-Davis) Sexual Dimorphism and Human Origins

NANCY M TANNER (UC-Santa Cruz) Human Origins: How Women and Men Figured in the Divergence

DWIGHT W READ A Marginal Cost Model for an Evolutionary Pathway

PETER T MANICAS (CUNY-Queens) Truth

CHARLES P BROOKS (Hawaii-Manoa) Sources of Knowledge, Styles of Behavior: Cultural Manipulation as a Strategy of Acceptance for Iskcon Devotees in India

WILLIAM P MURPHY (Northwestern) Mende Aesthetics of Political Deception

JACK BILMES “You Can’t Prove It”: A Lawyer’s Story
3:00  Break
3:15  HENRY TYLBOR (University of Paris) Culture, Communication, and Deception
3:30  RAY MCDERMOTT (Columbia-Teacher's C) Lies, Lie Displays, and Lie Catchers
3:45  RICHARD FRANKEL (Wayne S) Deception as a Real-Time Sociolinguistic Event
4:00- Discussion
4:15

4-063  EXPANDING BOUNDARIES IN THE STUDY OF CULTURAL TRANSMISSION (Council on Anthropology and Education)  FP Salon 4
Organizer/Chair: RIVKA EISIKOVITZ (Haifa)
2:00  LYNN WOODHOUSE-BEITING (Cincinnati) Transmission of a Chronically Stressed Culture to Four Year Day Care Clients
2:15  DIANE M LEE (Maryland-Baltimore Co) Grandmothers as Educators: Helping Teenage Mothers Adapt
2:30  RIVKA EISIKOVITZ The Class of 1953 in T'irgu-Mures and Israel: Adaptation and Culture Transmission
2:45  TAMAR KATRIEL (Haifa) Cultural Transmission in Israeli Youth Movement Ceremonials
3:00  Break
3:15  IRENE SEVER (Haifa) The Children's Library as Transmitter of Culture
3:30  MARION LUNDY DOBBERT (Minnesota) A Dimensionalized, Transformational, Generative Approach to the Analysis of Culture Acquisition/Transmission Data
3:45  JOSE MACIAS (Utah) Papago Teachers and Children: American Indian Strategies for Mitigating Cultural Discontinuity in Early Schooling
4:00  Discussants: MURRAY WAX (Washington-St Louis) JOAN ROBERTS (Syracuse)
4:15- Discussion
4:30

4-064  STRATIFICATION AND REGIONAL INEQUALITY FROM ITS ORIGINS: THE CASE OF OAXACA, PART II (Society for Latin American Anthropology)  Hi Gilbert Stuart
Organizers/Chairs: ARTHUR D MURPHY (Baylor), LAURA FINSTEN (McMaster) and ALEX STEPICK (Florida International)
2:00  SCOTT COOK (Connecticut) Commodity Production and Social Classes in the Oaxaca Valley
2:15  MARTIN DISKIN (MIT) Inequality and Articulation of Modes of Production
2:30  HENRY SELBY (Texas-Austin) Village Ideologies in Mexico
2:45  MICHAEL HIGGINS (Northern Colorado) Why Do We Have to Pay For Everything God Gives Us Free?
3:00  Break
3:15  LYNN STEPHEN (Brandeis) The Role of Ritual, Gender and Production in Social Stratification
3:30  MYUNG-HYE KIM (Texas-Austin) Female Labor Participation in Oaxaca, Mexico
3:45  ARTHUR D MURPHY Class and Adaptation to a Provincial City in Southern Mexico
4:00  Discussant: ALEX STEPICK
4:15- Discussion
4:30

4-066  GREECE: RELATIONS BETWEEN LOCAL, NATIONAL AND/OR INTERNATIONAL LEVELS OF INTEGRATION  FP Seminar B
Organizer/Chair: JANEEN ARNOLD COSTA (Utah)
2:00  JANEEN ARNOLD COSTA The History of Migration and Political Economy in Rural Greece: A Case Study
2:15  SUSAN BUCK SUTTON (Indiana-Indianapolis) The Flexibility of Location: Global Systems, Geographical Mobility, and Social Affiliation in Modern Greece
2:30  DIANE O BENNETT (Washington-St Louis) "The Poor Are So Much Richer Than We Are": Changing Socio-Economic Relations in a Greek Village
2:45  NICOS MOUZELIS (London School of Economics and Political Science) Continuities and Discontinuities in Greek Politics: From Elefterios Venizelos to Andreas Papandreou
3:00  NENNY ELENI PANOURGIA (Indiana) The *Laikismos* of Greek Postmodernism: Reflections on the Ethnography of "*kitch*"

3:15  Break

3:30  JANE K COWAN (Indiana) Folk Truth: Rhetorics of "Authenticity" in a "Traditional" Community

3:45  NOTA KALDIS-HENDERSON A Study of Women in Ancient Messenia

4:00  CHARLES W STEWART (Oxford) What Is a Local Newspaper?

4:15  Discussants: JILL DUBISCH (North Carolina-Charlotte)
     ERNESTINE FRIEDL (Duke)

4:45-

5:00  Discussion

---

4-067  FUTURE HEALTH CARE: VISIONS FOR 2010 (Council on Anthropology and Education) FP Seminar C

Organizer/Chair: JUNE ANNE ENGLISH (CSU-Fresno)

3:00  ELLEN A HERDA (San Francisco) Knowledge Transformation in Medical and Health Education

3:15  VEEDA M MARCHETTI (Pacific Lutheran) In the Shadow of the Shaman: Past and Future Perspectives on the Relationship Between Endogenous Opioids and Religious Healing

3:30  JUNE ANNE ENGLISH Birthing Those Babies: The Future of American Midwifery

3:45  GEORGE M GUILMET (Poquet Sound) Health Future of the Puyallup Tribal Community

4:00  MIRIAM S CHAIKEN (Kenya, Africa) Health Care and Development Perspectives: A Case Study from Western Kenya


4:30  Discussant: KAREN ITO (Health Officers Association of California)

4:45-

5:00  Discussion

---

4-069  POSSIBILITIES AND PROBLEMS IN PRIMARY HEALTH CARE AND HEALTH DEVELOPMENT

Chair: MARGARET CONNORS (Massachusetts-Amherst)

3:00  MARGARET CONNORS Anthropological Perspectives on the Concept of Illness: Making Health Education Culturally Appropriate

3:15  ROLAND A FOULKES (UC-Berkeley) Community Participation in Primary Health Care: Myth, Reality, or Panacea? (The Republic of Botswana as a Case Study)

3:30  LYNN M MORGAN (UC-Berkeley) The Politics of Health in Costa Rica

3:45  SANDRA D LANE (UC-San Francisco) The Ecology of Trachoma in the Egyptian Delta

4:00  DEBRA A SCHUMANN (Johns Hopkins) Anthropology and Epidemiology: New Designs for Interdisciplinary Research

4:15-

4:30  Discussion

---

4-070  MARITIME JAPAN IN THE EIGHTIES

Chair: THOMAS SULLY (Brigham Young)

3:15  JACKSON BAILEY (Earlham) Fishing, Aquaculture and Tourism: Marine Development in a Tohoku Community

3:30  DOLORES MARTINEZ (Oxford) Ritual and Fishing in a Japanese Village

3:45  ROBERT J MARRA (Pittsburgh) Dilemmas Facing Japan's Offshore Fisheries

4:00  JACQUETTA HILL and DAVID W PLATH (Illinois) High-touch Fisheries in a High-Tech Era: Marine Viability in Shima

4:15-

4:30  Discussant: M ESTELLIE SMITH (SUNY-Oswego)

---

4-071  SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY

Chair: THOMAS BLAKELY (Brigham Young)

1:30  RITA WEISINGER (George Washington) No Gut, No Glory: The Need for More Applied Cultural Anthropologists to Contribute to International Development
ANITA SPRING (Florida) Dimensions of Agricultural Development at the Household Level in Malawi

JOHN J CURRY (Swaziland Cropping Systems Project) Socioeconomic Aspects of Farmer Identification in Swaziland

Break

EDWARD ROBINS (USAID) The Rwanda Social and Institutional Profile (SIP): A Methodology for Social Action

MARIO D ZAMORA (Trondheim) Innovation and Response: The Case of a Successful Philippine Cooperative


Discussant: THOMAS BLAKELY

Discussion
The following indexes scientific sessions by general topic, including ethnic groups and especially geographic regions where groups are located. It is not an index of individual papers, but a guide to sessions treating these topics. It should also be noted that this index is largely compiled from keywords supplied by authors; this accounts for some inconsistencies in coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Reference Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abilities</td>
<td>1-068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>2-077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic language</td>
<td>2-031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acculturation</td>
<td>4-013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>1-064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation</td>
<td>1-021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adat practices</td>
<td>0-027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>4-044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult-child relations</td>
<td>3-059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced society</td>
<td>4-013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>3-007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advocacy</td>
<td>1-061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic anthropology</td>
<td>1-014, 2-062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>2-002, 2-056, 3-064, 4-038, 4-062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>1-014, 1-016, 1-031, 1-032, 1-069, 1-071, 1-077, 2-002, 2-009, 2-061, 3-001, 3-013, 3-017, 3-021, 3-022, 3-055, 3-070, 3-073, 3-078, 3-081, 4-013, 4-023, 4-030, 4-035, 4-037, 4-046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa/Old World prehistory</td>
<td>3-021, 3-073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa/USA</td>
<td>2-024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African anthropology</td>
<td>1-014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African archaeology</td>
<td>2-061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Diaspora/Caribbean</td>
<td>1-031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African famine</td>
<td>1-016, 1-071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African foragers</td>
<td>2-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Iron Age</td>
<td>1-032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African religion</td>
<td>2-002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African studies</td>
<td>1-015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afrikaner anthropology</td>
<td>1-031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Americans</td>
<td>1-004, 4-057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Asian cultures</td>
<td>4-051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age/sex composition</td>
<td>3-065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression</td>
<td>1-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging 1-002, 1-009, 2-063, 3-030, 3-032, 3-062, 4-034, 4-053, 4-056</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging and status</td>
<td>4-056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging women</td>
<td>4-034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrarian reform</td>
<td>3-003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrarian structure</td>
<td>4-015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural anthropology</td>
<td>3-074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural development</td>
<td>1-071, 4-010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural ecology</td>
<td>0-020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural evolution</td>
<td>2-052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural policy</td>
<td>3-074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural production</td>
<td>3-070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural research</td>
<td>1-071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture 1-071, 3-018, 3-074, 3-083, 4-005, 4-027, 4-045, 4-046, 4-051</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS 0-018, 1-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akan/Ghana</td>
<td>2-024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama</td>
<td>4-022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska 0-017, 3-067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska native</td>
<td>4-004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol 2-060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol use</td>
<td>0-018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algonquian languages</td>
<td>1-079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algonquian studies</td>
<td>0-019, 1-021, 1-058, 3-076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algonquians 1-021, 3-076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation in the workplace</td>
<td>1-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative education</td>
<td>2-071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon 0-012, 2-028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazonian Indians</td>
<td>2-028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazonian languages</td>
<td>3-012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity 0-022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amerasians 3-064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American: See also US</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American adolescents 2-016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American culture 0-022, 1-062, 1-069, 2-016, 2-054B, 3-067, 4-020, 4-025, 4-051, 4-057, 4-062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American English</td>
<td>3-016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American food intake</td>
<td>2-016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indians 0-013, 0-026, 1-014, 1-058, 1-077, 1-079, 2-033, 2-071, 3-011, 3-012, 3-017, 4-002, 4-023, 4-067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian education 2-071, 4-004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian languages 0-013, 0-028, 1-023, 1-079, 2-027, 2-075, 3-012, 3-019, 3-077, 4-022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian socialization 2-033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Jewry 4-014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American marriage</td>
<td>1-067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Midwest</td>
<td>2-026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American North</td>
<td>2-078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American society</td>
<td>4-030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Southwest</td>
<td>4-047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American studies</td>
<td>1-013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic</td>
<td>Pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans abroad</td>
<td>3-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogy</td>
<td>1-032, 3-030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of settlement</td>
<td>2-017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical techniques</td>
<td>3-027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Mesopotamia</td>
<td>2-017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Near East 2-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andalusia 3-013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andaman Islands 4-052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean archaeology 2-067, 3-019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean pastoralism</td>
<td>1-022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean states 1-022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean studies 1-022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andean women 0-015B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andes 0-015B, 0-017, 1-020, 1-022, 2-024, 2-028, 2-067, 2-070, 2-073, 3-012, 3-015, 3-019, 3-079, 4-005, 4-018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropological methods 4-020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropological poetics 2-066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropological theory 1-021, 1-080, 2-012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology 0-015A, 2-069, 2-077, 3-025, 3-071, 4-013, 4-038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology and education 1-081, 3-069, 4-025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology and literature 4-030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology and social change 4-069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology in business 1-070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of children 3-059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of dance 1-059, 4-057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of deviance 4-025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of education 1-068, 3-069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of gender 3-013, 3-082</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of knowledge 1-029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of power 3-070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of women 1-006, 4-010, 4-055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology of work 3-083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropometry 3-030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticlericalism 1-008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antievolutionism 1-083</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalachia 1-068, 1-082, 2-028, 3-059, 4-013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied 1-025, 1-064, 2-057, 4-053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied anthropology 0-018, 1-021, 1-025, 1-070, 2-006, 2-030, 4-004, 4-020, 4-053, 4-058, 4-067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied medical anthropology 4-069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied research 1-070, 2-030, 4-053</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arawak/Bahamian archaeology 0-016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arawakan languages 3-012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeo/ethnohistory 3-066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological ceramic analysis 0-020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological site formation 3-073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological sites 3-028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeological theory 2-004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology 0-016, 0-020, 2-026, 2-061, 3-002, 3-019, 3-021, 3-027, 3-036, 3-073, 3-079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology and language 3-019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology of Central America 0-020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeometallurgy 1-032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeometrical analysis 2-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeozoology 3-021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic Greece 3-008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture 4-040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archives, photo 1-077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic 1-021, 3-011, 4-030</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armenians 3-064</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art 1-014, 2-056, 2-066, 3-007, 4-038</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art history 1-014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artesians 4-006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruba 0-014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia 2-020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian medicine 3-067</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilation 3-001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistance programs 4-058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associations 4-040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aswan high dam 2-028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athabaskans 1-021</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audiovisuals 2-023A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia 2-003, 4-052</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian aborigines 4-023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australopithecus 4-060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority 3-008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority patterns 4-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocracy 3-008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avocation 4-040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azores 1-017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aztecs 0-021, 2-025, 2-072, 3-008, 3-066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboons 1-009, 1-076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas 2-076, 4-035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balkans 4-047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BaMbull (pygmies) 3-073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamum (Cameroon) 1-077</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh 3-074, 4-032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptists, 1-084</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bars 0-018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic needs 0-015B</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basques 2-005, 3-022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bavaria/United States 3-070</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior 0-019, 1-076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral development 1-076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral endocrinology 2-014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief systems 1-004, 3-007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief systems (medical) 4-025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs about food 2-016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize 0-014, 1-031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biblical paradigm 0-019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingualism 0-028</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual education 1-081, 2-031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biocultural research 2-014, 3-065</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biography 1-058</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological anthropology 1-005, 1-009, 1-076</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological variation 3-009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipedalism 4-060</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth control 4-032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks 4-008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black adolescents 1-081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black family/inter-ethnic relations 4-002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black performance 4-057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blindness 2-023B, 2-054A, 4-020</td>
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Nutrition 0-011, 0-015B, 0-017, 2-016, 2-057, 3-018, 3-021, 3-030, 4-067
Nutritional anthropology 0-011, 0-017, 1-016, 2-016, 2-076, 3-004, 4-020
Nutritional deficiency 2-016
Nuttall, Zelia 4-002

Oaxaca 1-073, 4-028, 4-064
Obesity 1-028, 2-016
Obligation 1-013
Occupational community 4-030
Occupational stress 2-063
Occupations 3-062
Oceania 0-011, 1-081, 3-031
Ojibwe language 1-079
Old age and aging 3-062
Old World 2-061, 3-021, 3-073
Old World archaeology 2-061, 4-047
Old World monkeys 1-009
Older women 4-034
Olfaction 1-005
Onchocerciasis 1-071
Oppositional dualism 0-021
Optimal foraging 4-047
Oral hermeneutics 2-012
Oral history 3-031
Oral rehydration 1-028
Oral tradition 1-021, 2-025, 4-017, 4-029, 4-054
Orangutans 1-076
Organization of work 4-027, 4-045
Organizational communication 4-040
Organizational culture 4-017, 4-053
Organizational development 1-025
Orientalism 2-055
The "Other" 1-026, 1-066
Otomanguean languages 3-019
Outreach 2-069
Overseas Indians 2-020
Overweight 4-051
Ovulatory frequency 3-065
Oxygen isotopes 2-061
Pacific Islands 1-007, 2-003
Pai Yao 4-018
Paiute-Shoshone of the Great Basin 1-077
Pakistan 3-067
Paleoanthropology 2-061, 3-021, 3-073, 4-011, 4-060
Paleoclimate 2-026, 2-067, 3-021
Paleodemography 2-063
Paleoecology 4-011
Paleoenvironments 2-061
Paleolithic archaeology 2-061, 4-047
Paleopathology 0-020, 2-063, 3-014, 3-030
Paleophysiology 2-063
Panama 3-077, 4-015
Panara 2-019
Papua New Guinea 0-024, 1-005, 1-007, 1-018, 1-057, 2-003, 2-009, 3-024, 3-026, 3-031, 3-065, 4-018, 4-052, 4-057
Paradigm 4-038
Paradox 2-062
Parental care 1-009, 1-076
Parenthood 3-059
Parents and schools 4-008
Parsons, Elsie C 4-002
Particularism 1-064
Pastoralism 1-071, 2-017, 3-021, 3-035, 3-055
Patient compliance 1-069
Patient role 0-015A
Peasantry 0-012, 1-007, 1-030, 4-018, 4-027, 4-046
Pedagogy 1-061, 3-025
Peer-relations 3-059
Pennsylvania 0-019
Penutian languages 0-013
Perception 3-071
Performance 2-013, 2-056, 3-012, 3-017, 4-006, 4-057
Personal narrative 3-058
Personhood 3-022
Peru 0-012, 0-015B, 0-017, 2-009, 2-057, 2-070, 3-003, 4-026, 4-045, 4-055, 4-069
Peruvian Amazon 4-045
Petty commodity production 4-027
PhD 3-028
Phenomenology 1-064, 1-074
Philadelphians 3-009
Philippines 2-056, 3-003, 3-081
Philosophy 1-064, 1-083, 2-066, 4-038
Phonology 0-013, 2-025, 4-022
Photography 1-077, 2-068
Physician compliance 3-026
Physician/patient interaction 1-069
Piece work 4-017
Pigs 1-007
Pilgrimage 2-060, 4-050
Piman languages 0-013
Place 3-061
Plains Indians (North America) 1-059
Planning 1-025
Plant food processing 3-021
Play 2-062
Plio-Pleistocene 2-061
Pluralism (worldview) 1-031
Poetics 2-066, 3-061
Point of view 0-024
Poland 1-019, 2-016
Policy 2-016, 3-074, 4-020, 4-053, 4-058
Policy assessment 3-074
Policy/program development 4-053
Polish refugees 4-058
Political anthropology 0-012, 0-014, 0-021, 0-023, 1-002, 1-019, 1-022, 1-025, 1-031, 2-003, 2-010, 3-008, 3-011, 3-024, 3-032, 3-070, 3-081, 4-013, 4-020, 4-026, 4-044, 4-057
Political aspirations 3-022
Political change 4-066
Political culture 0-009, 2-055
Political deception 4-062
Political economy 1-030, 1-031, 1-057, 1-060, 1-075, 1-082, 2-020, 2-052, 2-059, 2-070, 3-013, 3-016, 3-022, 3-078, 3-083, 4-016, 4-018, 4-020, 4-049
Political economy of health 1-082
Political economy of language 3-016, 4-016
Political encapsulation 0-009
Political history 4-016
Political ideology 1-013, 3-008
Political organization 3-008, 4-005
Political power 2-005
Political roles of women 3-035
Political strategies 4-026
Politics 0-023, 1-019, 2-059, 3-024, 3-067, 4-045
Pollution concepts 2-072
Polynesia 3-013, 3-057, 3-061, 3-082
Popular culture 1-008, 1-077
Popular practice 2-055
Popular realism 4-054
Population and political anthropology 4-044
Population genetics 3-009
Population policy 4-032
Portuguese 3-016, 4-046
Postcolonial societies 2-055
Post-industrialism 3-001
Postclassic states 3-002
Postpartum depression 3-026
Poststructuralism 4-027
Pottery 2-017, 3-019, 3-027, 3-066, 3-079, 4-048
Power 0-014, 1-022, 1-060, 2-005, 2-073, 3-016, 4-016, 4-017, 4-055
Practice 4-025
Practicing anthropology 1-025, 2-030, 3-069, 4-064
Pragmatics 1-027
Praxis 0-023, 1-060
Pre-pottery Neolithic 8 Levant 1-032
Precollege anthropology 2-030
Predation 1-009
Prediction 1-016
Pregnancy 2-057
Prehistoric ecology 2-026
Prehistoric economies 3-002
Prehistoric Europe 3-027
Prehistoric social organization 3-027
Prenatal environment 2-014
Presbytis entellus 1-009
Prestige 3-022
Presuppositions 4-049
Preterm infants 4-043
Primary health care 3-015, 4-069
Primatology 1-009, 1-033, 1-076
Prison schools 2-006
Processual anthropology 2-015
Producing "tradition" 3-068
Production and reproduction 4-023
Professional ethnopsychiatry 1-029
Professionalism 3-028
Proletarianization 4-006
Pronominal reference 3-058
Prosody 1-068
Protest movements 2-011
Protestantism 2-013, 4-049
Proximate cues 1-009
Psychiatric anthropology 3-020, 3-082
Psychiatry 3-069, 4-033
Psychoanalysis 1-005, 3-020, 4-033
Psychological anthropology 0-019, 0-021, 1-005, 1-014, 1-082, 3-020, 3-072, 3-082, 4-056
Psychosocial studies 4-012, 4-058
Psychosomatic illness 1-028
Psychosomatics 1-029
Public policy 4-032
Public symbols 2-074
Public understanding of anthropology 2-069
Public/private 0-014, 3-007, 3-035
Publication 2-069
Puerto Ricans 2-057
Quakerism 2-068
Quartz 3-073
Quebec 2-055, 4-020
Quechua language 3-012
Pregnancy 2-057
Question of the subject 4-027
Quichua (Canelos) 2-073
Race 0-009, 1-031, 1-081
Racelessness 1-081
Radical pedagogy 1-061
Railroad operations 4-055
Rajasthan and Kerala 3-065
Rationality 2-020
Reading 1-068
Reciprocity 1-022
Reconstruction 2-075
Reevaluation of works 1-080
Referentiality 2-012
Reflexive anthropology 3-034, 3-075
Reflexivity 2-015, 4-050
Refugee health 1-004
Refugee relief 1-016
Refugee resettlement 3-064
Refugees 1-004, 1-016, 2-006, 2-070, 3-064, 4-058
Regional analysis 4-028
Regionalism 3-024, 3-061, 3-083
Relational logic 1-013
Relations of exchange 4-052
Relations of production 1-060, 3-011
Relationships 4-055
Relicence 3-025
Religion 0-012, 0-023, 1-005, 1-006, 1-008, 1-018, 1-026, 1-084, 2-002, 2-003, 2-025, 2-058, 2-072, 3-004, 3-022, 3-024, 3-076, 3-082, 4-036, 4-050
Religion and architecture 2-068
Religion and cosmology 4-050
Religion and ritual (local Islamic) 2-002
Religion and society 1-031
Religious accommodation 0-029
Religious change 0-009, 1-084, 4-035
Religious devotions 1-084
Religious endowment 2-020
Religious healing 4-067
Religious ideology and social change 4-035
Religious minority 3-022
Religious movements 1-006
Repatriation 2-010
Replacement 4-052
Replication studies 3-027
Representation 1-002, 1-026, 1-066
Representation of self 4-012
Reproduction 1-009, 1-076, 2-023B, 2-057, 3-026, 3-065, 4-032, 4-043, 4-052
Reproduction and exchange 4-052
Reproductive health 2-057, 4-043
Reproductive patterns 0-015B
Reproductive strategies 1-076, 3-009
Reproductive success 3-065
Research 0-015A, 2-014, 2-015, 3-069, 4-002, 4-023
Research ethics 3-028
Research methodology 0-026, 1-016, 2-014, 4-052
002
Research triangulation 4-069
Research utilization 4-053
Researcher/practitioner relationships 4-053
Reservation life 2-027
Resettlement 1-016, 2-010, 4-026, 4-058
Resettlement of refugees 4-058
Residence 4-003, 4-018
Residue studies 3-027
Resistance 0-009
Resource allocation 4-056
Resource use 4-045
Respect and politeness 1-027
Responsibility 1-064
Retirement 4-009
Retirement communities 4-056
Returnees to Judaism 1-006
Reversal 2-066
Revitalization movements 1-003, 1-006, 4-035, 4-050, 4-062
Revolution 0-012, 1-074, 4-023
Rhesus monkeys 1-009
Rhetoric of ethnography 1-026
Rhetorical structure 1-023, 3-008
Riegelhaupt, Joyce 1-008
Rights 4-043
Rioting 3-081
Rise of the state 3-011
Risk perceptions 3-004
Risk reduction 2-010
Rites of passage 4-007
Ritual 0-027, 1-030, 1-031, 1-084, 2-052, 2-060, 2-073, 3-036, 3-076, 4-024, 4-036, 4-040, 4-051, 4-070
Ritual and politics 2-002
Ritual change 1-066, 2-060
Ritual drama 2-009
Ritual experience 1-018
Ritual in socioeconomic and political context 4-054
Ritual process 0-021
Ritualized march 3-022
Role ambiguity 3-075
Role behavior 4-034
Role formation 4-034
Role identity theory 4-033
Role patterning 4-034
Role support 4-033
Roles 2-033
Romania 4-057
Routineization in speech 1-027
Rural 4-015, 4-034
Rural health care 3-004, 3-067
Rural industry 2-017, 3-080
Rural political economy 4-010
Rural to urban migration 4-046
Rural US 4-051
Saami ethnography 3-028
Sahel 1-071
Salishan languages 2-027
Samoa 1-027, 2-076
Sanctuary 2-070
Sapir, Edward 2-066, 3-019
Satellite 1-016, 2-010
Satire 2-005
Scandinavia 4-056
Scarlet ware pottery 2-017
School dropouts 4-009
School success 1-081
Schools 1-081, 4-008, 4-009, 4-039
Science 2-066, 4-016, 4-020, 4-038, 4-050
Scientific analyses 2-017
Scientific creationism 1-083
Scotland 1-030
Seasonality 2-061
Secrecy in anthropological research 3-028
Security in male self-image 1-078
Sedentarization 3-055
Segmentation 3-061
Selective choice 4-004
Self 0-019, 0-027, 1-005, 1-018, 1-065, 1-067, 2-056
Self-help 3-026, 3-064
Self-reliance 4-008
Self-understanding 1-067
Semantics 2-075
Seminotics 1-062, 1-065, 2-066, 3-071
Senegal 2-006, 3-016, 3-059
Senoufo 4-046
Sense of problem 1-058
Sepik 1-057, 3-022
Serbia 4-054
Serial monogamy 2-014
Service delivery 4-058
Settlement patterns 0-016, 0-020, 4-003, 4-047
Sex ratio 1-009
Sex roles 0-010, 2-019, 4-010
Sex/gender systems 1-078
Sexual behavior 1-076, 2-014
Sexual development 1-076, 2-014
Sexual dimorphism 1-062, 2-019, 2-063, 4-060
Sexual division of labor 3-059
Sexual selection 3-007
Sexual subordination 3-013
Sexuality 1-017, 2-014, 2-054B, 3-007, 3-013
Shakers 3-076
Shamansm 2-060, 4-052, 4-067
Shipibo 0-017
Siblings 2-078
Sicily 1-008
Sidelines 4-038
Sign languages 1-059
Singer, Milton 1-065
Siouan languages 4-022
Site formation 3-073
Site structure 0-016
Skeletal biology 2-063, 3-030
Small farmers 3-074
Small groups 4-006
Small industries 1-063
Small-scale trade 4-026
Snoqualmie Indians 3-076
Social and archaeological theory 2-004
Social anthropology 1-007, 3-008, 3-033
Social change 0-015B, 0-030, 1-061, 2-006, 2-033, 2-060, 3-004, 3-022, 3-031, 3-055, 3-067, 3-068, 3-078, 3-080, 4-005, 4-015, 4-050, 4-056, 4-064, 4-066
Social class 1-030
Social communication 4-040
Social construction 1-078, 4-039
Social control 1-069, 3-011
Social disorganization 4-035
Social environment 3-004
Social factors in disease 3-004
Social identity 1-019
Social indicators 1-016
Social inequality 2-004, 3-017
Social integration 0-023
Social interaction 1-081
Social mobility 4-055
Social movements 2-011, 2-054B, 4-067
Social network 3-001
Social organization 0-029, 1-015, 2-024, 2-072, 3-013, 4-010, 4-018, 4-027, 4-040
Social politics 2-005
Social relations 0-015B, 1-013, 2-009, 2-068
Social role of foraging 0-017
Social science 1-015
Social status 4-006
Social structure 0-015A, 0-020, 1-009, 1-015, 1-073, 3-022, 3-076, 4-017, 4-069
Social support 0-010, 2-057, 3-026
Social text and identity 4-050
Social theory 2-004, 2-073, 4-025
Social transformations 4-007
Social/cultural control 3-033
Socialist development 1-019
Socialization 0-028, 1-009, 1-081, 3-059, 4-012
Sociocultural change 0-027, 1-057, 2-033, 3-070, 4-017
Sociocultural evolution 0-021
Socioeconomic change 1-057, 4-045
Socioeconomic development 0-012, 1-016, 1-032, 2-003, 2-010, 2-017, 3-035, 3-065, 3-074, 3-078, 4-005, 4-026, 4-046, 4-064, 4-066
Sociolinguistics 0-028, 1-062, 2-031, 2-075, 3-012, 3-016, 3-058, 3-075
Sociopolitical change 0-015B
Sociopolitical organization 1-022
Sociopolitical strategies 4-024
Somalia 1-001, 1-016
Sororal polygyny 1-033
Soup kitchens 3-032
South Africa 1-031
South America 0-014, 1-065, 2-019, 2-070, 2-073, 3-008, 3-012, 3-033
South Asia 1-029, 1-065, 2-056, 3-019, 3-061, 3-067, 4-044, 4-046
South Kalimantan 2-068
South Pacific 3-031
Southeast Asia 0-009, 0-016, 2-020, 2-052, 3-007, 3-064, 4-051, 4-058
Southeast Asian refugees 4-058
Southern Africa 1-031, 3-078, 4-029
Southern African migrant labor 4-029
Southern California discourse 1-027
Southern Cone (South America) 2-070
Southern Paiute 2-010
Southwest pottery 3-019
Soviet immigrants 4-058
Soviet Union 2-006, 3-008
Spain 0-029, 1-008, 1-078, 2-005, 3-005, 3-013, 3-079, 3-080, 3-083, 4-006
Spanish America 3-015
Spatial orientation 1-059
Speaking 0-014
Special education in Sweden 1-017
Speck, Frank G 1-058
Speech arts 0-014, 3-056
Speech economy 2-013
Speech genres 2-013
Spirit mediumship 1-018, 4-050
Spirit possession 4-036
Spiritism 0-012
Spirits 2-056
Spiritual conquest 4-054
Spock, Dr 3-069
Squatters 2-011
Sri Lanka 1-070, 3-024, 3-081
Stable isotopes 2-063
Staff education 4-053
State formation 0-023, 1-020, 1-075, 3-011
State policy 4-026
State/local societies 0-021, 1-075, 2-017
State/local relationships 0-009, 3-074, 4-015, 4-026
Statistics 2-077
Status 2-033, 3-022
Status hierarchies 4-044
Status-conflict 3-075
Stereotypes 0-021
Stigma 0-018, 1-017, 4-025
Stigma and EMR 1-017
Storage 4-047
Strange 2-066
Stratification 0-021, 4-028
Stress 1-069, 4-001, 4-012, 4-063
Strontium 4-047
Structuralism 1-064, 2-009, 3-031, 3-061, 4-018
Structure and history 1-074
Student recruitment 3-025
Style/function 0-016
Sub-Saharan Africa 4-010
Subarctic 1-021
Subculture 1-073, 3-025
Subfields 3-071
Topical, Ethnic, and Geographic Index of Sessions

Subjectivity/objectivity 3-062
Subordination 0-013
Subsistence stress 2-010
Successful aging 4-056
Sudan 1-016, 3-030, 3-055, 4-010
Sudanese Nubians 3-030
Sudanese women 4-010
Suicide 4-012
Sulawesi (Indonesia) 0-027
Sumatra 0-009
Sun 2-026
Survival 1-063, 3-081
Sweden 1-017
Swidden agriculture 2-028
Swidden-wet rice relations 2-052
Symbolic anthropology 0-012, 0-027, 0-029, 1-002, 1-006, 1-026, 1-030, 1-064, 1-078, 1-084, 2-009, 2-055, 2-056, 2-072, 2-073, 3-017, 3-067, 3-082, 4-036, 4-057, 4-063
Symbolic archaeology 0-016
Symbolic production 2-014
Symbolism 1-007, 1-018, 2-074, 3-007, 3-022, 3-070, 4-017, 4-054, 4-057
Symbolism in everyday life 3-068
Synchronic linguistics 4-022
Syntax 1-079, 2-027, 4-022
Syrian Jews 4-014
System integration 4-066
Taboos 3-026
Tahiti 1-007
Taiwan 2-024
Tanzania 4-008, 4-026
Taos Pueblo 3-076
Taphonomy 3-073
TBA training 3-015
Teacher attitudes 1-068
Teacher initiation rites 3-059
Teacher-child relations 3-059
Teaching anthropology 2-069, 3-025, 4-013
Technical change 4-046
Technological and stylistic development 2-017
Technology 2-017, 4-043
Technology and change 1-032
Teenage parenting 4-063
Teenage pregnancy 4-008
Teeth 3-030
Telecourses 3-025
Television 1-014, 2-069, 3-025, 4-040
Testing 1-015, 1-068
Testosterone 3-065
Tewa grandmothers 2-033
Text analysis 1-023, 1-079
Textiles 4-005
Thai Buddhism 3-016
Thailand 1-004, 2-002, 3-016
Theory 0-011, 0-022, 1-008, 1-031, 1-073, 2-021, 3-072, 4-025, 4-038
Therapeutic discourse 2-012
Third World anthropology 4-051
Tibet 4-056
Time 2-021, 4-001, 4-054
Time-binding 1-026
Tlaxcalan history 4-054
Tobacco/cigarettes 1-082
Tone 0-013
Tongans in Utah 2-068
Total institutions 2-006
Tourism 2-060, 4-024, 4-035
Trade 2-020
Traders 4-026
Tradition/modernization 2-060
Traditional medicine 3-015, 3-067, 4-010
Training 2-069, 3-069
Transcultural health 4-030
Transcultural nursing 0-015A
Transhumant pastoralism 4-047
Transition and change 4-014
Transitivity 0-013
Translation 1-064, 2-066
Transsexuals 3-082
Tribal identity 1-026
Trinidad 1-031
Truth 4-062
Tuka movement 1-074
Turkey 1-019
Turks 1-084
Turn-taking 1-026
Twins 4-001
Typology 3-012
Tzotzil-Maya (Mexico) 0-028, 2-013
Uganda 1-001
Unacculturated societies 3-026
Uncertainty 4-038
Unconscious meaning 2-062
Underclass 3-032
Underdevelopment 2-073
Undergraduate curriculum materials 4-023
United States 1-003, 1-030, 2-006, 2-016, 2-030, 2-054B, 3-068, 4-006, 4-007, 4-012, 4-013, 4-024, 4-034 (See also US)
Universals 2-056
University of Pennsylvania 0-019, 1-058, 1-080, 3-069
Unmarried elderly woman 4-056
Urban Africa 4-026
Urban anthropology 0-011, 0-029, 1-003, 1-059, 1-063, 1-073, 2-011, 2-028, 2-057, 2-074, 3-013, 3-024, 3-032, 4-015, 4-026, 4-056, 4-058, 4-064
Urban economy 2-074, 4-010
Urban ethnicity 3-022
Urban folklore 3-032
Urban horticulture 4-010
Urban migrants 4-003
Urban planning 1-025
Urban United States 4-020, 4-051
Urban workers 4-014
Urbanization 1-007, 1-073, 2-074, 3-001
US agriculture 2-068, 3-074
US communities 2-068
US ethnography 0-022, 1-013, 3-068, 4-007, 4-020
US faculty 4-001
US health policy 3-026
US Jews 1-006
US minorities 4-056
US Southwest 3-076, 4-024
Utah 2-068, 3-009
Uto-Aztecan languages 0-013

Values 2-019, 2-073, 3-064, 4-038, 4-049, 4-056
Vanuatu (Melanesia) 1-027
Variability 2-075
Verb morphology 0-013
Verbal art 2-056
Verbal genres 1-062
Vervet monkeys 1-076
Videotape 2-023A, 2-068
Vietnam War 4-025
Vietnamese 3-064, 4-058
Vietnamese refugees 3-062
Vietnamese-American ethnicity 2-076
Violence 3-081
Visual anthropology 1-077, 2-009, 2-013, 2-068, 4-029, 4-057
Visual arts 1-014
Visual imagery 1-073
Voiceless vowels 0-013
Volcanic eruptions 2-026
Voluntarism 4-012

Wage earning women 4-014
Warfare 0-021, 4-001, 4-054
Warning 1-016
Weaning 1-009
Weber, Max 2-020
Weddings 2-060
West Africa 2-055, 4-010, 4-026, 4-037, 4-046, 4-062, 4-069
West African archaeology 1-032
West Asia 1-020
West Bank 1-066
West Virginia 3-078

Western Europe 3-068, 4-018
Western technology 2-055
Whorf, Benjamin L 1-065, 2-066
Wichita 2-075
Widowhood/divorce 4-034
Witchcraft 1-018, 4-064
Women 1-006, 1-007, 1-030, 2-020, 2-024, 2-054B, 2-057, 3-007, 3-013, 3-035, 3-055, 3-068, 4-002, 4-005, 4-010, 4-023, 4-034, 4-036, 4-037, 4-048, 4-055, 4-066
Women and children 0-017
Women and economic development 1-063, 4-010
Women and health 1-069, 3-067
Women anthropologists 4-002
Women small-scale traders 4-026
Women and power 3-013, 4-055
Women's rituals 3-068
Women's roles 3-082, 4-047, 4-066
Women's studies 4-014, 4-037
Women's work 4-027, 4-055
Woodland Indians 1-058
Word order 3-012
Work 2-028, 3-035, 3-055, 3-068, 4-001, 4-020, 4-048, 4-055
Work and family 4-051
Work culture 4-017
Work stress and illness 4-001
Workers 0-014, 4-054
World systems 4-027, 4-028
World view 1-021, 2-028, 2-066, 4-049
Writing 1-026, 1-074
Writing for laymen 2-069
Wyoming prehistory 4-047

Xingu 2-019
Xochiquetzal 2-025

Yangorou Boiken 1-057
Yoruba 2-002, 4-026
Youth movement 4-063
Yucatec Maya 4-012, 4-016, 4-027, 4-056
Yugoslavia 0-021, 3-009, 3-013
Yuman languages 2-075

Zooarchaeology 2-017, 3-073, 4-047
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NEW FROM OKLAHOMA

IN THE SHADOW OF THE PYRAMIDS
Egypt During the Old Kingdom
By Jaromir Malek and Werner Forman
Stunning color photographs bring to life the world of ancient Egypt. 120 color photographs. 9 x 11 3/4 $22.50

ATLAS OF GREAT LAKES INDIAN HISTORY
Edited by Helen Hornbeck Tanner
A truly definitive work, with 33 color maps, some printed in as many as five colors, tracing the movements of Great Lakes tribes from 1640 to 1870. Volume 174 in The Civilization of the American Indian Series. 74 illustrations. 33 color maps. 9 x 12
$57.50 prepub. $65.00 after Dec. 31

MOUNTAIN PEOPLE
Edited by Michael Tobias
18 color plates. 73 b & w illustrations. maps. 9 x 12
$29.95

TRADITIONAL PAPERMAKING AND PAPER CULT FIGURES OF MEXICO
By Alan R. Sandstrom and Pamela Elfrein Sandstrom
14 color plates. 200 b & w illustrations. map. $24.95

Available Again from the Society for Visual Anthropology

HANDBOOK for PROXEMIC RESEARCH
by EDWARD T. HALL

This handbook details Hall's methodology for proxemic research. It includes computer programs, illustrations about the placement of cameras and observers, and an extensive bibliography.

Part One, which contains sections that are theoretical in nature, suggests ways of handling some of the complexity of nonverbal communication situations.

Part Two, which is technical and procedural, is devoted to descriptions of how to use the proxetic notation system, record keeping, coding, etc.

$8.00 ($6.00 for members) 1974, 124 pages

Please enclose payment, in US funds, with all orders. Send orders to: American Anthropological Association, 1703 New Hampshire Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20009. Bookstores and others wishing to place bulk orders should write to AAA for information.
The University of Arizona Press invites you to stop by and see . . .

Fadwa El Guindi: The Myth of Ritual
Clifton Kroeber & Bernard Fontana: Massacre on the Gila
Larry Evers & Felipe Molina: Yaqui Deer Songs
Henry Sumner Maine: Ancient Law
Jane & Kenneth Hill: Speaking Mexicano
Peter Stromberg: Symbols of Community
Thomas McGuire: Politics and Ethnicity on the Rio Yaqui
Muriel Thayer Painter: With Good Heart
Emil W. Haury's Prehistory of the American Southwest

The University of Arizona Press
1615 E. Speedway, Tucson AZ 85719

Mokil, a coral atoll in the Eastern Caroline Islands (Ponape District) was studied in 1947 by Joseph Weckler and Conrad Benzel under the auspices of the Coordinated Investigation of Micronesian Anthropology project. Part of the final report on Mokil was a one-hour ethnographic film. The film had only a limited release in 1950 but is now available in 16mm or videocassette.

An extraordinary film, it is organized to show the tremendous pressures that burgeoning population and growing dependence on a cash economy place upon scarce land resources. In exploring these problems and some tentative solutions to them the film touches on almost all aspects of the closed ecological setting of Mokil. Leaving the viewer with a dramatic visual understanding of life at that time of a tiny Micronesian atoll.

This film document is especially significant as a chronicle of an earlier form of a culture which has undergone pervasive changes in the 40 years since the film was made.

The film was shot by Conrad Benzel, now a professional film maker, and produced in collaboration with Mel Stann, Professor of Cinematography at the University of Southern California.

For information, please contact:
SPECIAL PURPOSE FILMS, INC.
416 Rio del Mar Blvd.
Aptos, CA 95003
(408) 688-6320

SPECIAL PURPOSE FILMS

Color, Sound, 58 minutes
Rental - $75.00
Purchase - 16mm $625.00
Videotape $425.00
(Specify format when ordering)
Primate Evolution and Human Origins
Russell L. Ciochon • John G. Fleagle

“This is a very up to date, broad ranging, and much needed volume for all courses in primate evolution and human origins.”
Clark Howell


Aldine de Gruyter
200 Saw Mill River Road • Hawthorne, NY 10532 • (914) 747-0110

Migrations in Prehistory
Inferring Population Movement from Cultural Remains
Irving Rouse $20.00

Social Origins of Distress and Disease
Depression, Neurasthenia, and Pain in Modern China
Arthur Kleinman, M.D. $22.00

American Indians, Time, and the Law
Native Societies in a Modern Constitutional Democracy
Charles F. Wilkinson $18.50

Radiance from the Waters
Ideals of Feminine Beauty in Mende Art
Sylvia Ardyn Boone 40 illus. $35.00

See these and other new titles on display at the Yale University Press booth.

The Qashqa’i of Iran
Lois Beck $30.00

The Man Called Deng Majok
A Biography of Power, Polygyny, and Change
Francis Mading Deng $26.00

New Paperbounds

Tradition and Modernization
A Challenge for Law among the Dinka of the Sudan
Second Edition
Francis Mading Deng $13.95

Prehistoric Avebury
Aubrey Burl 100 illus. $12.95
CULTURAL FINDINGS

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND CULTURE
REVISED & EXPANDED ED.
THEODORA M. ABEL, RHODA METRAUX & SAM ROLL
A psychodynamically oriented overview incorporating the insights of cultural anthropology and psychology. C: $29.95 P: $15.95

ANASAZI RUINS OF THE SOUTHWEST IN COLOR
WILLIAM M. FERGUSON & ARTHUR H. ROLL
An authoritative study with detailed descriptions and over 450 photographs of all accessible Anasazi ruins. C: $40.00 P: $20.00

THE MARTYRED CITY: DEATH AND REBIRTH IN THE ANDES
ANTHONY OLIVER-SMITH
A unique ethnographic study of change and adaptation, the first to look at the effects of natural disasters from an anthropological perspective. C: $29.95 P: $14.95

VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY: PHOTOGRAPHY AS A RESEARCH METHOD
REVISED & EXPANDED ED.
JOHN COLLIER, JR. & MALCOLM COLLIER
Photography as a source of quantitative and qualitative information about human behavior and culture. C: $35.00 P: $14.95

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87131
New and Classic Works on Sex, Gender, and Reproduction

The Spirit and the Flesh
Sexual Diversity in American Indian Culture
Walter L. Williams
Certain to become a landmark, this first full-length study of the American Indian "berdache" combines historical documentation with Williams' important and controversial fieldwork.
"A major contribution to our understanding of Native American cultures as well as the burgeoning history of sexuality."
—Martin Bauml Duberman
Lehman College, City University of New York
$21.95

The Sexual Life of Savages
Bronislaw Malinowski
With a new introduction by Annette Weiner
Back in print, the classic account of courtship, marriage, and family life among the Trobrianders of British New Guinea.
$14.95 paper Available in April

The Woman in the Body
A Cultural Analysis of Reproduction
Emily Martin
Utilizing the unique results of fieldwork among American women from all classes and walks of life, The Woman in the Body explores the experiences of menstruation, childbirth, and menopause. Comparing what women themselves say with what is written about them in medical texts, Martin uncovers the metaphors of production and alienation that surround reproduction and women's bodies in American society today.
$21.95 Available in February
From Texas . . .
New and important books for anthropologists

Victoria Reifler Bricker, General Editor
SUPPLEMENT TO
THE HANDBOOK OF MIDDLE AMERICAN INDIANS
Ronald Spores, Volume Editor
Vol. 4: Ethnohistory
Covering colonial ethnohistory, a noteworthy supplement to the critically acclaimed resource on Mesoamerica. $40.00 hardcover

Munro S. Edmonson, Translator and Annotator
HEAVEN BORN MERIDA AND ITS DESTINY
The Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel
An all new English translation, extensively annotated, of a book important to all Mayanists. $37.50 hardcover

Paul Friedrich
THE PRINCES OF NARANJA
An Essay in Anthrohistorical Method
An acutely observed portrait of the strong men of the Tarascan Indian village of Naranja, the men who form the very basis of the grass-roots power structure in Mexico today. $12.95 paperback $29.95 hardcover

James Howe
THE KUNA GATHERING
Contemporary Village Politics in Panama
An illuminating look at the Kuna political system from the point of view of the town meeting at its core. $30.00 hardcover

John M. Ingham
MARY, MICHAEL, AND LUCIFER
Folk Catholicism in Central Mexico
Develops a modern semiotic and structuralist interpretation of traditional Mexican culture. $25.00 hardcover

Patricia A. Urban and Edward M. Schortman, Editors
THE SOUTHEAST MAYA PERIPHERY
A significant study, the first to deal with the Periphery as a coherent unit and the only up-to-date work on the area, complete with 55 drawings, 14 maps, 21 tables, and 3 photographs. $37.50 hardcover

Come see other new and recent books from Texas at booth #204.

University of Texas Press
BOX 7819 AUSTIN, TEXAS 78713

(512) 471-4032
VICTORIAN ANTHROPOLOGY
GEORGE W. STOCKING, JR., University of Chicago
"Engrossing...Professor Stocking has given us another masterpiece. So seminal was the part played by British thought in the birth of modern Anthropology that it fully deserved and needed such a profound and thorough study...In addition to benefiting from [his] incomparable scholarship, we marvel at recognizing in those formative years of the nineteenth century the persuasive intellectual structures which still shape our thoughts."—Claude Levi-Strauss, Honorary Professor, College de France, Paris
December 1986 448 pages ISBN 0-02-931550-6 $29.95

ALL AMERICAN WOMEN
Lines that Divide, Ties that Bind
JOHNNETTA B. COLE, Editor, Hunter College
"A rich resource...essential reading for the future we are trying to re-make for all American women."—Rayna Rapp, New School for Social Research; Editor, Toward a New Anthropology of Women "An exceptional compilation...raises critical questions that need to be addressed in women's studies today."—Bonnie Thornton Dill, Memphis State University
1986 475 pages paper ISBN 0-02-906460-0 $14.95

ANTHROPOLOGY FOR THE EIGHTIES
JOHNNETTA B. COLE, Editor

FIND THESE AND OTHER EXCEPTIONAL TITLES AT THE COMBINED BOOK EXHIBIT

TO CHARGE BOOKS BY PHONE to your VISA or MasterCard, dial toll-free 1-800-257-5755 (in NJ, AK, or HI dial direct 1-609-461-6500).

THE FREE PRESS A Division of Macmillan, Inc.
866 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10022
KILLINGS
Folk Justice in the Upper South
WILLIAM LYNWOOD MONTELL.
Montell traces here a strain of violence and death prevalent in the Upper South from the Civil War to the 1930s. 232 pages $19.00

RURAL COMMUNITY IN THE APPALACHIAN SOUTH
PATRICIA BEAVER. A close yet sympathetic analysis of social and cultural elements that create a sense of community among people of the southern Appalachians. Winner of the 1985 Appalachian Award. 200 pages $18.00

THE FAROE ISLANDS
Social Change and Cultural Continuity
JONATHAN WYLIE. Wylie creates here a vivid picture of life and affairs of state over the centuries in this stormy corner of the North Atlantic midway between Norway and Iceland. This book tells the remarkable story of the Faroes' cultural survival since their Viking settlement in the early ninth century. 272 pages $26.00

FISHER FOLK
Two Communities on Chesapeake Bay
CAROLYN ELLIS. An intimate view of everyday life in two communities in the backwaters of the Chesapeake Bay. Cut off by the water and marshes that provide their livelihood, the people of these communities have tenaciously maintained their traditional ways of life. 224 pages $20.00

THE CERAMIC INDUSTRIES OF MEDIEVAL NUBIA
WILLIAM Y. ADAMS. A two-volume, thorough and detailed study of the pottery wares made or used in medieval Nubia. Two Parts 680 pages $75.00/set

Visit us in Booth 112

All exhibit copies 40% off during convention. Inquiries and major credit card orders, phone toll free 1-800-638-3030. Send mail orders to: University Press of Kentucky, P.O. Box 1660, Hagerstown, MD 21741.
Anthropology of Contemporary Issues
A series edited by Roger Sanjek

A new volume in the series

PRAYING FOR JUSTICE
Faith, Order, and Community in an American Town
By CAROL J. GREENHOUSE. Anthropologist Carol Greenhouse offers an ethnographic study of attitudes toward conflict and law in an American town in Georgia that she calls "Hopewell"—a white, middle-class, suburban community made up largely of Southern Baptists. At the center of the local cultural construction of social order is a complex set of injunctions against conflict. The author draws connections between Hopewell and American culture and society at large. $24.95

New in paperback

CITY OF GREEN BENCHES
Growing Old in a New Downtown
By MARIA D. VESPERI. In this book, Vesper provides a complete and carefully observed picture of the elderly in St. Petersburg, Florida: the conditions of their lives, representative social programs created to provide for them, and their interaction with the city around them. $8.95 paper; $14.95 cloth

Also available in the series

THE VARIETIES OF ETHNIC EXPERIENCE
Kinship, Class, and Gender among California Italian-Americans
By MICAELA di LEONARDO. $9.95 paper; $29.95 cloth

AMERICAN ODYSSEY
Haitians in New York City
By MICHEL S. LAGUERRE. $9.95 paper; $32.50 cloth

Forthcoming in the series

RENUNCIATION AND REFORMULATION
A Study of Conversion in an American Sect
By HARRIET WHITEHEAD. "An extraordinarily original and insightful comparison of different sorts of ritualistic systems."—Clifford Geertz, The Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton. (Ready in January) $32.50

FROM WORKING DAUGHTERS TO WORKING MOTHERS
Immigrant Women in a New England Industrial Community
By LOUISE LAMPHERE. "An original and important contribution to the new scholarship on working women."—Karen Brodkin Sacks $14.95 paper; $42.50 cloth

Also of interest

LINDOW MAN
The Body in the Bog
Edited by I.M. STEAD, J.B. BOURKE, and DON BROTHWELL. In this book, 35 specialists tell the full story of Lindow Man—whose preserved body was found in a peat bog in Cheshire, England in 1984—and consider the significance of the remains for folklore, archaeology, and history $24.95

FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE
Revised Edition
By JONATHAN CULLER. $5.95 paper; $22.50 cloth

A CONCORDANCE TO DARWIN’S "THE EXPRESSION OF THE EMOTIONS IN MAN AND ANIMALS"
Edited by PAUL H. BARRETT, DONALD J. WEINSHANK, STEPHAN J. OZMINSKI, PAUL RUHLEN, and BARBARA N. BERGHAGE. $45.00

See these and other books of interest at Booth #109.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
P.O. Box 250, Ithaca, New York 14851
From the Little, Brown Collection in Anthropology

NEW EDITION!

ANTHROPOLOGY
Contemporary Perspectives
Fifth Edition
Phillip Whitten and David E.K. Hunter, editors
As in the four previous popular editions, the current, readable articles in this new edition of ANTHROPOLOGY have been carefully selected to capture students’ interest. The selections cover every major topical area of the field, and each chapter begins with an extensive introduction by the editors.

Ten of the 45 articles are new, added in response to requests from your colleagues and students. Among these new entries are “On Becoming Human,” by Boyce Rensberger; “Tracing the Origins of Human Speech,” by Jeffrey Laitman; and “Daughters of the Forest,” by Agnes Estioko-Griffin. Included are facsimile reproductions (with original illustrations) from such sources as Scientific American and Natural History, written by the world’s foremost scholars.

#382698/396 pages/paper/available in December

PEOPLE OF THE EARTH
Fifth Edition
Brian M. Fagan
Through jargon-free discussions of archaeology, climatic change, the peopling of the earth, food production, and other topics, this definitive introduction covers all geographic areas in tracing the progress of humankind as a member of the world ecological community. As in the previous editions, the Fifth Edition provides outstanding pedagogy, including chapter previews, marginal notes, chronological tables, bibliographies, plus a strong graphic program.

#273228/544 pages/paper/1986

NEW EDITION!

CONFORMITY AND CONFLICT
Readings in Cultural Anthropology
Sixth Edition
James P. Spradley and David W. McCurdy, editors
The articles in this best-selling reader, all written by well-known anthropologists and selected for their scholarship, insight, and readability, are accessible to introductory and advanced students alike. Among the 14 articles new to this edition are a selection from Elliot Liebow’s classic Tally’s Corner, as well as an article by Jack McIver Weatherford on “Cocaine and the Economic Deterioration of Bolivia.”

Built around the dual themes of order and change, the reader explores all the major topics in cultural anthropology, providing a solid foundation of key concepts. Selections are organized into traditional topical groupings that complement any core text, with informative section introductions by the editors. A careful balance of articles on non-Western and Western subcultures enables students to make their own cultural comparisons.

#807761/416 pages/paper/with Instructor’s Manual/available in November

CONTEMPORARY CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY, Second Edition
Michael C. Howard
This widely used text examines traditional topics, with special emphasis on the ecological perspective and on ways societies adapt to the evolving world order. The Second Edition includes increased attention to such topics as religion and religious art; literacy, planned linguistic change, and creating a national language; population growth in the Third World; and new material on epidemiology and Western medicine in underdeveloped nations. In addition, four new “Focus on People” essays feature discussions by working anthropologists on their own field work.

#374490/480 pages/paper/1986/with Instructor’s Manual and Test Bank

Little, Brown and Company
College Division • 34 Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02108-1493
Recently Published

Roy Wagner
Asiwinarong
Ethos, Image, and Social Power among the Usen Barok of New Ireland
$30.00

Ruth Behar
Santa Maria del Monte
The Presence of the Past in a Spanish Village
$30.00

David K. Jordan and Daniel L. Overmyer
The Flying Phoenix
Aspects of Chinese Sectarianism in Taiwan
$39.50

James T. Siegel
Solo in the New Order
Language and Hierarchy in an Indonesian City
$30.00

Edited by Jill Dubisch
Gender and Power in Rural Greece
C: $40.00. P: $9.95

Caroline B. Brettell
Men Who Migrate, Women Who Wait
Population and History in a Portuguese Parish
$30.00

Gary Wray McDonogh
Good Families of Barcelona
A Social History of Power in the Industrial Era
$22.50

Princeton 1986

Forthcoming

Ward Keeler
Javanese Shadow Plays, Javanese Selves
C: $32.50. P: $14.50

Irene Silverblatt
Moon, Sun, and Witches
Gender Ideologies and Class in Inca and Colonial Peru
C: $32.00. P: $14.95

Larissa Adler Lomnitz and Marisol Perez-Lizaur
Class, Culture, and Kinship
The History of a Mexican Elite Family
C: $37.50. P: $14.50

Hugo G. Nutini
Todos Santos in Rural Tlaxcala
A Syncretic, Expressive, and Symbolic Analysis of the Cult of the Dead
$75.00

Mary Zurbuchen
The Language of Balinese Shadow Theater
$30.00

Please visit our booth.

Princeton University Press
41 William Street, Princeton, NJ 08540
A Guide to the World's Languages
*Volume I: Classification*
Merritt Ruhlen. About $42.50

Widows in African Societies
*Choices and Constraints*
Edited by Betty Potash. $35.00

The Yolngu and Their Land
*A System of Land Tenure and the Fight for Its Recognition*
Nancy M. Williams. $35.00

Man and Land in Chinese History
*An Economic Analysis*
Kang Chao. About $30.00

The Workers of Tianjin, 1900-1949
Gail Hershatter. $37.50

Sisters and Strangers
*Women in the Shanghai Cotton Mills, 1919-1949*
Emily Honig. $37.50

Revolution Postponed
*Women in Contemporary China*
Margery Wolf. Cloth, $24.95; paper, $8.95

Longtime Californ’
*A Documentary Study of an American Chinatown*
Victor G. and Brett De Bary Nee. Cloth, $35.00; paper, $10.95

Stanford University Press
Stanford, CA 94305
Raymond C. Kelly

The Nuer Conquest
The Structure and Development of an Expansionist System

Between 1820 and 1890, the Nuer of the Nile Basin increased their territorial holdings fourfold. They accomplished this by taking the land of neighboring tribes in expressions of tribal imperialism that continued until 1928. But why? Kelly ascribes Nuer expansionism to the tribe's material needs. In his study of the Nuer, Kelly advocates an approach to the study of historical development that has broad implications for anthropological research into the relationship between social and material causes of change.

". . . a stunning work — brilliantly argued, carefully researched — of general (even critical) value to the field of cultural anthropology. . . . It is of significance also to other social sciences, notably political science and economics. Beside all this, it should evoke cries of pain from ecologists (natural and cultural), sociobiologists, materialists, and others . . . ."

— Marshall D. Sahlins

cloth 29.00/paper 12.95

David M. Schneider

A Critique of the Study of Kinship

In viewing kinship study as the product of a Western bias, Schneider challenges its use as the universal measure of the study of social structure. Using his fieldwork of Yapese society as a background for his thesis, the author critiques the claims made by kinship theorists and lays bare their false assumptions. He challenges anthropologists to let societies speak for themselves without screening them through the false perceptions of kinship theory. In the end, Schneider's work is "an attempt to clear the ground of the underbrush and confusion which," he says, "have tended to anchor anthropology in unrewarding ways."

cloth 24.00/paper 12.50

Michigan residents, include 4% sales tax

The University of Michigan Press
P.O. Box 1104 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
The new edition of *Cultural Anthropology* continues to provide the balanced, comprehensive approach that has made it the number one text in its field. Here again are the full-color portfolios and selections of original case studies by prominent anthropologists. Each chapter has been revised to include the latest perspective on significant topics, and several new case studies have been added, including “Growing Up Among the Mbuti.” The outstanding ancillary package now features a study guide.


**The Spindler Series of Case Studies in Cultural Anthropology**

**THE SAMBIA**

Ritual and Gender in New Guinea
GILBERT HERDT, University of Chicago
This is a cultural and psychological case study of gender identity and sexual development in a New Guinea Highlands society. The text shows the development of Sambia male heterosexual identity emerging from prolonged ritual homosexuality.

**THE SEBEI**

A Study in Cultural Adaptation
WALTER GOLDSCHMIDT, University of California, Los Angeles
Showing the process of social change in a tribal society under aboriginal conditions, the text examines the social consequences of a native shift from cattle pastoralism to hoe farming.
ISBN 0-03-008922-0 250 pp. (approx.) 1987

**HENDERSON, LOUISIANA**

Cultural Adaptation in a Cajun Community
MARJORIE ESMAN, Louisiana State University
This text illustrates the interplay between tradition and change in this Louisiana Cajun community.

**THE SWAZI**

A South African Kingdom
HILDA KUPER, University of California at Los Angeles
Written by the official biographer for King Sobhuza II, this is a case study based upon information collected during half a century of field research in Swaziland.

HOW TO ORDER: For examination copies, or more information on the case studies, please contact your local CBS College Publishing sales representative or write on your college letterhead to: John Yarley, Dept. B3, HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON, Box 181, Lavallette, NJ 08735. Include your course title, enrollment, and text currently in use. To expedite shipping include ISBN (International Standard Book Number) for each item required.
Barawa and the Ways
Birds Fly in the Sky
An Ethnographic Novel
Michael Jackson

Pintupi Country,
Pintupi Self
Sentiment, Place, and
Politics among Western
Desert Aborigines
Fred R. Myers

Handbook of North
American Indians
Volume 11:
Great Basin
William C. Sturtevant,
general editor
Warren L. d’Azevedo,
volume editor

Power and Knowledge
Anthropological and
Sociological Approaches
Richard Fardon, editor

The Passion of
Ansel Bourne
Multiple Personality
in American Culture
Michael G. Kenny

Independents
Declared
The Dilemmas of
Independent Trucking
Michael H. Agar

Discourse and the
Social Life of Meaning
Phyllis Pease Chock and
June R. Wyman, editors

VISIT US AT BOOTH #316!
Announcing Two New Paperbacks in the Culture, Illness and Healing Series ...

CULTURE AND RETARDATION
Life Histories of Mildly Retarded Persons in American Society
edited by L.L. Langness and Harold G. Levine, University of California at Los Angeles
1986 454 pp. paper $19.50 cloth $59.00
By studying aspects of the lives-in-context of mildly mentally retarded persons in the Los Angeles area, this volume presents a unique application of the methods of life history research. The authors explore the early life experiences of retarded individuals, their patterns of coping with — and adapting to — the demands of everyday life, and their responses to the label of retardation. Also included is an overview of life history research with this population and a discussion of how traditional concerns with anthropology are highlighted by studies with retarded and other marginal populations.

ANTHROPOLOGY AND EPIDEMIOLOGY
Interdisciplinary Approaches to the Study of Health and Disease
edited by Craig Janes, Prevention Research Center, Berkeley, California, Ron Stall, Medical Research Institute of San Francisco, and Sandra M. Gifford, Health Department, Victoria Australia
1986 353 pp. paper $24.00 cloth $69.00
As medical anthropologists begin to contribute to efforts to measure and manage behavioral risk factors, it becomes increasingly clear that anthropology and epidemiology dovetail at the nexus where behavior becomes risk. This book presents an exploration of this nexus by reporting findings from original research concerning both infectious and non-infectious diseases of the developing and the developed world. The editors hope to promote interest among anthropologists for researching problems that have been in the epidemiological domain, and thereby contribute to a truly interdisciplinary science in human health and disease.

D. Reidel Publishing Co.
Member of Kluwer Academic Publishers
101 Philip Drive • Norwell, MA 02061
An Introduction to Anthropology

Ethnology
FIFTH EDITION
Victor Barnouw
Emeritus, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

The fifth edition includes an entirely new chapter on ethnological field research methods, and greatly expanded coverage of applied anthropology in Chapter 22. A thoroughly revised illustration program includes new maps and many uncommon photographs.

1987 • 448 pages paperbound • ISBN 0-256-03386-2

In Search of the Past:
An Introduction to Archaeology
John Bower
Iowa State University

1986 • 484 pages hardbound • ISBN 0-256-02215-1

Culture and Personality
FOURTH EDITION
Victor Barnouw
Emeritus, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee

1985 • 552 pages hardbound • ISBN 0-256-03237-8

For examination copies please write or call 1-800-323-4560.
Coming in December

The Second Edition of Marvin Harris' Cultural Anthropology

The distinguished author has thoroughly revised his successful introductory text: There are three new chapters (on production, reproduction, and anthropological linguistics); new or updated discussions of many topics (from Kula revisited to Mexico’s second Green Revolution); boxes (definitions, readings, etc.); many new photos and drawings (in all, there are 200). As before, the book emphasizes everyday applications of anthropological theories and issues.


Also Available

Marvin Harris
Culture, People, Nature
An Introduction to General Anthropology
Fourth Edition

A proven text for the introductory course, it effectively integrates the four subfields of anthropology.


John E. Pfeiffer
The Emergence of Humankind
Fourth Edition

A text for any course that covers evolution, this text brings together in a single narrative major advances in finds and theory.


To request an examination copy, write to Suite 3D, Harper & Row, 10 East 53d Street, New York, NY 10022. Please include course title, enrollment, and current text.
NEW BOOKS FOR LIBERATION
From Bergin & Garvey Publishers

QUEST FOR THE REAL SAMOA
The Mead/Freeman Controversy & Beyond
Lowell D. Holmes
The realities behind the myths are uncovered in “A timely contribution to Samoan culture built through the work of successive observers each of whom enriches our knowledge.” (Catherine Bateson) $29.95

IN SEARCH OF EVE
Transsexual Rites of Passage
Anne Bolin
$14.95/$34.95

AFRO-CARIBBEAN
FOLK MEDICINE
Michel S. Laguerre
$29.95

New in Paper!
MEAD’S OTHER MANUS
Lola Romanucci-Ross
$14.95/$29.95

The Classic!
THE METHOD & THEORY
OF ETHNOLOGY
Paul Radin
$16.95/$39.95

AGING &
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Heather Strange & Michele Teitelbaum
$34.95

RECENTLY PUBLISHED
WOMEN’S WORK, Eleanor Leacock & Helen I. Safa
$16.95/$34.95

APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY, John van Willigen
$18.95/$36.95

THE NICARAGUAN REVOLUTION IN HEALTH, John M. Donahue
$29.95

Bergin & Garvey Publishers, Inc.
670 Amherst Road, South Hadley, MA 01075
Booth 323 — 20% Convention Discount
**WASHINGTON**

See these and other fine books in Booth 203

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garrick Bailey and Roberta Glenn Bailey</td>
<td>A History of the Navajos: The Reservation Years</td>
<td>Distributed for the School of American Research Press</td>
<td>Cloth, $30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Bockstoce</td>
<td>Whales, Ice, and Men</td>
<td>The History of Whaling in the Western Arctic</td>
<td>Cloth, $29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Pierre Castile, Ed.</td>
<td>The Indians of Puget Sound</td>
<td>The Notebooks of Myron Eells</td>
<td>Cloth, $40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph T. Coe</td>
<td>Lost and Found Traditions</td>
<td>Native American Art 1965–1985</td>
<td>Cloth, $35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fay G. Cohen</td>
<td>Treaties on Trial</td>
<td>The Continuing Controversy over Northwest Indian Fishing Rights</td>
<td>Cloth, $20.00 Paper, $9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Conn</td>
<td>A Persistent Vision</td>
<td>Art of the Reservation Days</td>
<td>Distributed for Denver Art Museum. Cloth, $35.00 Paper, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aldona Jonaitis</td>
<td>Art of the Northern Tlingit</td>
<td>Cloth, $30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Kirk</td>
<td>Traditions and Change on the Northwest Coast</td>
<td>The Makah, Nuu-chah-nulth, Southern Kwakiutl, and Nuxalk</td>
<td>Cloth, $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles E. Oxnard</td>
<td>Fossils, Teeth, and Sex</td>
<td>New Perspectives on Human Evolution</td>
<td>Cloth, $35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen F. Roberts and Evan M. Maurer, Editors</td>
<td>The Rising of a New Moon</td>
<td>A Century of Tabwa Art</td>
<td>Distributed for The University of Michigan Museum of Art. Paper, $39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margot Blum Schevill</td>
<td>Evolution in Textile Design from the Highlands of Guatemala</td>
<td>Distributed for the Lowie Museum of Anthropology.</td>
<td>Paper, $12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Yung</td>
<td>Chinese Women of America</td>
<td>A Pictorial History</td>
<td>Cloth, $24.95 Paper, $12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

University of Washington Press P.O. Box 50096, Seattle, Washington 98145
History of Anthropology

MALINOWSKI, RIVERS, BENEDICT, AND OTHERS

Essays on Culture and Personality
(HOA) Volume 4
Edited by George W. Stocking, Jr.

The latest volume in this series focuses on the emergence of anthropological interest in "culture and personality" during the 1920s and 1930s. It also explores the historical, cultural, literary, and biographical background of major figures associated with the movement.


also available


THE AGELESS SELF

Sources of Meaning in Late Life
Sharon Kaufman

In a compelling study, Sharon Kaufman records and presents the voices of a number of older Americans, who are encouraged to tell their life stories and relate their most personal feelings about becoming old. The pattern that emerges clashes sharply with much current gerontological thought.


ORAL TRADITION AS HISTORY

Jan Vansina

"Oral Tradition (1965) did much to establish what is now itself a subtradition in historiography. Oral Tradition as History is a revised version of that study, greatly enriched by reference to a vast amount of work done by others in the intervening two decades... A necessary addition to all serious collections in historiography and anthropological method." – Choice 1985. Cloth $22.50. Paper $9.75.

The University of Wisconsin Press
114 North Murray Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53715
The Prehistoric Native American Art of Mud Glyph Cave
Edited by Charles Faulkner

A team of archaeologists analyze the drawings found in the first mud glyph cave to be discovered in North America. 136 pages. Illustrations. $12.95

New from the University of Tennessee Department of Anthropology

Exploring Tennessee Prehistory
A Dedication to Alfred K. Guthe
Edited by Thomas R. Whyte, C. Clifford Boyd, Jr., Brett H. Riggs

These ten essays explore the postglacial prehistory of much of Middle and East Tennessee and present new research in archaeological methods, culture chronology, technology, settlement and subsistence systems, and mortuary behavior. 184 pages. $9.95 paper

Visit us in booth 211 in Philadelphia

Panama Money in Barbados, 1900-1920
Bonham C. Richardson

Using oral history and archival sources, the author analyzes the social and economic changes on Barbados caused by the migration and return migration of the 40,000 black men and women who dug the Panama Canal. 308 pages. Illustrations. $24.95

New paperback edition available in January

Forty The Age and the Symbol
Stanley Brandes

After surveying a wide range of academic and popular sources to reveal American fears that the age forty represents a dangerous developmental turning point, Brandes demonstrates that our attitudes toward aging are mainly culture bound. 168 pages. $12.95 cloth, $8.95 paper
For over 80 years, the American Sociological Association has served teachers, researchers, and practitioners with a wide variety of services, publications, programs, and our Annual Meeting. Twelve thousand members participate in the Association and receive the benefits of membership.

Now we would like to add you. Join the ASA today and enjoy these benefits:

- seven journals, the Employment Bulletin, and Footnotes
- COSSA representation
- reduced fees for teaching materials and workshops
- 25 special interest Sections
- certification at PhD and MA levels
- reduced Annual Meeting fees
- group insurance plans
- Minority Fellowship, Professional Development, and other special ASA programs
- a voice in national affairs

You look to the national organization to support your professional work. ASA looks to you to be an active member. For information about membership, use the form below or write:

American Sociological Association
1722 N Street NW
Washington, DC 20036
or call (202) 833-3410

Yes! I would like more information about the American Sociological Association.
Please send me information about:

☐ joining the Association  ☐ the Teaching Services Program  ☐ the Minority Fellowship Program
☐ certification at the _____ MA _____ PhD level  ☐ ASA publications  ☐ the next ASA Annual Meeting
☐ other (specify) ______________________________________________________________

Name ____________________________

Mailing Address _______________________

Return this form to: American Sociological Association, ATTN: Member Services, 1722 N Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036
Dennis Tedlock, Translator

**POPOL VUH**
The Mayan Book of the Dawn of Life

Winner of the PEN Poetry Translation Prize for 1985. "Dennis Tedlock's splendid version...[is] the work of a brilliant anthropologist... An event of quite exceptional importance."
—William Arrowsmith, Professor of Classics and Comparative Literature, Emory University

384 pages, $9.95

---

Marvin Harris

**WHY NOTHING WORKS**
The Anthropology of a Changing Culture
(Previously published as *America Now*)

“Marvin Harris ranges...over puzzling phenomena large and small...cutting through cultural confusion...to create a thought-provoking vision of American culture as a system.” —Time

208 pages, $7.95

---

John Egerton

**GENERATIONS**
An American Family

"Generations illustrates the power of memory and the spoken word as effectively as any work in the oral history genre."
—The Washington Post

272 pages, $8.95

---

Marvin Harris

**THE SACRED COW AND THE ABOMINABLE PIG**
Riddles of Food and Culture
(Previously published as *Good to Eat*)

"Witty and cogent, the book is packed with surprises.... A splendid book.”
—Los Angeles Times

288 pages, $6.95
Beyond History, Behind Behavior.

Death, Sex, and Fertility
Population Regulation in Pre-Industrial and Developing Societies
Marvin Harris and Eric Ross. 184 pp., $22.50

Animal Intelligence Series
— Herbert S. Terrace, General Editor —

Singular Paths
Old Men Living Alone
Robert L. Rubinstein.
Columbia Studies of Social Gerontology and Aging. Abraham Monk, General Editor. 265 pp., $30.00

Trouble in Paradise
The Suburban Transformation in America
Mark Baldassare. 251 pp., $25.00

The City and the Sign
An Introduction to Urban Semiotics
Edited by M. Gottliener and Alexandros Ph. Lagopoulos. 368 pp., $37.50

Forbidden Partners
The Incest Taboo in Modern Culture
James B. Twitchell. 288 pp., $24.95

Method and Theory for Activity Area Research
An Ethnoarchaeological Approach
Edited by Susan Kent. 624 pp., $45.00

How to Deep-Freeze a Mammoth
Björn Kurten; based on a Translation of the original work by Erik J. Friis.
160 pp., line drawings, $16.95

Prehistoric Hunter-Gatherers in Japan
Edited by Takeru Akazawa and C. Melvin Aikens. University of Tokyo Press. 220 pp., Illus., $62.50

Nim: A Chimpanzee Who Learned Sign Language
Herbert S. Terrace. A Morningside Book. 303 pp., photos, $12.50 pa, $30.00 cl

Now in paperback

A Place to Grow Old
The Meaning of Environment in Old Age

Human Culture
A Moment in Evolution
Theodosius Dobzhansky and Ernest Boesiger; Edited and Completed by Bruce Wallace; Illustrations by Hans Erni. 175 pp., $12.50 pa

Back in Print

Sala’Ilua
A Samoan Mystery
Bradd Shore. A King's Crown Paperback. 338 pp., $15.00 pa

Egypt
Touching the Land
Cassandra Vivian. The American University in Cairo Press. 176 pp., photos, $12.50 pa

For more information on these and other titles, please visit our booth #107. For adoption consideration, write on your department letterhead to request examination copies from:

Columbia University Press
136 South Broadway, Irvington, NY 10533
For 1987

The Selection is Yours...

ANTHROPOLOGY texts from
RANDOM HOUSE • ALFRED A. KNOPF

Conrad Phillip Kottak
ANTHROPOLOGY: The Exploration of Human Diversity
FOURTH EDITION
Random House • Spring 1987 • 640 pages hardbound

Conrad Phillip Kottak
CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY
FOURTH EDITION
Random House • Fall 1986 • 441 pages paperbound

Clifford J. Jolly
Fred Plog
PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND ARCHEOLOGY
FOURTH EDITION
Alfred A. Knopf • Fall 1986 • 516 pages paperbound

Ruth Whitehouse
John Wilkins
THE MAKING OF CIVILIZATION: History Discovered Through Archeology
Alfred A. Knopf • Spring 1987 • 208 pages paperbound

John Gowlett
ASCENT TO CIVILIZATION: The Archeology of Early Man
Alfred A. Knopf • 1984 • 208 pages paperbound

Conrad Phillip Kottak
ASSAULT ON PARADISE: Social Change in a Brazilian Village
Random House • 1984 • 320 pages paperbound

To order examination copies of any of these titles, please write on your departmental letterhead to: College Review Desk • RANDOM HOUSE 400 Hahn Road • Westminster, MD 21157
NEW FROM ILLINOIS

The Anthropology of Experience
Edited by Victor W. Turner and Edward M. Bruner
Illustrated. Cloth, $35.00; paper, $15.95.

Self, Sex, and Gender in Cross-Cultural Fieldwork
Edited by Tony Larry Whitehead and Mary Ellen Conaway
Cloth, $39.95; paper, $14.95.

Peasants against the State
The Politics of Market Control in Bugisu, Uganda, 1900-1983
Stephen G. Bunker
$27.50.

Gender, Culture and Empire
European Women in Colonial Nigeria
Helen Callaway
$24.95 tentative.

Moving with the Face of the Devil
The Politics of Art in a West African City
John Wallace Nunley
Illustrated. $39.95.

A Vanderbilt University Press book:

A Way of Life and Death
Three Centuries of Prussian-German Militarism: An Anthropological Approach
Emilio Willems
Paper, $12.95

See these and other titles of interest on display at the Illinois booth.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
54 E. Gregory Drive, Champaign, IL 61820
Order toll free 800/638-3030. Maryland residents phone 301/824-7300.
LILA ABU-LUGHOD
Veiled Sentiments
Honor and Poetry in a Bedouin Society $35.00 cloth

ROBERT R. ALVAREZ JR.
Familia
Migration and Adaption in Baja and Alta California 1880-1975 $27.95 cloth

VIGGO BRUN and TROND SCHUMACHER
Traditional Herbal Medicine in Northern Thailand
Comparative Studies in Health Systems and Medical Care $45.00

GEORGES DUMÉZIL
The Plight of a Sorcerer
Edited by Jaan Puhvel and David Weeks $25.00 cloth

PATRICIA BUCKLEY EBREY and JAMES L. WATSON, Editors
Kinship Organization in Late Imperial China, 1000-1940 $40.00 cloth

GILLIAN HART
Power, Labor, and Livelihood
Processes of Change in Rural Java $30.00 cloth

ARNOLD KRUPAT and BRIAN SWANN, Editors
Recovering the Word
Essays on Native American Literature $37.50 cloth

A. DAVID NAPIER
Masks, Transformation, and Paradox
Foreword by Rodney Needham $40.00 cloth
RODNEY NEEDHAM
Counterpoints
$25.00 cloth

Translated and
Annotated by
PAUL U. UNSCHULD

Nan-Ching--The
Classic of Difficult
Issues
Comparative Studies of Health
Systems and Medical Care $69.95

New Paperbacks

HAROLD COURLANDER
The Drum and the Hoe
Life and Lore of the Haitian
People $10.95 paper

GEORGE A. DEVOS and
TAKAO SOFUE, Editors
Religion and the
Family in East Asia
$10.95 paper

BEN R. FINNEY and
ERIC M. JONES, Editors
Interstellar Migration
and the Human
Experience
$9.95 paper

PEGGY GOLDE, Editor
Women in the Field
Anthropological Experiences
$12.95 paper

GILBERTO FREYRE
The Masters and the
Slaves
A Study in the Development of
Brazilian Civilization
Translated by Samuel Putnam
$12.95 paper

The Mansions and the
Shanties
The Making of Modern Brazil
Translated by Harriet de Onis
$12.95 paper

Order and Progress
Brazil from Monarchy to
Republic Translated by Rod W.
Horton $12.95 paper

ARTHUR KLEINMAN
and BYRON GOOD,
Editors
Culture and Depression
Studies in the Anthropology and
Cross-Cultural Psychiatry of
Affect and Disorder $12.95 paper

University of California Press
Berkeley 94720
New publications

ANTHROPOLOGY AS CULTURAL CRITIQUE
An Experimental Moment in the Human Sciences
George E. Marcus
and Michael M. J. Fischer
Paper $9.95 220 pages
Library cloth edition $22.00

ESSAYS ON INDIVIDUALISM
Modern Ideology in Anthropological Perspective
Louis Dumont
Cloth $27.50 304 pages

SYMBOLS THAT STAND FOR THEMSELVES
Roy Wagner
Paper $9.95 162 pages
22 line drawings
Library cloth edition $27.00

PHONETIC SYMBOL GUIDE
Geoffrey K. Pullum
and William A. Ladusaw
Paper $9.95 368 pages (est.)
Library cloth edition $45.00 (est.)

THE POLITICS OF LINGUISTICS
Frederick J. Newmeyer
Cloth $22.50 (est.) 192 pages (est.)

METATHEORY IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
Pluralisms and Subjectivities
Edited by Donald W. Fiske and Richard A. Shweder
Paper $16.95 400 pages
Library cloth edition $35.00

COSMOLOGY AND SOCIAL LIFE
Ritual Exchange Among the Mambai of East Timor
Elizabeth G. Traube
Paper $14.95 (est.) 296 pages (est.)
8 halftones, 6 line drawings
Library cloth edition $30.00 (est.)

THE MORO MORALITY PLAY
Terrorism as Social Drama
Robin Erica Wagner-Pacifici
Paper 384 pages $14.95
Library cloth edition $45.00

PRIMATE SOCIETIES
Edited by Barbara B. Smuts, Dorothy L. Cheney, Robert M. Seyfarth, Richard W. Wrangham, and Thomas T. Struhsaker
With 41 Contributors
Paper $27.50 (est.) 608 p. (est.)
106 halftones, 32 line drawings, 112 tables
Library cloth edition $60.00 (est.)

MEANING AND MODERNITY
Social Theory in the Pragmatic Attitude
Eugene Rochberg-Halton
Paper $14.95 320 pages 3 halftones
Library cloth edition $40.00
New publications

OGGLALA WOMEN
Myth, Ritual, and Reality
Marla N. Powers
Foreword by Catharine R. Stimpson
Cloth $19.95  272 pages
20 pages of halftones
Women in Culture and Society series

THE FLIGHT
FROM AMBIGUITY
Essays in Social and Cultural Theory
Donald N. Levine
Cloth $25.00  256 pages

RELIGION AND SOCIETY
IN CENTRAL AFRICA
The Bakongo of Lower Zaire
Wyatt MacGaffey
Paper $16.95  308 pages
12 halftones, 5 line drawings, 2 maps
Library cloth edition $45.00

THE CREATION
OF MYTHOLOGY
Marcel Detienne
Translated by Margaret Cook
Paper $10.95  192 pages
Library cloth edition $25.00

SRI LANKA
—ETHNIC FRATRICIDE
AND THE DISMANTLING
OF DEMOCRACY
S. J. Tambiah
Cloth $17.95  210 pages  1 map

Forthcoming
in cloth, Spring 1987

SHAMANISM,
COLONIALISM,
AND THE WILD MAN
A Study in Terror and Healing
Michael Taussig
Cloth $29.95 (est.)  432 pages (est.)
50 halftones, 8 line drawings, 1 map
December

UNDER AFRICAN SUN
Marianne Alverson
Cloth $19.95 (est.)  200 pages
4 line drawings  March

POTTERY ANALYSIS
A Sourcebook
Prudence M. Rice
Cloth $TBA  608 pages (est.)
133 halftones & line drawings,
51 tables  May

Forthcoming
in paper, Spring 1987

ANXIOUS PLEASURES
The Sexual Lives
of an Amazonian People
Thomas Gregor

ISLANDS OF HISTORY
Marshall Sahlins

20% MEETING DISCOUNT
Stop by BOOTHS 208, 210, & 212 and see these and many other
CHICAGO titles

The University of CHICAGO Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
New paperbacks

WALBIRI ICONOGRAPHY
Graphic Representation and Cultural Symbolism in a Central Australian Society
With a new Afterword
Nancy D. Munn
$11.95 268 pages
15 halftones, 18 line drawings, 1 map

THE IMMORTAL ATATÜRK
A Psychobiography
Vamik D. Volkan
and Norman Itzkowitz
$14.95 400 pages
8 halftones, 2 maps

MAKE PRAYERS TO THE RAVEN
A Koyukon View of the Northern Forest
Richard K. Nelson
$12.50 308 pages
22 halftones, 1 map

HUNTERS OF THE NORTHERN FOREST
Designs for Survival Among the Alaskan Kutchin
Second Edition
Richard K. Nelson
$12.95 330 pages (est.)
29 illustrations

THE SUN DANCE RELIGION
Power for the Powerless
Joseph G. Jorgensen
$14.95 372 pages
9 halftones, 11 maps

CONFLICT, VIOLENCE, AND MORALITY IN A MEXICAN VILLAGE
With a new Afterword
Lola Romanucci-Ross
$10.95 238 pages (est.) 14 halftones

Prehistoric Archeology and Ecology series

CITIES OF CLAY
The Geoarchaeology of Tells
Arlene Miller Rosen
Paper $9.00 192 pages
29 line drawings, 5 maps
Library cloth edition $22.00

Forthcoming

PREHISTORIC LIFE ON THE MISSISSIPPI FLOODPLAIN
Stone Tool Use, Settlement Organization, and Subsistence Practices at the Labras Lake Site, Illinois
Richard W. Yerkes
Paper $10.00 (est.) 162 pages (est.)
9 halftones, 35 line drawings, 24 tables
April
Library cloth edition $25.00 (est.)

New publications

GUIDE TO FOSSIL MAN
Fourth Edition, Completely Revised and Enlarged
Michael H. Day
Cloth $37.50 400 pages
120 halftones, 20 line drawings

Journals on display

• Current Anthropology
• History of Religions
• International Journal of American Linguistics
• Economic Development and Cultural Change

20% MEETING DISCOUNT
Stop by BOOTHS 208; 210, & 212 and see these and many other CHICAGO titles

The University of CHICAGO Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637
The time-slot allocated to papers at sessions of the AAA Annual Meeting makes many of them suitable for publication as crisp articles in ANTHROPOLOGY TODAY, which circulates to over 100 countries, with the fastest turnaround of any international anthropology journal. If you have something to say, why not send an article to the Editor for consideration?

ANTHROPOLOGY TODAY is a new, extremely inexpensive, visually interesting, topical, bi-monthly magazine, aimed at a wider readership than other anthropology journals, and with a worldwide news service. The publisher is the Royal Anthropological Institute. We have our North American authors and readers very much in mind, and are specially interested in giving space to younger anthropologists. For instance, in 1986 we published Philippe Bourgois on Miskitu Indians of Nicaragua, Deborah Pellow on an American teachers' strike in China, Joan Cassell on surgeons. Many of the topics we have covered in some depth - medical anthropology, ethnographic film, communal violence, feminism - are of very wide interest, and we are not afraid of controversy; we think it is vital that anthropologists should tackle controversial issues. Write for a free sample copy, or send this tear-out order.

To: ANTHROPOLOGY TODAY, 56 Queen Anne St., London W1M 9LA, UK.
Please send me: (check where applicable)
(... your 6 issues for 1986 (vol. 2); I enclose US$12 (libraries US$14).
(... your 6 issues for 1987 (vol. 3); I enclose US$12 (libraries US$18 but no increase in individual rates).
Name:
Address:
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Already published


Barbara Boardman Smuts, Sex and Friendship in Baboons. 1985.